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ABSTRACT
This guide provides teachers, authors, and editors

with a fuller knowledge of economics textbook alternatives. The guide
consists of four parts which proiide information on 41 college
economic texts published 1970-72. Part 1 is a guide to text
identification through such objective factors as approach, length,
price, rigor, publisher, title, textbook organization, economic
problems, chapter assignments, teaching aids, index items,
supplements, and author's background. Part 2 categorizes the texts by
the author's opinion of their worth in terms of clarity, accuracy,
point-of-view, inno7ation, teaching strategies, seleofivity, and
author credentials. Part 3 provides a one page summary profile of
important objective characteristics of each of the 41 texts. Also
included in this section is a list of 16 supplementary materials for
economics courses. The fourth section asks what kind of text a
teacher may want and then provides suggested possibilities depending
on the previous objective criteria. (Author/DE)
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PREFACE

This guide is prepared as a service to professional teachers of
economics and to authors, editors, and salesmen of economics texts.
Hopefully it me provide teachers with a fuller.knowledge of their text-
book alternati s. Perhaps it may even alert some to values or texts
they have overlooked. The guide may provide-authors, publishers,, editors,
and salesmen with a fuller knowledge of their product compared to others
and with promising innovations or possibilities for textbook writing.
Actually this guide is really an attempt to contribute to better economic
education by seeking to build a more effectively competitive market for
introductory economics texts.

The guide consists of four parts. Its basic section' is Part III
&impose° of one-page profiles of objective characteristics of the 41 texts
published or revised during 1970 through 1972. Part I draws upon these
profiles to compare the 41 texts in regard to 33 different objective
criteria. As a preface to each comparison I indicate in a boxed section
ways in which it mat be relevant, to text selection. Remember my aim is
not to name the good book. Objective maasures are important but do not
get directly to the really important criteria such as the text's accuracy,
its clarity and correctness of reasoning, its readability, and its com-
patibility with the instructor's point-of-view.

(continued on next page)
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In Part II,-however, I allow my' values to enter. I make clearsome of the
characteristics of texts and their authors of which Iapprove and others of which I disapprove. I seek thereby not youragreement but to stimulate you to think on your own. Finally at thevery end of this guide is an index, not of the conventional kind, butan index to texts possessing some of the particular

characteristics youmay be seeking
(or avoiding).

If you know what Eau want and do not want to subject your beliefsto other values, go directly to the index to locate appropriate texts.Then turn to their profiles in Part III for a broader view of each book.Finally turn to the texts themselves.

If think you know what you want but are receptive to learningof othe-r alternatives, gd to Part I for comparative surveys of object-ive characteristics of existing texts.and for reasons why these charac-teristics may be important.
Then let these tables lead you to the studyin Part III of profiles of texts that interest you. Then to the texts.

If you-don't really know what you want but want to learn, studyPart I to discover what you might value,. Part II to learn what I value,Part III to see the great variety of texts available, and the Index todiscover what others value. Then choose.

Finally if you are a potentialauhor (or a teacher who wants todesign a course on his own) seg Part II. Do you agree with my values?.What are loursgoals? Now can you design atext (or course) to servebetter these ooals than do existing texts? Search for ideas in textscited in Part II and in the tables of Part I end profiles of Part III.But use this guide only as a point of departure fdr building a text orcourse which thrusts
imaginatively and creatively beyond what is revealedhere.

Like the good text as I have defined,
in Part II, I aim abovegerminal,- --

to make this Guide germina--- to "turn you on".
To_ stir you who teach tut know not why to build a dynamicphilosophy of economic education for yourselveS;
To move you who write to design more purposeful and imaginativeteaching materials;

To prod you who edit and publish to encourage innovation;
And to prepare you who sell to engage more effectively inyour important role of teaching

economics teachers values theymay have overlooked.

Laurence E. Leamer
December, 1972
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PART I

GUIJE TO TEXT IDENTIFICATION-- OBJECTIVE FACTORS

Part I is intended to assist you to discover texts which have

objective characteristics you desire and possibly also to alert you to

ohjentive qualiCies you may value in a text but in the past have over-

looed. Thus each table is prefaced by a boxed set or questions to re-

mind you of some educational goals to which the table may relate. Many

tables are also prefaced with en explanatory note on how the data were
derived. Having identified texts that interest you, you should then

turn to their profiles in Part III below to see them' in broader per-

spective.

TABLE 1 -- APPROACH
(including overall organization and author's stress)

What approach to the teaching of economics do I want my text to
take? What do I want stressed? What overall organization is best?
Or in general, what philosdhy of economic education do I want the
author to have? Or do I really want a text which is a clear and
well organized expression of a carefully formulated educational
hilosophy?

Explanation -- The most important single objective factor in text
selection is in my judgment its philosophy of economic education. What
does its author really think is important? What theme or goals (if any)
permiate the book? How is the text organized to serve these goals?
Alternative answers to such questions we call aoroaches to the teach-
ing of college economics.

Below I will define brit:fly several alternative educational phil-
osophies or approaches as I understan them and I will try to classify
each recent text by the approach it primarily useu. Actually all texts
include aspects of several approaches, sometimes by design and sometimes
because their authors teem not to have formulated an overt coherent ed-
ucational philosophy. Nevertheless each text is classified below. I
have tried to determine its dominant overt.or implied educational
philosophy expressed in content and organizatiun as well as in the
author's stated goals. I have especially inspected the text's preface,

rticularly the author's justification for having produced still a-
nother text), its introduction (what reasons does it give the student
for studying economicsiand what is really important), its overall organ-
ization, its choice of unit and chapter titles, its unit introductions
and chapter conclusions, and its culminating emphasis (if any).

In addition to "apprpach" I also identify an additional "stress"
of each text, usually one particularly emphasized by its author. Many
texts might well have been classified under the approach implied.by
their stress. Approach 4 stress are-therefore intended to provide
a succinct statement-of a text's goals. These are elaborated and clar-
ifird, often in the author's words, in the text's Profile.

Itiefte7
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1. Analytical Approach = The introductory course above all should
teach economic theory. It should be an introduction to what economists
do, to how they reason, to their intellectual "kit of tools". Students
should learn to think like economists. Institutional and problem mat-
erials may be introduced to improve the teaching of theory but should
not be the central focus of instruction. Organizationally the text
should be built around substantial macro and micro units with problems
material following the relevant theory. A typical analytical approach
textbook profile follows. The meaning of profile symbols may be found
on the textbook profiles in Part III.
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The following texts use primarily an Analytical Approach:

Those stressing application

Given -- applications of theory
Eckaus--public econOmic policy
Peterson -- application to probl;:mis

Samuelson--relevance to student
Sowell -- application of analysis
Hailstones--prob. of ec. stability
Hailstones-Brennan--applic. of thry
Rogers (Choice)--appl. to choices

Those stressing breadth
Lynn- -short but broad text
McConnell--political economy
Miernykinterdependence
Spencer--balance between thry,

probs, & policy
Stigum--ec. institutions

nits

heoiy

Problms

Insti-
tutions

Those stressing methodology

Alchian-Allen--empirical verification
of theories

Brehmempirical verfication of thry
Chalmer-Leonard--student use of

quantitative methods
Lipsey-Steiner--scientific methods
Pfoutsmathematicallnethods

Those stressing teaching
Orr-Savage--unique teaching tools
Sterling Institute--self-teaching
Solmon-- flexibility in organiz.
Rogers (Pr)--flexibility in degree

of rigor

See also texts classified under other approaches but which stress analysis.

2. Systems Approach = The introductory course above all should
open students' eyes to the economy as a whole, as a system, especially
to American capitalism as a socio-economic organization. The text
often may be organized around the severel basic functions of all econ-
omies and will usually compare and appraise the conduct of these funct-
ions by different economies. Or it may move from focus on parts of
the system that are close to those more remote. Organizations vary.

The folluwing texts primarily use E systems aporosch. Their
stress is indicated.

Brown--choices of.policy makers Silk--personal & soc. ec. problems
heller--economic analysis Suits -- application of theory
Nicksonmacro-ec. analysis & policy

See also texts classified elsewhere but which stress systems or organiz.
especially Brandis, Gordon*Dawson, Sanborn, Hunt-Shermen
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3. Problems Approach = Problems are the primary f;atied:for eco-
nomics and for its study by non-economists. Therefore the introductory
course should teach how to analyze a problem and should explicitly
apply this method recurrently to a series of economic problem areas,
probably both to continuing problem areas (efficiency in resource
allocation and use, economic stability, growth and development, and
equity) and also to distinctly current problems. The text may be organ-
ized around these several goals or may choose a sequence of problems
to permit a systematic cumulative development of relevant theory.

The following texts use a problems approach. Their stress is indicated

Bach--analysis & political economy hohler--Overcominq scarcity
Brandis--ec. organii. & pol. ecmy Nichols-Reynolds--applic. of current
Gordon-Dawson---analysis & ec. Systms analysis
Howard-Dalepublic policy for Wykstra--economic goals

economic welfare

See also texts .classified elsewhere but which stress problems or policy.
esp. Analytical texts stressing application,

4. Social- philosophic Approach = The central concern of an economics
that is really relevant is economic philosophy. What is the proper role
for governm-41t in relation to the economy? What is the good economy?
Actually differences in our economic philosophies and in our special-
interest group memberships largely determine our views of .economic policy.
Social and economic goals shotdd be stressed. Alternative economic phil-
osophies should be studied. Since a vclue free social science is not
possible, authors may even express their own values..

The folloTing texts use a social-philosophic aaproach. Their add-
itional str-:ss is also indicated.

Gill-- ec. analysis & public vs. Hunt-Shermn--radical critque of
piivEte interests capitalism

Fusfeld--new micro-macro ec. syn- Sanborn -- social- economic organization
thesis

See also texts classified elsewhere which stress goals, political economy,
or economic philosophy., esp. Heilbroner

5. Historical Approach = The fact of change is-most important for
understanding the present, the past, and for preparing for the future.
The introductory course shoulu therefore give a dynamic evolutionary
view of the economy, of economic analysis, of economic institutions, and
of economic problems. Thus their history is essential. All strictly
"up-to-date" approaches are irrelevant to the future in that they leave
the student with the illusion of hiving learned the final truth.

The following texts use an historical approach. Their further stress
in indicated..

Giesbrecht--both ec. history & Heilbroner--economiC philosophy
history of ec. theory & political economy

Harter--evolution of ec. theory
& institutions

See also texts classified elsewhere especially under social-philosophic
approach., esp. Hunt-Sherman
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6. Institutional Approach = Introductory econoltics essentially
should open students' eyes to their own environment, i.e. to economic
institutions of which they are a part, with which they must deal, about
which they must decide, in which they pay a role as consumer and(cr) as .1

producer. Theory should be introduced after study of related institut-
ions. An institutional text may be organized by sectors (consumer,
producer, labor, agriculture, financial, etc.) or by the relationship
of institutions to the individual. The Consumer Approach is a major
variety of this- approach,

No existing text adheres primarily to this approach. Stigum-
comes closest with its introduction of analysis by Chapters on economic
institutions. Note however texts classified with other approaches
but which stress institutions.

7. Eclectic Approach = No one approach is preferable. Rather all
or many of these approaches should be combined without any one dominating
the substance or organization.

No text has been so classified although most might be. Probably
in the eyes of most authors their text is eclectic. Few texts are designed
to serve primarily one approach. I many respects certain of these appro-
aches are complementary. But in others they are competing or contradict-
ory.

8. "No-approach" Approach = The subject-matter of introductory
economics is ECONOMICS (period!). Forget ebout philosophies: Stop

wasting time inquiring why economics should be taught. Philosophies are
really rationalizations for doing what one wants to do. SIMPLY TEACH
ECONOMICS, i.e. the discipline as developed by professional economists.
The lesrninu of economics by a layman is an end in itself; its rewards

simply in learning what economics is about.

No text has been so classified although some under the Analytical
Approach perhaps should be. This view is to be found among the followers
of the "conventional wisdom" on economics teaching rather than among
others who must justify their break from the traditional analytical
approach.

TABLE 2'-- LENGTH

How long a book do I want? A lengthy "ehcyclopediam of econom-
ics or a short highly selective volume (perhaps supplemented by othe
materials?

Explanation -- The first table below shows total pages. While
pages measure a book's bulk they do not always reveal its reading length.
A total word count would be better. Word count per page varies from
approximately 300 to 700 due to variations in page size, type style, -i"+"'
wkeithof margins, and whether there are one or two columns. Therefore
a second table below shows approximate word count. It has been derived
from the first typical full page of print after page 100 (no charts or
tables or unusual number of headings). I count letters spaces per
full line of type, multiply this by number of lines per page, divide
by 7 (i.e. estimated average ngth of words + one space), then multiply
this measure of approximate number of words per full page by the total
number of pages. The resulting word total is certainly high since no
correction is made for charts or blank pages. But it should give an
approximately correct measure of the relative lengths of texts.

s;"0001,0
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Total Pages per VOume

(* = paperbacks)
200 300 400 ' 500 600
Brehm 207 *Heller 302 Biven 400 *Peterson 513 Gordon -D 602
*Nickson 278 Pfouts 335 Silk 407 Howard-D 537 Miernyk 641

Sowell 349 Brown 411 Suits 542 *Hunt-S 647
*Giesbrecht 353 *Chalmers 460 Nichols 556 Hailstones 654Under 200 * Sanborn 356 Herter 493 Gill 581*Rogers 188
Lynn 373

(Choice)
Crr-S 386

700
Spencer 714
Bach 722
Kohler 742
Heilbroner 747
Wykstra 754

800
Lipsey-S 806
Eckaus 812
McConnell 838
Stigum-S 842
Alchian-A 857
Samuelson 868

'Salmon 875
Brandis 878

900
Hailstones-8 932
Fusfeld 935

No data on Rogers (Pr),
Sterling Institute

Approximate Words p Volume
Very short Short- Average Lonq Very lona.

....

(to 150,000) (150-300.) (300-400) (400-500) 500 01*W
Rogers -'Ch (75) Orr-Savage (165)Howard:(325) over)
Brehm (80) Harter (185) Stigum (325) Samuelson (430)Selmon (500)
Nickson (85) Chalmers (190) Suits (330) Fusfeld (450) Lipsey (520)
Pfouts (110) Peterson (200) Heilbroner(345)-Bach (450) McConnell
Giesbrecht (110)6111 (210) Kohler (350) Alchian-Allen (450) (550)
Sowell (120) Hailstones (210)Eckaus (375)
Heller .(125) Silk (210) Brendle (380)
Sanborn (125) Nichols (240) Hailstones-8 (380)
Lynn (135) Gordon (275) Wykstra (380)
Brown (140) Miernyk (290) Spender (400)
Biven (150) Hunt-Sh (300)

TABLE 3 -- PRICE

No data on
Rogers (Pr),
Sterling Inst.

Should I be concerned about the price my students will pay?
(remember cost relates also to added cost of supplementary materials
if needed, resale value of text, semesters text will serve student).
Should price leaders upward or texts with price differentials downwar
be encouraged? To cut costs, should earlier editions be considered?

$4.00 $5.00 $6.00 $7.00 18.00 $9.00 $10,00 $11.00 $12.00

$3.95 Giesbrecht*
$5.20.Sanbern*

$5.95 Nickson*
$6.95 Brehm, Chalmers*

$4.95 Rogers*-Ch. $7.50 Heller*
$7.75 Sowell
$7.90 Peterson*

$10.95 Bach,Brandi- Eckaus,
Pfouts,MoConnell lmon,
Samuelson

$11.00 Hailstones-B,Suits,
Wykstra

$11.50 Stigum
$.11.95 Lipsey

$8.95 Hunt*,Brown, Silk, Lynn, Harter
$9.00 Biven $12.00 Rogers -"Pr" *

$9.75 Hailstones $12.95 Alchian
$9.90 Gill*
$9.95 Gordon, Howard, Miernyk

$10.50 Spencer, Kchler,Heilbr.
$9.50 Orr-Savage

'A'OvAxt
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TABLE 4 -- ONE OR TUO 9EMESTER LENGTH ?

For my two semester-course is it better to use a shorter one-
semester volume and supplement it or a longer two-semester text?
For my one-semester (or one quarter) -course is it better to use parts
of a longer text or a shorter one written for one semester? Some-
times economists feel a half used text is a pour example of economy.
Others prefer at least to expose students to a more comprehensive
volume even though much of it is nut used.

One Semester
Written especially for a one-semester general ecanmir:s course (including

both macro & Picro) Broun (Systems Appr.), Gietthrecht (Historical),
Harter (Historical), Heller (Systems), Lynn (Analytical), Silk (Sys-
tems), Riven (Analytical), Rogers-Choice (Analytical)

Written for a one-semester mom orientPu course -- Chalmers-Leonard
(Anatical), Gill-"Public Interest" (Social Phil.), Hailstones (Ana-
lytical), Hickson (Systems), Peterson-"Macro" (Analytical)

Written for a one-semester micro-oriented course - Gill-"Private Interest"
(Social Phil.), Peterson-"Micro" (Analytical), Sanborn (Social Phil.)

One or Two Semesters
Written for a one-semester general economics course but may be supple-

mented for two -- Gordon-Dawson (Problems Approach),Sterling Institute-
(Analytical) OrtrrSavage (Soc. Phil. Appr)

A short theory ,Oren ere text written to be supplemented for either a one
or two - semes't'er course -- Brehm (Analytical Approach), Sowell (Analy-
tical), Pfouts (Analytical)

Two Semesters
Written for a two-semester course but includes course outline suggestions

for one-semester courses with the emphases noted.--
, -

Bach (ProbleMs( APprOach)-MA',MI'' Samuelson (Analytical)-MA, MI, Inst.,
Brandis (Analytical)-MA,MI,Gen Probs
Eckaus (Analytical) -MA, MI Salmon (Analytical)- MA, MI, Thry
Howard-Dale (Problems) -MA, MI Spencer (Analytical)-MA, MI, Thry,
Hunt-Sherman (Social Phil.)-MA, Probs

MI, Hist & Inst Stiguat (Analytical) MA, MI, Thry --'-
Kohler (Problems) -MA, MI, Gen Wykstra (!Prablems) Probs, Thry
Lipsey-Steiner (Analytical)- MA,

MI, Thry
McConnell (Analytical)-MA, MI,Thry Key to symbols indicating
Nichols-Reynolds (Problems)-Thry, emphases for 1-semester courses.

Probs MA=macro tleory
MI=micro theory
Thry_ theory generally
Probs= problems & policy
Hist = history

Inst = institutions
Written especially for two-semester courses -- Fusfeld (Social Phil.),

Hailstones-Brennan (Analytibal), Heilbroner (Historical), Miernyk
(Analytical), Ragers-"Prin." (Analytical), Sw4pi(Systems) ,Alchian-
Allen (Analytical)
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TABLE 5 -- RIGOR

I

How rigorous a text do I think appropriate for my students?

for myself? Is rigorous material best presented by the text or oral-

ly by the instructor?

Explanation -- "Rigor" is the critical value foe judging a text
in the opinions of many economists. If 6 book is nothing else it must
be rigorous! The most damning criticism that ten be made of one's
teaching is that it lacks rigor! Yet-the meaning of this criterion is

not usually clear. It may refer to the complexity of theoretic constructs.
This is the classification used below; we watch for the presence of cer-
tain constructs. On the other hand it perhaps should refer to the amount
of algebra and geometry used in the book as a whole or to the relive
emphasis on economic analysis.

LargElli, verbal (includes only elementary analysis -- S & D & little

aSlgebra or geometry) -- Sanborn, Harter, Rogers-"Pr" (Elements set),

Modeiralktely rigorous (geometry of firm, competition, monopoly, &or Y=C+I+G)

Biven,Giesbrecht, GordonDawson, Hailstones, Hailstones- Brennan,
Heilbroner, Heller, Howard-Dale, Hunt-Sherman, Kohler, Lynn, McConnell,

(Dickson, Rogers="Pr" (Principles set), Sowell, Spencer, Suits

Moderately rigorous chapters but more rigorous appendices -- Bach, Brown,

eckaus, Samuelson, Wykstra

Quite rigorous (considerable emphasis on geometry of genfral equilibrium,
inuifference analysis &or equilibrium of IS & LL curves)-- Brandis,
Brehm, Fusfeld, Gill, Miernyk, Nichols-Reynolds, Peterson, Solmon,

Quite rigorous chapters but very rigorous appendices, -- Lipsey-Steiner,

StiguM,

yery, rigorous (algebraic model of economy, numerous algebraic & geometric
models) -- Chalmer-Leonard, Pfouts, Rogers-"Pr." (theory set), Alchian-
Allen

TABLE 6 -- PUBLICATION DATA

Is an old and long established text which has gone through ma
revisions better or worse than a new firs*.; edition? Revisions corre t

errors and respono to experiences of early users'i, Their acceptance
has been adequate for publishers to stay with them. On the other

-hand, new ideas may be less likely in books that have evolved
saleable designs. Is a long or short revision cycle desirable (i.e.
how soon will resale values be cut by a new edition? how up-to-date
is the text with its illustrations and data ?)?.........

Date of First Publication of Current
Revised Texts

(and approximate frequency of revision)
1948 Samuelson (3 year revision cycle) 8th ed. 1970
1954 Bach (3 year revision cycle) 7th ed. 1971
1959 Brandis (4 year revision cycle) 2nd ed. of current text 1972
1960 McConnell (3 year revision cycle) 5th eG. 1972
1964 Alchian-Allen (3-5 year revision cycle) 3rd ed. 1972
1965 Lynn (5 year revision cycle) 2nd ed. 1970
1966 Lipsey-Steiner (3 year revision cycle) 3rd ed. 1972
1968 Heilbroner (2 yr. cycle) 3rd ed. 1972; Kohler (2+ yr.) rev. 1970
1969 Gordon - Dawson (3 yr.cycle) 2nd ed. 1972

000131/0
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Texts Published py Years
Since 1960

1962 1963 . 1964 1262 1966
New New New New New

Davidson Brandis Alchian- Eggers Given
Dye Rbynolds Allen Ferguson- Dye
Fishman

2713.1.
Gambs Kreps Havens

Gitlow Bach Hallszones*Keiser Lipsey-
Snider Bye Kuhlman Lynn Steiner
Rev. *Bye-Hewett Trenton r Rev.

Ferguson McConnell Wright C., .e,-: Fels
Dad-Hail- Harriss (6) Rev. Wallace. Bach

stones (7)
Guthrie
Keiser
Samuelson

(10)

1967 1968 1969 1970
New New New New

Dodd *Brandis Gordon- Given
* Tarshis Heilbroner Dawson Brehm
* Gitlow Stigum Van Tassel Orr-E.

Rev. Kohleg Rev, Savage

Samuelson Hailstones-McConnell
(7) Dodd Reynolds

Harriss (8)
Peach

* Ulmer

14_1: 1972
.Naw Rev.
Brown Alchian-
Eckeus Allen
Fusfeld Brandis
GiesbrechtGordon-

1971
New

Chalmers-
Leonard

Hmard-
Dale

*Abbott
r......v1:-' *Guthrie- Silk Miernyk Gill Dawson

* Alchian- AGambs: 1. Wallace Suits Nickson Herter Hailstones
Allen Bach *Hailstones Rev. Peterson Heller Hailstones-
(5) Hailstones Lipsey- Kohler Rogers Hunt- Brennan -

*Harriss Steiner Lynn ("Choice") Sherman McConnell
*Trenton McConnell Sarmls0hSowell Nichols- Lipsey -

(8) *Reynolds Spencer Reynolds Steiner
(7) . Sterling Pfouts Stigum

Institute Solmon Heilbroner
Wykstra Rogers

Rev. ("Prin.")
Bach Sanborn
(11) (22)

* = pre-1970 texts still available

00014 )(:4
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TABLE 7 -- PUBLISHERS

Is a publisher of several somewhat different economics texts
o a publisher who is concentrating on one text likely to ao a better
job? Should I favor a book from a firm with a long and successful
history of publication of introductory economics texts or should I
favor a company trying to break into the market with a new text?
Is this publisher contributing in other ways to economics teaching
and scholarship (e.g. by producing scholarly monographs, free or
inexpensive service publications, highly innovative experimental
publications)?

(Publishers listed in order of number of texts publised since 1970)

McGraw-Hill Harper-Row
(1970) (1970)
Lynn (2nd ed.) Suits
Samuelson (8th) (1971)
Silk Wykstra
(1971) (1972)

Irwin Prentice-Hall
(1971) (1971)

Peterson Bach (7th ed.)
(1972) Rogers-

Brandis (2nd) "Choice"
Brown (197n)

Nickson Hunt-Sherman (1973) HeilOrs...ner (3rd
(1972) Lipsey-Steiner Reynolds

McConnell (5th)
(1973)

Samuelson (9th)

Dryden
(1970)

Kohler (2nd)
(1972)

Rogers-
"Prin."

Macmillan
(1971)

Chalmers-
Leonard

(1972)
Heller

Eckstein Series

D.C. Heath
(1971)

Howard-Dale
(1972)

Fusfeld
Gordon-Dawson

(2nd ed.)

Random House South-Westn Wadsworth Wiley
(1970) (1972) (1970) (1972)

Brehm Hailstones : Orr-Savage Pfouts
(1971) (4th) (1972)

KnophMiernyk Hailstones- Alchian-
SeriesBrennan (2d) Allen (3rd)

Addison-..2 Appleton C C Cotter- Freeman Goodyear Rand McNally
Wesley (1972) Barnard (1972) (1971) (1973)
(1972) Salmon (1972) GiEsOrecht Gill-"Private" Lancaster

Stigum Sanborn (1972)
Gill-"Public"

Holt.,ML.LittleLproAn. Merrill Scott- Sterling Worth
(1.972.): T1972) (19703 Foresman Institute (1971)

-taChols- Eckaus Biven 7I971) (1971) Spencer
Reynolds Sowell Sterling I.

Publishers of earlier texts still listed as available in Books in Print
(* = publishers also listed above)

*Appleton C C = Trenton (1968), Bye-Hewett (1963)
Harcourt Brace = Abbott (1967)
*Harper-Row = Gemmill (1960)
Houghton, Mifflin = Tarshis (1967), Ulmer (1965)
*Irwin = Reynolds (1969), Guthrie-Wallace (1969), Gambs-Komisar (1968),

harriss (1968), 6randis (1968)
~oxford = Gitlow (1967)
*Random House = Uhr (1966)
*South-Wes+9rn = Hailstones (1969)
*Wadswortt. = Alchian-Allen (1967)
*Wiley = Keiser (1965)



Aldine-Atherton
Allyn & Bacon
American Book Co.
Barnes & Noble
Basic Books
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Publishers Currently With No Recent Text

Bobbs-Merrill Houghton Mifflin
Oushkin Publ.Grp.W.W.Norton
Free Press Oxford U. Press
General Learning Pitman Pub.Co.
Harcourt,Brace Fr. A. Praeger

TABLE 8 -- TITLE AN3 SUBTITLE

Ronald
St. Martins
Scribners
Van Nostrand Reinhold

Is imagination shown in the title? Or should it be? Does the
title really say or teach anything? Does it convey at all the text's
goals? is it an integral part cif the book's total message? Does
this most read part of any book teach anything?

Titles which are neutral, i.e. they simply say succinctly what the subject
is.

Economics = Fusfeld, Lipsey-Steiner, Miernyk, Samuelson, Solmon,
Stigum. r

Introduction to Ecohomics or Introductory Economics
Biven, Brehm, Gordon-Dawson, Wykstra

Basic Economics = Eckeus, Hailstones

Titles which max indicate the approach (although prob bly are as neutral
as the above)

Economic Principles or Principles of Economics or Survey of Economic
Principles = Brandis, drown, ChalmetsLeonard, Lynn, Nichols-
Renolds, Peterson, Rogers-"Pr.9, Suits

Economic Analysis = Sterling Institute

Contemporary Economics = Spencer, Howard-Dale

Neutral titles combined with subtitles which may indicate approach or
emphasis

Economics:8 Analysis of Principles nat Policy = Hailstones-Brennan
An IntroductiErn to Analysis and Policy = Bach
Principles, Problems, and Policies = McConnell
Analysis and Issues = Sowell
An Introduction to Traditional end Radical Views = Hunt-

Science of Scarcity = Kohler Sherman

Elementary Economics: A Mathematical Approach = Pfouts

Contemporary Economics: Principles and Issues = Silk

University Economics: Elements of Inquiry = Alchian-Allen
Economics in American Society = Orr-Savage

Unconvuhtichal Titles which Ihuicate Emphasis

The Evolution of Economic Society = Giesbrecht
Economic Responses to a Changing World = Harter
The Economic Problem = Heilbroner
The Economic System= Heller
What, How, For Whom: The Decisions of Economic Organization = Sanboro
Economics and Social Choice = Nickson
Choice: An Introduction to Economics = Rogers
Economics and the Public Interest & Private'Interest = Gill
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TABLE 9 -- TEXTBOOK ORGANIHTION

amain Eullasis

On what theme should the first chapter begin if it is to secur
student intereA and contribute ultimately to student understanding?

On scope and method

Definition of economics as a discipline = Brandis, Brehm, Brown,
Chalmer-Leonard, Eckaus, Heilbroner, Harter, Howard -Dale, Lynn,
McConnell, Miernyk, Peterson, Pfouts, Silk, Salmon, Spencer,
Sterling Institute, Suits, Orr-Savage

Social sciences as disciplines = Nichols-Reynolds

Science and scientific method = Heller

Paleontology as a scientific discipline = Giesbrecht

On the special subject-matters of economics

The economic problem = Gill-"Publ.", Kohler, Pdckson, Sanborn, Wykstra,
Alchian-Allen

The economic system or organization.= Gill-"Priv,", Sowell, Stigum

The American economy = elven

Economic problems = mach, Heilbroner, Lipsey
Choice = Rogers-Ch

On economics viewed historically (i.e. as an evolutionary science)

History of economic thought = Fusfeld, Gill-Priv."

History of economic institutions and ideologies = Hunt-Sherman

On the importance of the study of economics

Reams to study econumics = Gordon-Dawson, Samuelson

As shown by the economic education movement = Hailstones-Brennan

No data on = Rogers-"Prin."

Nature of the First Major Unit

What should be the nature ano length of the first major unit?
Is a long overview desirable or it is better to move rapidly to the
key parts of the study? Is a multifaceted or more focused introduct-
ion desirable? (length in pages is shown in parens)

A long overview stressing scope-method and giving the stuoent a preview
of economic analysis (both mcro & micro), problems, and organization
and institutions. He needs early to see the whole if the parts to be
subsequently studied are to be understood. =Samuelson (190pp), Eckaus

(172), Hailstones (125), Brandis (114), Howard-Dale (108), Sterling
Institute

A shorter overview with the same spals. But students should get more
rapidly to the heart of their study. = Fusfeld (72pp), Gordon-Dawson

(65), Lipsey-Steiner (59), Biven (55), Hailstones-Brennan (55),
Bach (44), Kohler (40), Chalmers-Leonard (40)

A long history, of the emergence of modern economic society and ideologies.

Hunt-Sherman (180pp), Heilhroner (150)

(Continued on following page)
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An overview of the economy as a system. Rather than a diverse diffused
set of preliminaries, come immediately to the point of economics
study, to see and onuersti:nd the .economy. = Wykstra (88pp), Gill-

"Publ." (67), Nickson (40), Silk (35), Gill-"Priv." (27)

A systems emphasis as above but focused on American Capitalism = McConnell
(150pp), Spencer (96), Solmon (80), Pfouts (30), Orr-Savage (54)

An introductin focusing on economic institutions = hiernyk (80)

A very short introduction focused on--

Scientific method in economics = Nichols-Reynolds (32pp)
Scope of economics = Sowell (17), Suits (12)
Introduction to theory = Stigum (8)

And thus move rapidly on to--
Market theory = Nichols-Reynolds, Sowell, Alchian-Allen
Problems (Rich & Poor Nations) = Suits
Institutional Sectors (Consumers, Firms) = Stigum

Micro or Macro First?

Should macro or micro theory be taught first? Actually most
texts are written so that the two sections may be reversed at the
discretion of the instructor. This flexibility means in effect that
neith7,... part really builds on the ideas of the other. Do I prefer a
text which provides a cumulative development of economic theory? Or
do I want flexibility? L. iP 1,n .1...-: ::: . v v.- :%!:.;:i...1:: =

We assume that each author's prPference is revealed by the structure of
his book. Books about which the author however says the micro and
macro parts are reversable are marked with an asterisk.

Macro first -- It is easier for beginning students to understand. Its
related problems of inflation, unemployment, and growth are more
overt concerns of modern students. Newspapers are usually full of
relevant current events.

*Bach, Biven, Brandis, *Eckaus, Fusfeld, *Hailtones-Brennan, Heil-
broner, Howard-Dale, *Kohler, Lynn, *McConnell, Pfouts, *Samuelson,
*Solmon, *Spencer, *Sterling I .stitute, *Suits, *Wykstra, Orr-Savage

Micro first -- It is more fundamental; it is the heart of economic theory
as it relates to the essential economic principles of economization.
A real understanding of the whole (or macro analysis) is only possible
pfer understanding the parts and how they are coordinated through
markets and government.

Brehm, *Brown, Gordon-Dawson, HartetvnHeller, *Hunt-Sherman, *Lipsey-
Steiner, *Miernyk, *Nichols-Heynolds, Silk, Sowell, *Stigum,
*Alchian-Allen, Rogers-Choice

Macro only -- Chelmer, Uckson, Peterson-"Macro"

Macro primarily -- Gill-"Publ.", Hailstones

Micro primarily -- Sanborn

Micro only -- Gill-"Priv::", Peterson-"Micro"

Two volumes (micro & macro) designed to use interchangeably -- Gill, Pet-
erson, Rogsro-"Prin." (actually two sets of volumes)



Concludinq Emphasis.

On what theme do you want your text to close? Is this final
theme used in the last chapter as a summarizing device for the entire
book or is it used primarily as another topic which must be covered?
Does it reveal what the author really thinks is important; what he
really wants-his book to teach the student; his pducational philosophv?

Economic systems.

Comparative systems = Bach, Given, Hailstones-Brennan, Hunt-Sherman,
Lipsey-Steiner, McConnell, Miernyk, Nickson, Samuelson, Stigum,
Spencer

The 3conomic system = Heller, Suits

Scope and method

Value of economic theory = Brehm

Methodology = Pfouts

General equilibrium = Salmon

History of economic thought = Sowell

Sectors International = Brown, Hailstones, Howard-Dale, Sterling Instit&te

Economic Problems

General review of problems = Lynn

Current problems E. projection for 1970's = Gordon-Dawson

Particular problems =
Growth = Chalmers-Leonard, Gill-"Pub.", Peterson-"Macro"
Development = Eckaus, Fusfeld, Nichols-Reynolds, Silk, Rogers-Ch
Urban = Harter, Kohler

Alchian-AllenWar & Peace = Wykstra
Research & Development = Peterson-"Micro"

Social economic philosohy

Role of government = Brandis, Gill-"Priv", Orr-Savage
Evaluation of Capitalism = Heilbroner, Sanborn

Suoqestthons for further and continuing study = Giesbrecht
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TABLE 10 -- ECOND,IC PrzOBUMS

Place of Problems

How do you think problem materials should be incorporated in a
text? Should they provide the organizational structure and thus the
central focus of a text? Or rather should there be a major unit let
in the text dealing with contemporary domestic economic problems? Or
is it better that problems be woven into the entire course, keeping
them secondary to ano supportive of the text's primary goals?

Problems provide the oraanizadiel structure of the text.

Fusfeld, Hunt - Sherman, Kohler, Suits

Macro related problems following micro- theory + micro related problems
following micro-theory + a major separate problems unit f

Brown, Gordon-Dawson, McConnell, Samuelson, Salmon, Spencer,
Stigum, Wykstra

The above but with no separate problems unit late in the volume.

Rather problems are all related to macro & micro theory respectively-

Brandid, Chalmers-Leonard (to MA only), Eckaus, Gill, Hailstones
(to MA only), Hailstones-Brennan, Howard-Dale, Lipsey-Steiner, Lynn,
Miernyk, Nickson (to MA only), Peterson, Rogers-"Prin.", Silk,
Heilbroner (also to history), Rogers-Ch. Orr-Savage

Problems are related to another structure of the text- -

History of economic institutions, theory, and problems = Giesbrecht,
Harter, Heilbroner (first part)

Economic sectors = ichols-Zeynolds

Fujctions of economies = Sanborn

Text primarily analytical; problems are identified but minor in stress.

Brehm, Heller, Pfouts

Texts With Substantial Sections on
Contemporary Problems

(In:egpationl:Aostability & monopolyLD

Pollution, Environment, Ecology = Bach, Brandis, Brown, Fusfeld, Gordon-
Dawson, Heilbroner, Howard-Dale, hunt- Sherman, Lipsey-Steiner,
Samuelson, Salmon, Spencer, Suits, Wykstra, Sowell, Rogers-Ch.

Urban problems = Bach, Brown, Fusfeld, Gordon*Dawson, Howard-Jale, Kohler,
McConnell, Miernyk, Nichols-Reynolds, Nickson, Samuelson, Salmon,
Spencer, Stigum

Poverty = Brandis, Fusfeld, Gordon*Dawson, Heilbroner, hunt - Sherman,
McConnell, Nickson, Peterson, Samuelson, Solmon, Stigum, Suits,
Wykstra , Rogers-Ch., Orr-Savage

Race & Discrimination = Bach, Heilbroner, Hunt-Sherman, Samuelson, Salmon,-
Wykstrat Sowell

War, Defense, Peace, Military-Industrial Complex = Bach, Gordon-Dawson,
Heilbroner, McConnell, Fusfeld, Silk, Lipsey-Steiner

(continued on page 15)
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Education = Gordon-Dawson, Peterson, Wykstra, Sowell

Regional economics = Brandis, miernyk.

Other--- Change = Bach, Population = Brandis, Age. = Gordon&Dawson, multi-
national Corooratdons = Heilbroner, Social Welfare = Spencer,
Research & New Techboloo = Peterson, Advertising = Nichols,
Social Imbalance = McConnell, Gill, & others, Drugs = Rogers-Ch.

TABLE 11 -- CHAPTERS OR ASSIGNMENT UNITS

How many chapters or assignment units (i.e. numbered or lettered sub-
units of chapters) should a text have to fit effectively into the number
of class sessions available (probably,30 or 45 per semester)? In estimating
desired text length remember to allow time for course introduction, six
week and midterm and final exams, review sessions, current event discussions
workbooks, supplementary reauinqs, student reports, etc. Possibly 20-30
chapters or assignment units for a one semester course using text only,
40-60 or more if two semesters, 10-20 for a one semester course with supp-
lementary materials, and up to 40-60 units fora two semester course with
supplements.

Explanation -- Where chapters are subdivided into explicit parts, these
are included below as assignment units. Appendices are not counted.

Under 20

Rogers-Change 7
Giesbrecht 11
Sanborn 12
Nickson 13
Brehm 13
Harter 13
Heller 16
Brown 1B
Sowell 18
Given 19

20-35 40-50 Over 50

Chalmers-L.523
Lynn 23
Peterson 12+12
Pfouts 24
Hailstones 25
Silk 26
Suits 27
Gill 16+11
Kohler 2B
Orr-S 30
Howard-0 31
Miernyk 31

35-40

Heilbroner 36
Hunt-Sh 38
Spencer 38
Eckaus 3B
Brandis 39'
Nichols-R 40
Solmon 40

Hailstones- Samuelson 55
Or. 44 (42 chs.)

Lipsey-S 44 Sterling 75
Alchian-A 45 Gordon-D 78
Bach 45 (21 chs.)
McConnell 46 Wykstra 94
Fusfeld 4B (2B chs.)
Stigum 48

No data = Rogers-Pr.

TABLE 12 -- FLEXICIE OR CUMULATIVE SEQU..:NGE

Do I want a very flexible text in which each chapter or unit is self-
contained and therefore moy be freely shifted in order? Or do I feel that
a cumulative text is better, i.e. one in which each part builds explicitly
on prior chapters and leads explicitly to those that follow? Should a text
be a series of separate topics covering the subject, or should it have a
clear cumulative theme runninc; through it,-- established in the introduction,
explicitly and cumulatively developed unit by unit, and integrated, reviewed,
and summarized in the last unit or chapter?

Explanation -- The classification of individual texts below is usually
dtermined by the author's intent as stated in his preface, by inspecting
the sequence an omissions in his one-semester course suggestions, and by
reading his unit introductions, his introduction to students, and final
summary.

00021
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Highly flexible: Chapters-& Parts may be interchanged or omitted --
Bach, Brown, Eckaus, McConnell, Miernyk, Nichols-R, Rogers-Pr, Samuel,.
son, Salmon, Wykstra

Cumulative within parts; Parts may be used in different orders --
Gill (two volumes interchangeable), Hailstones, Howard-0, Hunt-Sh,
Lipsey-S, Peterson (two vols. interchangeable), Sterling Institute,
Stigum

Cumulative within parts: Final parts (units) may be omitted --
Kohler, Spencer

Cumulative -- Brendle, Brehm, Given, Chalmers-L, Fusfeld, Giesbrecht,
Gordon*D, Hailstones, Harter, Heilbroner, Heller, Lynn, Hickson, Orr-S,
Pfouts, Rogers-Choice, Sanborn, Silk

TABLE 13 -- TEACHING AIOS

Figures and Tables

Oo I prefer a text with many figures and tables or few? How much
stress on geometry ano statistics? Are figures integrated into the
text (e.ge by explicit reference to them and by explanations below a
drawing) or do they often seem to be inserted mainly for show? How
up-to-date do I want statistics to be; or do I prefer that students
learn to use ether ,current statistical sources?

NuMber of Figures Number of Tables
150- -

Lipsey 131
Eckaus 129

300--
Fusfeld 270
Eckaus 262

I,

250--
Suits 231

Lipsey, Stigum 213

200--Solmon 197
SaTgelson 195
Gordon -0 181

Bach 153
150--Nic* ils,Heilbr.149

Miernyk 145
Eirandis 138,McCon.135

125--

= Total Figs.:- Tabs. -

450 --

Suits 104
100--Hail-8 98,McCon.96

Solmon 92, Fusfeld 88
Alchian 91

Silk 79, Bach 78

75--Hails.75
Samuels.68,Stigum 66
Heilbr. 64, Gordon 61

Peterson 128,Alchien 114
Howard 56, Brendle 57

Gill 114,Rogers-Ch 111
100--Heller 110,Hail-8 109 50--Kohler 50

Silk 104,Howard 103 Miernyk 42,Ohalmtrs 46
Brown 91,Hails.86,Chalmers 84 Peterson 40, Brown 39
Kohler 75,Lynn69,Sowell 67 Heller 36
Saborn & Given 60, Hunt 55

50--Hickson 43
Brehm 38, Harter 35 W1.1 18, Hickson 17

Br & Harter 11,
Sanborn 10

Pfouts 31, Given 31,Lynn
25--Hunt 25, Sowell 24

Eckaus 391

375- -

Fusfeld 358
Lipsey 344
Suits 335

300-- 279
bolmon 286,Stigum/
Spencer 265,Sam1.263
Gordon 242
Hach & McCon.231

225--Heilb.213 205Hail-8 207,Alchiag7
Brendle 195,MiernyR

iiII.161,P8WEEPig
'HEIer 146, Gill 132
Brown & Chalm.130
Kohler 125,Rog.111
Pfouts 92, Given 91

27 LL 96 Sowell 9175=-Hut'uo
Sanborn 70,Nicks§R-
Brehm 49,Harter 36
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End-of- chapter Aids

What end -of- chapter aids do I really want? (the answer will prob-
ably be influenced by whether I plan to ube a workboJk and-or readings)
What are*my basic goals? If memory of fact and terms is important, then
concept lists, fact questions, chapter summaries with numbered lists of
key points may be useful. If reasoning is important then thought quest-
ions, exercises, case studies may be desirable.

None -- Giesbrecht, Rogers-Choice

Chapter summaries only -- Chalmers, Heller, Hunt-Sherman, Sowell, Suits

Thought Questions
3-5 questions (i.e. very selective) -- Nichols, Nickson, Wykstra

5-10 questions -- Bach, Brandis, Eckaus, Gill, Gordon, Hailstones,
Hailstones-Brennan, Heilbroner, Lipsey, Miernyk, Orr-Savage,
Pfouts, Samuelson, Salmon, Spencer, Lynn

10-20 questions -- Biven, Howard-Dale, McConnell, Peterson, Silk, Stigum

Over 20 questions -- Kohler, Sanborn, Brown, Harter

Concepts
List for review -- Bach, Eckaus, Gordon, Howard-Dale, Kohler, Nichols,

Samuelson, Silk, Spencer

Glossary -- Brown, Fusfeld, Hailstones- (;rennan, Heilbroner, Nickson,
Salmon (At and of book)--Brandis, Spencer, Nichols

Bibliography

Annotated, i.e. including brief description of each reference -- Bach,
Brehm, Giesbrecht, Orr- Savage, Silk

Reference list without above annotation -- Gill-Publ., Gordon, Hailstones,
Hailstones-brennan, Howard-dale, McConnell, Salmon, Spencer, Harter,

Other

Completion questions and answer key --' Lynn

Thought questions introduced at appropriate point within each chapter--
Chalmers-Leonprd Alchian, Spencer

Case studies -- Spencer 'Bach

Author's opinions or editorials -- Orr-Savage, Spencer

Biography of leading economists -- Spencer, Nichols-Reynolds

Appendices (number)
End-of-chapter --

Many -- Bach (26), Samuelson (15)
Some -- Brawn (5), Eckaus (9), Heilbroner (8 on statistical methods),

Lipsey (9), Nichols-R (9), Stigum (9),
Few -- Brandis (1 on indiff. curves), Chalmers (1), Fusfeld (2),

Hunt-Sherman (4), Nickson (2),.Spencer (2), Suits (3)
End-of-unit -- Bach (7 on current research), Wykstra (2)
End-of-volume -- Bach (4 mathematical appendices to chapters), Solmnn

(graphs and bibliographies), Sanborn (accounting E Supply-Demand)

On appendices above-- Do I want and will I really use appendices?
Should difficult material be separated from the text or if included shou.d
it rather be an inte ral 'art of the text?

60024 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TABLE 14 -- INDEX ITEMS

The number of index items is a rough measure of the comprehensive-
ness of a text (or the care in the index preparation). How comprehensive
a text do you want? Actually do your students ever have occasions to use
the index? If not, should it be eliminated. If so, do you want an index
with many cross references, with pages of concepts in summaries and
glossaries as well as in the chapters?

590 1090 1540 2000 2540 3090

Rogers-Ch 0 Orr- Savage 1000 Heilbroner 2000 Samuelson 3000
Rogers-Pr 0 Kohler 1100 Fusfeld 2000
Starling 0 SAI.k1160,1,Inn Harter 2000

Sowell 225 ReliSiOt'12310 Miernyk 2000
HelieEm3pc Gordon 1200 Gill 2100

gebofti 550 Eckaus 1200 Brandis 2200
Pfouts 585 So1;140:1250r.t Lipsey 2300
Biven 600 Giesbrecht 1400 Hailstones -Br. 2300
Nickson 600 McConnell 151A Hunt-Sherman 2500
Peterson 600 Suits 1500

Lynn 775 Stigem 1700
Spencer 800 Wykstra 1900.
Chalmers 800
Brown 850
Nichols 900
Howard 900

TABLE 15 -- SUPPLEMENTS TO TEXTBOOK

The "fashion" now is to develop along with a text a "package" of
various supplementary teaching aids separate from the text. What supp-
lementary aids, if, anyvwould you like available to use or try? Remember
some texts incorporate these in the text rather than requiring students
to buy additional materials. Supplements available for each text are

!indicated in the profiles. Table 15 summarizes what is available.

No Supplements for the Following Texts
Biven, Brehm, Giesbrecht, Gordon-Dawson, Heger, Howard -0a19, Orr-Savage,
Peterson, Pfouts, Rogers-Pr., Rogers-Choice, Sanborn,

Supplements to Most Other Textbooks

Study guide or workbook for students (usually including chapter summaries,
thought questions, objective questiuns -- often with answers thereby
making them self-grading--, and problems or exercises.)

Instructor's'Manual (usually including summary of key points to stress in
each chapter, discussion questions or problems, essay and objective
test questions and answers.

Supplements to Many Textbooks

Readings volume -- Bach, Brandis, Eckaus, Hailstones-Brennan, Heilbroner,
Kohler, Lipsey-Steiner, McConnell, Nichols-R, Samuelson, Silk, Sowell, -Wykstra

Programmed text (sometimes combined with study guide above) -- Bach, McConnell
Samuelson, Solmon
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Test file or Question Bank -- Bach, Lynn, Samuelson, Silk, Solmon, Spencer

Examination Sets (e.g. pre4prepaied unit exams that can be reproduced by
copiers) -- Brandis, Hailstones, Spencer

Transparencies (colored and-or black & white; often reproductions of
drawings used in the text) -- Bach, Hailstones-Brennan, Solmon,
San-lelson, McConnell

Transparency Masters (i.e. large prints of charts that may be used for
making transparencies or fur use with direct projectors)-- McConnell,
Samuelson, Heilbroner

Occasional Supplements

Mathematical Supplement for Students with high math competence -- McConnell

Discussion Guide for Leaders Using Readings Volume -- Lipsey-Steiner

Film strips -- Samuelson

Silent movie cassettes -- Samuelson

Lecture outlines for instructor -- Wykstra

Monthly Newsletter for Adopters -- Solmon

Newletter Prepared by Author fur Students -- Heilbroner

TABLE 16 -- AUTHOR'S BACKGROUND

'me of College in Which Text Was Developed

What kind-or place of employment is most likely to provide the ex-
1

perience and stimulus to enable an author to produce a good text for
your kind of students and school?

Explanation -- The schoul listed is the one with which the major
author was associated during most of the period of the text's develop-
ment (6everal authors have since changed schools). After each school is
a number indicating the aomissions standards of each (1=SAT over E25,
2=575-625, 3=525-575, 4.475525, 5=under 475, and ND=no data). Ratings
may be found in the New York Times Almanac. This number may provide
very rough measure of the quality of students with which text was developed.
Following each number is a letter indicating the size of the undergraduate
student body (S=small, under 1000; M=medium, 1000-5000; L=large,5000-10,000;
and XL=extra large, over 10,000). ND=no data.

Two-year or Small Church Business City,
Junior College Related Col. School of University

Brown (Meramec CC)
Howard (Phoenix-M)

Small Private

Giesbrecht
(Wilmington
Ohio 4S)
(Friends)

Lynn (Maryville
Mo. 3S)
(Catholic)

Church Related

University
Solmon
(New York

NG-XL)

Military

Given (Georgia
Tech 1L)
Hailstones
(Xavier 4M)

Agricultural

Liberal Arts Col.

Brehm (Kenyon 2M)
Chalmers (Amherst 1M)
Kohler (Amherst 1M)
Leonard (Smith 1M)

School

Sterling Inst.
(US Naval Acd

1M)

on p. 20

School of U.
University

Peterson
. (Minneseta

3X4)
Continued

Hailstones
(Xavier -Ohio
4M)(Catholic)
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State Universities

Brandis (Ili. 4XL)
Fusfeld (Mich.2XL)
Nichols (Wisc. 3XL)
Sowell (UCLA 3XL)
Alchian (UCLA 3XL)
Suits (Mich. 2XL)
McConnell (Nebr. 4XL)
Wykstra (Color.State 4XL)
t'r'outs ((b. Car. 3XL)

Miernyk (W.Virg. 4XL)
Spencer (Wayne State 4XL)
Nickson (Old Dominion 5L)
Harter (Drag. St. WD-XL)
Heller (Hawaii 4XL)
Steiner (Wisc. 3XL)
now at Mich.
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State Collet es &
S.U. Branches

Gordon (SUNY Oneonta
(ND-M)

Orr (Fla. Atlantic
ND-M)

Sanborn (Towson 4L)
Rogers (U.Wis-Milwaukee

4L)
Hunt-Sherman (U.Cal.

Riverside 3M)

Foreign University

Lipsey (Queens U. U.K.)

Private Universities

Bach (Carnegie 1M)
now at Stanford

Eckaus (MIT 1M)
Samuelson (MIT 1M)
Gill (Harvard 1M)
Stigum (Cornell U.10

now at Northwestern
Reynolds (Stanford 1L)

Developed Outside
of University

Silk (with NY Times
& Business Week)

Heilbroner (economics
writer; now with
New School)

Source of Bachelors and Doctoral Degrees

What kind of undergraduate experience is most likely to produce
an author of an excellent text for your particular teaching situation?
What kind of graduate experience? Do some schools seem to be more fer-
tile sources of textbook authors, of interest in undergraduate teaching':
Is an author with a more recent degree more or less likely to write an
up-to-date text relating to ypu.students?

Explanation -- Following each author's name is the year in which he
received the degree indicated. ACE graduate economics dept. ranks given.

Small Private B.A. Ph.D. State Universities B.A. Ph.D.

Liberal Arts Col. .S.
----

Antioch Harter 141
Claremont Reynolds '56 .

Cornell Col McConnell '50
Allen 140

Dartmouth Stigum
Grinnell Bach '36
Oberlin Steiner 143
Parsons Heller '61

e M 0. *OW

Church RelEted Schools
bt. Marys (Lath).Uiven 45
Maryville (Uath) Lynn 151

'Detroit U (Cath) Hailstones 147 Reynolds 62
St.Louis (Cath) Hailstones151Iowa McConnell'53

Kansas Pfouts '42iven 156Bro
r

.Youna.(MorM.)Howardr;R44v:..1 Colorado Miernyk'46oieign universitles
Nebraska Wykstra166

Free U.Berlin. Kohler '57 Rutgers Giesbrecht 155
Toronto Orr '59 Wyoming Chalmers '63

Solmon 164 W. Michigan Wykstra 160
Munich

. ...nesbrecht158

(& ACE Grd. ranking) 8.S.

Wisconsin(8) Silk 140 Orr 168
Michigan(9) Suits 140 Suits140

Kohler '61
Chalmers-Leonard

169
Minnesota (12) Peterson'60
Illinois (Acceptable +) Lynn '58
Indiana (bccep.-... Brehm '58
Iowa State (accp.+).Eckaus '46
N.Carolina (Accp.+). Pfouts '52
U.C.L.A. (Accp. +)...Sherman '50
U.Ca1.8erk (5) Heller '55

Sherman '60

Continued on p. 21
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Private Universities B.A. Ph.D. Private Univ. (cant.) B.A.18 ACE Bro. Ranking) B.SI

B.S.
M.I.T.(1)

Eckaus '54-New York U. Gordon '47 Gordon '53( .. Stigum
Dawson '53 Dawson Y59Harvard (2) Gill Gill
Spencer '49Sowell'58 Stigum . New School ..... Heilbroner'63Heilbroner

Washington..Fusfeld '42'63 Miernyk'53 Cornell (Adeg.+) Spencer'54Steiner'50 Drake Brehm '49
Samuelson '41

Yale (3)
Nichols'62 Nichols'68

Stanford (4)
Alchian136 Alchian144

Harter '60
Chicago (7) Samuelson'35

Sowell '68 Note on ACE Graduate EconomicsSalmon '68
'Department rankings---The AmericanPeterson'66 Council on Educedon in 1966 rankedSanborn '60 graduate economics departments onBach '40
the effectiveness of their programuu)iimhio (14)

Fusfeld '53 as judged by economists. Below tha
15top departments were 15 others
ranked as "acceptable ..p".

Age and Experience

Ph.D.

Is a relatively
younn author with-fqw years of experience more orless- likely to produce, an outstanding text .than an older more experiencedeconomist? Can youth relate better to youth? Or does age more likelypreserve what works effectively? Who are most likely to produce thetextbook innovations that will influence the future?

Age 60-50
Age 50-40

Age 00-30Birthdate
Birthdate

Birthdate1914-Alchian
1924-Gordon, Allen

1934-Kohler,
Reynolds1915-Bach, Samuelson

1925 - Given, Brehm,
1935-Wykstra

Dawson, Sanborn1916-
1926- Eckaus, Howard, 1936-OrrSpencer1917-
1927-

1937-
1918-Harter, Miernyk,

1928-McConnell
1938 -Silk, Suits

1919-Hailstones, f. 1929-
1939-Heilbroner

1920-Brandis, Pfouts
1930-Lynn, Sowell

1940-Heller,
Nichols1921-

1931-Sherman
1941-

1922-Fusfeld, Steiner
1932-Peterson

1942-Chalmers,
Salmon1923-

1933-Giesbrecht 1943-
- No information on Brown, Gill, Rogers, Brennan, Stigum-Stigum,Savage, Nickson (not in AEA 1969 Handbook)
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Unique Backgrounds of Authors'

Is the author an economist whose activities and writings stud-
ents msy continue tu follow? Is his professiunal role one that con-
tributes to his value as a textbook's author?

Most pretigious economist (Nobel prize winner in economics, former
President of AEA, Newsweek columnist, author of the best selling and
leading introductory text of the last quarter-century)-- Samuelson

Most influential leader of the economic education movement (Chair-
man of the AEA Committee on Economics Teeching, Chairman of the National
Task Force on Economic Education, Executive Committee of the Joint Council
on Economic Education) -- Bach

Managing Editor of the Journal of Economic Education (also one of
the more productive researchers on economics teaching, in, charge of
Research and Publications as a member of the JCEE staff)-- Dawson

Author of numerous popular books on economic subjects and magazine
articles for the general reader Heilbroner

Successful economic journalists -- Silk (N.Y.Timas & formerly Bus-
iness Week), Dale (N.Y. Tithes)

Woman Economist -- Marcia L. Stigum

Black Economist -- Sowrll

Foreign Economist -- Lipsey (Great Britain)

Radical Economists -- Hunt-Sherman

Conservative (Chicago Libertarian) Economist -- Sanborn

Democratic Socialist Economist -- heilbroner

Iconoclastic critic of conventional texts -- Rogers

A team of two authors who disagree on many issues (and who makes
these disagreements explicit in their text) -- Orr-Savage



PART II

IDEAS FOR FUTURE TEXT DEVELOPhENT - A NORMATIVE VIEW

This part is directed especially to introductory economics text-

book authors, publishers, editors, end salesmen,-- present, aspiring,

and potential. Ybu are key agents of chenge for college economics

teaching. But also teachers of economics who seek to improve their

teaching by improving upon their favorite text may find ideas here.

For having in Parts I and III surveyed and hopefully having objectively

reported numerous objective characteriutics of existing texts, I now

will let my values show. I ask myself three questions. "What makes a

desirable introductory text and what are some of the current texts

which best exhibit each characteristic?" "Are there other unique

features in one or a few existing texts that might well be incorporated

in or improved upon in others?" "Are there still other good ideas

found nowhere in present texts which might improve or substanti,lly

reshape future texts?"

My tentative answers follow. I seek not your agreement but to

activate your thoughts and efforts touerd still better texts and teaching.

Guidelines or Standards for Future Texts

1. It hes a clear approach. The author has designed it throughout
to serve a meaningful philosophy of economic education. The text's
approach will be clearly evident in most of the following, -- its title
and-or subtitle, its preface, its organization, its unit end chapter
titles, its introductory chapter, its unit and chapter introductions
and summaries, its end-of-chapter materials, and in its concluding unit
or chapter. See Table 1 of Part I above for texts expressing the
different philosophies. The following texts in my judgment focus partic-
ularly on the indicated approach; others are more eclectic.

Analytical Approach -- Alchian-Allen, Lipsey-Steiner
Problems Approach -- hohler
Historical Approach -- Harter, Giesbracht
Systems Approach -- Heller, Suits
Social Philosophic Approach -- Fusfeld, Gill, Hunt-Sherman (rad-

ical), Heilbroner (democratic socialist), Sanborn (conser-
vative)

Institutional Approach -- no text but see Stigum-Stigum
Mathematical -- Pfouts

Texts I would avoid --

a. Texts that seek to serve equally well sll approaches; let
an author make up his mind then design a bouk toward ,a ends.

b. Texts by authors who are unauare of or contemptuous of
economic education philosophies; they ere ill prepared to do
more then another version of what elready exists.

-23-

Doom
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c. Texts that seek largely meaningless or unexamined goals,
e.g. to teach students "to think like economists", which aim
at "good citizenship", which prepare students to make choices
about which economists themselves disagree, or whose claim to
quality is that they are "rigorous".

2. It is accurate yot not pedantic or overly academic. It is the
accuracy of the text's mein recurrent themes that counts rather than its
factual detail. The former may be learned by students, the latter will
almost certainly be overlooked or forgotten. I have na-sympathy for the
academic "nit-picker" who shows off to students by picking apart the
fine points of the text he has chosen.

Texts I would avoid --

a. Ones written to please economists rather then to be under-
stood by students.

b. Ones which ask students to resolve theoretical or 'empirical
issues on which competent professional economists disagree.

3. It is germinal in its point-of-view and nit terminal. It aims
not so much at "full coverage" but at "turning stuuents on" end "opening
students' eyes" to the evolving economy and its problems and getting
them actively involved. Thus it includes many features to activate
and facilitate e continuing interest and involvement. For example-- -

Highly selected bibliographies with brief but challenging annotat-
ions -- See Bach, Suits, Brehm, Gill

Thought provoking editorials or opinion sections -- Spencer,
Orr-Savage

Seeks to relate to current newspapers or periodicals -- See Suits,
Kohler, Oushkin under "near- texts"

Tries to relate Enalysis to interests of youth -- See Rogers, Silk,
Alchian-Allen

Activities for further study (no only reeding but observation) --
See Giesbrecht

Fosters development of en economic philosophy -- See Heilbraner,
Hunt-Sherman

Texts I would avoid

a. Ones that teach economics as a finished science rather then
one in evolution.

b.. Ones that fail effectively to releta economics to the role
of citizen (or only to that of the professional economist).

c. Those wjtt unselective unennw;ated bibliographies probably
taken indiscriminately from readings for a graduate course.

4. It is cumulative in construction end not é disjointed series
of separate freely interchangeable or deleteable chapters or units.
FlexiDility has been widely built into current texts to make them useable
in courses of various lengths, by instructors with various approaches,
and in various sepinnces. This is necessarily at the cost of unity.
See Table 12 above for cumulative texts.
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Texts I would avoid--

a. Souks which mifke each chapter self contained (unless the book
was designed as a flexible supplement to other materials).

b. Books in which the final chapter is merely another topic
rather than a theme around which the book is reviewed, summarized,
and projected into the future..

c. Ones in which key concepts are not used recurrently after
their first introduction (see the index).

5. It is innovative in conception, design, and execution. It aims
not merely to copy or modestly revise Samuelson or to rewrite it with more
or less rigor (hoping thereby to capture a piece of the mass market).
Rather the author has tried to produce something new and better. See
"Product Differentiations" in the text profiles for innovations in present
texts. Below are a few I find Most promising. ethers are listed under
other

volumesseverer vorumes of different difficulty which may be combined
in different combinations. for different students -- Rogers (Prin)

Selfteaching course serving explicit behavioral objectives --
Sterling Institute

Guide for teaching by discussion -- Lipsey-Steiner

Acetate overlays -- Gordon-Dawson

Projection through the 1970's -- Gordon- Dawson

CoMposed of two separate interchangeable volumes -- Gill, Peterson

Text composed of recent articles, mainly by economists, appearing
in the better magazines for the generel reader -- Dushkin under
"near-texts"

Texts with innovations I would avaoid-- inravetions which are gim-
micks, i.e. for show but contribute nothing to the book's goals. Far example

a. Picture end-or charts that merely "pretty up" the book but
but are not an integral part of the narrative or analysis.

b. Boxed biographies of great economists of the past. Bitter
make them a pert of the narrative.

c. Unanotated bibliographies.

d. Color and-or special type s.tyles used for show and not as a
device to increase the text's teachability.

6. It teaches reasoning
by

not mainly memorization. Remember one
learns to reason not merely by being told how, but by actual experience
in a variety of different situEltions. The following are illustrations
of how reasoning may be taught.

How to think about problems (the problems approach)-- Bach

Reasoning questions introduced within (rather than end) the chapter
Alchian-Allen, ,ChalTers-Leonard, Spencer

Case studies for learning to reason -- Spencer, each

End of chapter thought questions instead of summaries --Pfouts

0004ei.f
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Texts I would avoid- -

a. Texts laden with memorization crutches such as chapter outlines,
concept lists, fact questions, chapter glossaries, numbered sum-
maries, italicized definitions

b. Texts stressing problems which do not employ a problems app-
roach organization of material recurrently with problems.

c. Texts that claim to teach one to"reason like an economist"
but actually have no persistent application of and practice of
the opportunity cost principle. ReaSoning does not consist in
memorizing tools!

7. It is student and learning oriented, not colleague and discipline
oriented. The author has'sought to learn from and apply modern theory
of how students learn. He is not infected with the "anti- educationist"
or "anti-student" biases so common among academics. Pbsitive examples are- -

Explicit application of modern' learning theory to text design -- Bach

Explicit behavioral goals used.in text construction -- Sterling Inst.

Methodological discussion after analysis 8 not as an introduction
to it -- Pfouts, Chalmers-Leonard

Authors' and Students' nota3to students before each chapter -- Gordon-
Dawson

format:. (including type styles, color, page design) facilitating
learning -- Samuelson, McConnell

Numerous applications of interest to students -- Alchiana:Allen, Rogers,
Silk

Student actual involvement in model building -- Chalmers-Leonard,
Hough in "near-texts"

Informal literary style -- Rogers, Giesbrecht

Text organized into few units of teachable length --Suits

Special questions for students wanting a more quantitative emphasis- -
Samuelson, McConnell (a supplement)

Unit self-grading teats (rather than only chapter oriented questions)
Lynn, Silk

Use of teaching cartoons -- Sanborn
Disavows aim of producing professional economists -- Kohler
Texts to avoid or be careful of- --

a. Ones stressing their rigor. The theory of mental discipline
and transfer of training was disproved (or greatly modified)
seventy-five years ago, yet it persists in economics teaching
as an excuse for failures to relate to students.

b. Texts whose main claim is coverage of the discipline or pre-
pering students to go on to be professions]. economists. Unless
an author considers serio.slywhat the non-economist should learn,
he misses the whole point of the introductory course.

Oct9PA t 4
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8. It is selective, not comprehensive. "Economics encyclopedias"
persist in spite of the recurrent recommendation against them by teaching
economists over the last twenty-flue years. The following are current
texts that are selective.

By focus primarily on economic theory -- Brehm, Pfouts

By minimizing historical and institutional material and explicitly
leaving to the instructor topics better covered orally or by
other readings -- Orr-Savage

By focus on theory and only the most basic part of it -- Sowell,Heller

By focus on history and history of thought Giesbrecht, Harter

Oy a relatively succinct coverage of usual topics -- Peterson, Gill,
Lynn

By focus on choice -- Rogers (Choice0, Hickson (8 eliminating micro)

By designing a book to be used with supplementary readings including
newspapers -- Suits

By focus on the most elementary 8 basics of economic organization- -
Texts to avoid--- 'Sanborn

a. Books by authors who simply will not decide upon clear prin-
ciples for selectivity. e.g. who seek merely to cover the tradit-
ional topics briefly or superficially.

b. Large comprehensive books that will not adhere to clear explicit
principles of selection (even 1000 pages is not enough for a real
economics encyclopedia for the general reader).

9. Its author has demonstrated en active and continuing interest
in economic education, including the educational role of economists
hroedly conceived.

Important and influential leaders of the economic education movement
-- Bach, Gordon-Dawson, Samuelson

Frequent writers for the general public (thus involved in adult
economic education) -- Silk, Dale, Samuelson, Heilbroner, Fusfeld

Authors to avoid--

a. Ones who are not or have not recently actually been engaged
in teaching elementary economics. When a senior or research
oriented economist opts out of elementary teaching he reveals
his true values and interests.

10. It practices what it teaches. It demonstrates the economic
principles it preaches.

By keeping its price relatively low -- Paperbacks = Giesbrecht,
Rogers (Choice), Sanborn; hardcover = Brehm, Sowell (see also
Table 3 on p. 5 above)

Printed on recycled paper -- Solmon

Publishes paperback alternatives to its hardcover text -- Heilbroner

Less frequent revisions by longer revision cycles -- see p. 7 above

Planned reduce need for costly supplementary materiels Achian-
Allen, Chalmers-Leonard.
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Additional Ideas from Current Texts

A monthly newsletter, a new supplementary teaching aid that has
promise as a way to keep the text up-to-date and to relate it explicitlyto ongoing economic events. -- free to users of text-- Solmon, Heilbroner

Continuous revision -- The Spencer text is to be kept current by
annually updating the statistics in about 30 key graphs and tables, by
introducing new "Viewpoint". essays on current economic events, and by
adding case problems on most recent issues. Rogers-Principles, with its
many booklets, is to be under constant revision as needed. On the otherhand one might ask why a text should not remain unchanged but teach the
student to use the current sources of up-to-date data and economics discus-sion which are available in litiraries generally.

No end-of-chapter appendices. McConnell is the one very long text
which has broken with the current practice of proliferating appendices.I think the growing practice of appendices needs to be appraised critically.Many appendices are really not a integral part of a text's cumulative
message. When used for more advanced materials for prospective majors,theY raise the question of whether this is the most economical way andbest way to serve a very few students. When used to "show off" to orwin the favor of professional economists, they are indefensible.
For texts with or without appendices see p. 17 above.

Stress upon social goals and their relations to economic policy--
Fusfeld and Wykstr3 deal with social goals throughout. Nichols-Reynolds
are particularly s4rong on efficiency an equity. Sanborn, reflecting
the Chicago Schubl social philosophy, is concerned with freedom as well
as efficiency and euuity. Generally the Social Philosophic and Histor-
ical texts have these concerns.

"Chain reactions", i.e. chains of causation expressed in algebraic
symbol.. OrrASavage make frequent uses of these, the idea being that
they are much shorter and much clearer than words to teach the relation-.
ships among'several economic variables:

A humanistic and literary perspective on economics.-Giesbrecht.
Some of the most read and influential writings by economists are impressive
in part due to the breadth of knowledge of their authors and their liter-
ary style. For example works by Tawney, Weber. On the other hand such
breadth sometimes is more a work of display than a serious effort at
communication.

More chapters and shorter chapters. One problem in teaching is to
have chapters or assignment um/As of a length so that they fit the time
available for discussion. Some materials call for much discussion; other
are better left to the student. Nichols - Reynolds consists entirely of
many very short chapters. In it succinctness is a virtue. Generallyeach chapter is a discussable unit.
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Ideas Still to be Developed

Enough for the recent past and present! Let us dream imaginatively

about possibilities for the future. Are there ideas not yet developed

in current texts which might shape a future text you could create? My

aim is not to convince you but to move you. Here are suggestions for

new kinds of texts. What are yours/

A book which unashamedly uses a personal economics variant of the
institutional approach. It would be built around roles of students as
consumers, as producers, as voters, as opinion leaders and followers,
and as interested observers. Beginning with where student interests are
(e.g. in buying, in the job market, in vocational alternatives, in the
stock market, in the pricing of athletes, etc.) the text would move out-
ward through many of the usual economics topics, but always seeking to
relate them to the roles of students.

A thoroughly problems oriented text. Since the demise of texts
by Oxenfeld (publisher: in 1959) and Fels (1966), no book has been organ-
ized fully around problems. A problems approach requires a series of
problems as the major theme end the organization of materials on each
problem explicitly in terms of the steps in problem solving. Analysis
is introduced in a supporting role, not in the central role.

A text experimenting with a new superdisciplinary approach. Actually
all of the above defined approaches except the Analytic are superdisciplary,
i.e. they transcend the discipline of economics as a positive science. But
a little imaginative thought will reveal other interesLing possibilities.
For example a personal-socio-ecOmomic approach, bne which feels to under-
stand the econumy one should understand its impact on himself, his values,
his vote, his behavior, his social philosophy. Marx, Commons, Ayers, and
Gambs as well as many.others have shown the way.

A text similar to some of the abovebut focusing on concrete roles
students will (or mu) play, in relation to economics. Current texts are
usually to prepc're for one role, i.e. to be or to think like an economist.
Why not such roles as economic journelism (theach them to write), teaching
(perhaps some economic educatiunal philosophy), business leadership (bus-
inessmenlare expecteJ to b- futhoritius ont the economy), politics (include
some of the great cases of economic statemanship), labor leadership or
followership, consumer, President (or his advisor), etc?

A text designed to supplement and provide analytical and/or histor-
ical and institutional background to current materials. Usually the text
provides the core. Why not make a good periodical br newspaper or current
readings volume (such as the Dushkin volume listed under near-texts) the
core. This "text" would cunsist of a series of short self-dontained units
which could be read whenever appropriate and needed for background and
depth. The Wall Stref.t Journal, Business Week, Fortune, New York Times,
Newsweek, or U.S. News are examples of good texts to bP so supplemented.

A modern "classic", i.e. a well writl,en economics book for the gen-
eral reader which deals vitally with persistent economic issues and inst-
itutions and not mer :ly with transient current matters. Great texts (eg.
by Smith, hill, MarshE111) even today are relevant. Perhaps a reason is
that trey were not written as texts but as serious efforts to communicate
to the general ruder.

Co) oats
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A serialized text. Instead of a single volume, a text might beissued serially like a periodical. It could be multi-media (includingperhaps a monthly journal, audio end video tapes, examinations, workbook
exercises, current charts, etc.). It should relate economics to currentissues and to current economiu re-Jearch findings. This new style "text"
might well be tra product of an innovative elementary economics staff.

A text which seriously tries to activate student interest in theeconomics of his own environment. Thus it will seek to interest him inthe best, periodicalil for the general reader, in economics in T.V. newsor interview shows, in current and recent non fiction and fiction relatingto ecunumic problems, in current economists who are important °pillion
leaders, economic journalists, political leaders, or economic advisors.

A text whose author has looked critically at the "conventional wisdom"we have inherited on how to write economics texts. Are these customary
patterns still useful and effective, or are they useless or harmful cult-ural residues from our past? Here are a few bits of our conventionalwisdom I question. Don't agree too readily with me. Be your own iconclast.

a) The usual first chapter includes the definition of economics
and discussions of scope-method. Yes, logically that is where it pro-bably belongs. But educationally I wonder. If such discussion is im-
portant (this could be questioned) is it not bet-"r after the studyof economics rather than as its preface? Indeed in the history of
economic thought, thinking about methodology has followed practice.

b) Most texts stress formal definitions of terms (through ital-
icized definitions, glossaries, concept lists). Actually a concept
can be understood without ever formally definging it. Present texts
may be imparting knowledge (or the illusion of knowledge) without
understanding. Perhaps we should stop this stress on definition.

c) Intra-chapter repetitidin'. is being carried to meaninglessextremes (unless your only aim is memorization). Frequently key points
are listed at the beginning, are stressed by special type in the middle,are repeated in the chapter summary, are parroted in the workbook, andthen hardly used again until listed in the index. Such repetition mayfacilitate memorization. But understanding is served not by such mem-
orization, but by varied applications of knowledge throughout the book.

d)The very title, Principles, is a misnomer for most texts. Orig-ionally it was believed that economics consisted of a set of rules or
principles to learn and use. Only a few texts today really confinethemseves to a few basic principles and then in different contexts teachstudents to use them. I doubt that the term has any meaning to non-
economists, either before or after studyini: economic principles.

a) Traditionally economists (following Marshall) write their textsand teach their classes in three languages,-- prose, geometry, andalgebra. I wonder if these really tend to reenforce one another orwhether the most economical use of time is to teach in the one languageeach particular student is best able to understand.

f) Our traditional taxanomies need reevaluated for their useful-ness in teaching (e.g. macro-micro, production-distribution, static-dybamic). They were developed for scholarly purposes. Without criticallyappraising them for teaching purposes they have taken over our texts.An example of a classification developed for teaching is the functionsof economies (What shall be produced, how, etc?)

00036



PART III

ECONOICS TEXTBOPK PROFILES

The Economics Textbook Profiles ere to provide a one -page summary

of important objective cheracueristios of each of the 41 texts published

from 1970-72. Hopefully each profile will give a clear preliminary pic-

ture of each text, its author, his goals, and*its unusual features. They

provide the basis fdr the comparative tables in Part I above and for the

evaluative judgments in Part II.

Because of their identical foremats, you should be able to compare

the severel texts in which you are particularly interested. Relevant

questions were raised in the boxed sections of Part I and by the ten

"Guidelines" for evaluating future texts in Part II. The common foremat

used is the following:
Citation

AUTHOR, Title. Edition (other than first). Publisher & Address. Year of
Publication. Pages of text + appendices + number of index items. Approx-
imate length in words. Revision cycle (if established). Recency of Data.
List Price. "Paper" if a paperback.

Content & Organization
Approach & stress. uegree of rigor, Introduction, organization and

sequence, concluding emphasis.

Aims
The text's approach, objectives, and uniquenesses in the author's

own words.
Product Differentiations

The book's uniquenesses, i.e. ways in which it seeks to be differ-
ent from or better.than other books or ways in which it may have developed
possibly unplanned differences.

COYTEniT ANALYSIS -- Page content of text divide:; roughly in terms of whe-
ther a chapter or Mt-jor segment is mEinly theory, .problems, 07 descript-
ive of institutions or sectors.. Each category is then further subdivided
in terms of the major subjects of economics. Where major sections deal
with contemporary problems other than monopoly, instabiliLy, growth, de-
velopment, or equity of income distribuldon these problems are indicated.

CONTENT PROFILE -- This is s-a graphic represzIntaion of a book's .profile,
with its content "plotted" against a common horizontal scale of length in
words and a vertical classification of content in terms of theory, prob
lems, and institutions. The unit organization (if any) tind7bequence are
shown.

Teaching Aids
Number of chapters (their average length & range of length); figures

& tables; number & type of end-of-chapter quesciuns-if any; bibliographies;
summaries; flexible or -cumulative construcuion; 1 or 2 semesters; student
workbook; te-cher's manual; readings volume, ano other aids. Where developed

Author's Backaround
Present school (years there); degrees & pl.:ice; fields of speninli-

zation; publicat,ons h research,-- all as shown in the AEA 1969 Handbook.

-Date the Profile was Prepared

4:10047;



College Level ECONOMIL1 TEXTBOMi Pi OFILE Analytical Approach
IntroducLury 0our:ie (2 sem.) Stress on Applicaticin & Interpretation
ALCHIAN, Armen A. & William R. ALLEN. University Economics: Elements of In-

oyiza. 3rd ed. Wadsworth Publ. Co., Inc. Belmont, Calif. 94002. 1972.
808pp. + 34pp answers to end-of-chapter questions + 1200 item index.
450,000 words. Data Ihru 1970. Prior eds. 1964 & '67. $12.95

Content & Organization
Analytical approach with stress on application of economic analysis &

interpretation by thp, student. Very rigorous. No unit organization. The text
begins with a chapter in which the authors prepare the student by showing how
quantitative relationships may be interpreted. Then over its first 500pp the
text centers on microeconomics with very numerous applications. A 200pp macro
section follows, beginning and ending with the problem of economic instability
and including a macroeconomic model of the economy and monetary and fiscal
instituti.ins ant] policy. The volume concludes with 75pp on international trade.

Aims
The authors' stated objectives = "This book is an introductory exposit-

ion of economic analysis., with emphasis on its usefulness and validity. Stu-
dents can easily learn the concepts and theorems, but application to real
events and to their interpretation is difficult to master...0o provide analy-
tical competence, this text emphasizes the application of the basic theorems."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniguenesses = Its clear and persistent focus on economic

analysis using problems ano institutional materiels to validate and to make
meaningful and useful the theory. To actively involve students in using analy-
sis it incorporates numerous thought questions within the chapters themselves.
Answers to many are in the text appendix. Unusual stress on microanalysis.
Growth integrated within the whole volume rather than a separate chapter.
One of the highest priced texts (bui end-of-chapter questions may make workbook
unnecessary.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per major subject - mutter area & guide to profile symbols
Theory, Problems Institutions or Sectors
mi=micro 150 Ef=effieiency..
MA=mecro 55 St=stabiliiy...
SNP- scope -meth. 35 Gr=growth
HT=hist. thry. + Dv=development

Eq=equity
CONTENT PROFILE
0) 300 4 0

67 A=agriculture.. 4
68 8-business 53
+ C=consumers 5

F=financial 73
26 G= government 42

I=international 84
L =lebor 50
S=ec.systems 5

H=ec.history

ages + = interspersed emphasis
500 600 7q0

_22912

No units -- But fells into four ,parts-- -BBB-
Micro & Annlicaiions 1 Macro & /lop/. tIntn1Intr.
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0 100,000 200,000
Words

300 000
....1.-- -1.---- -1----

400,000 500,000
'

Teaching Aids
39 chapters (averaging 2Opp long, ranging from 7-30pp); 114 figures & 91

tables; 4-36 thought & problem type questiuns after each chaster (includes-
citation to relevant questi ns at appropriate point in chapter & answers to
key questions in back of book); list of key ideas after each chapter; cumulat-
ive construction; 2 or 1 sem.;workbook & manual. 0ev. at UCLA

Authors' uackground
Alchian = UCLA (1946- ); B.A.& Ph.D. Stanford;Fields=Gen.Ec., Monet-Fiscal.
Allen = Texas ABM; A.B.Cornell Col.,PhO Duke; Fields=Intl, Gen., Mon-Fiscal.

Date of Profile = 11/72
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College Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOOK PROFILE ProbIemsApproach
Introductory Course (1-2 sem.) Stress on Analysis & Pol. Econ.-2.

BACH, George Leland'. Economics: An Introduction to Analysis and Policy. Seventh
Edition. Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632. 1971. 703 pp. +8 pp. of mathematical appendices + 1500 item index. 450,000 words (390,000
in text + 60,000 in 30 appendices over 75 pp.) $10.95 Statistics thru
1969 or 1970. Revision cycle = every three years.

Problems approach wiigggeAs°1444-14124 (moderately -rigorous, wery,y
TiVotouS. . appendices) and polit.ical economy. Introduced by a 44pp preview
of current problems, of economics and economic reasoning, end of economic or-
ganization. Parts 2, 3, & 4 (510pp) follow the usual principles outline but
analysis is always taught in the context of problems. In the final three parts
(150pp) the major themes of the bouk (esp. political economy, ec. probs. &gob's, & socio-econ. organizations) are reviewed. Finally they are focusseaon change.

Aims.
Author's stated objectives= "This is, frankly and enthusiastically, abook on political economy. It is a book on economic theory, but equally a bookon how students can use economic theory in thinking eLout complex problems fnrthemselves." "... to help students acquire ... an orderly, objective way of

thinking about economic probleme4 "It stresses..1National Goals and Priorities'
... in keeping with today's student interests."

Product DifferentiationsThe book's
uniquenesses=-Ttff7gtrgs-un-ngM-ta-trink about economic prob-lems. Its explicit effort to apply modern learning theory to economics teaching

(e.g. motivation through real problems, use of explicit objectives, & planned
repetition of key concepts & principles). The author and his collaborators in
developing teaching aids have been key leaders in the economic education move-ment. Numerous appendices. Well annotated unit bibliographies on current reseer
CONTOT wows, (pages per major subject-matter area & key to profile symbols)Ilieciry, Problems Institutions or SectorsMI=micro 127 Ef=efficiency.. 17 A=agriculture.. 13 I= internationa3..52MA=macro 100 St=stability... 85 B=business 15 L=labor 16SM=scope-meth. 10 Gr=growth 40 C=consumers .... + S=ec. systems...33HT=hist. thry. + Ov=development 30 F=financial.... 20 H=ec. history...

Eq=equity.., 42 G=government... 50Other problems= Pollution & Environ. (100p); Black Ec. Jev. (5); Draft (4);Urban Crisis (2); Economics of Change (5); Military-Industrial Complex (7)CONTENT PROFILE
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Teachina Aids45 chapters (averaging 16pp long, raft- g from 5-25pp); 153 figures & 78tables; 5-10 problem type questions & a concept list at end of chapters; bib-. liographical appendices on current research; 26 chapter appendices + 4 mathe-matical appendices; highly flexible in sequence; workbook (Joseph et al $eachers' Manual & Question Bank (free), programmed texts (Lumsden & Attiyeh),transparencies of major charts in text. Developed at Carnegie.
Author's Background

Author= Stanford (1966- ), Carnegie (1946-66); A.B.(Grinnell), PhD (Chicago:q.elds=Money-Bkg, Bus. Fluct.,Thry; Res= Macro -ec. policy-making; Chrm. AEAComm. on Ec. Educ. & Board of Joint Louncil Ec. Ed. Date of Profile = 4/72
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Colle e Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOPK PROFILE Anal ticel A roach
Introductory Course (1 sem.) Stress on Applicemions of Theory

BIVEN, W. Carl. An Introduction to Economics. Ches. E. Merrill Publ. Co., 1300
Alum Creek Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43216. 1970. 377pp. + 163 item glossary +
600 item index, 150,000 words. Data thru 1968. $9.00

Content & Organization
Analytical approach confined to the more elementary Ecbasic theory end

with stress un the application of theory (esp. as related to the.buSiness
firm and businessman). Moderately rigorous. Part I begins with e laudatory
overview of the Americcn economy and its growth followed by chapters on scope-
method and economic organization. Part II concerns macroeconomic theory and
problems. Part III is on the theory of the firm, ending with a chapter on how
business firms actually set prices. Part IV deals very briefly with inter-
nationel finance and with the Soviet econo:ic system.

Aims.
The eut or's stated objectives = "Application, above ell, must be given

strong emphasis. . . . I have tried to avoid treory far theory's sake and to
emphasize the application of analytical tools to practical problems." " I felt
it important to give greater ettenti-n to mecroeconomics' which is more closely
related to issues of national economic policy."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniguenesses = The product of v business school; thus the

author seeks to relate to business end to business stuuents' strong desire
that theory be practical am! relevant to their world. Instead of end-of-
chapter summaries, the author uses a series of review questions. Includes
history of economic thought.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pp. per major subject - matter area & guide to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions.or Sectors
MI=micro 33 Ef=efficiency..20 A=egriculture.. + I=internatione1.26
MA=macro 92 St=stability...55 8-business 42 L-lvbor 4
SM=scope-meth. 18 Gr=growth 9 C=consumers.... + S=ec.systems....35
HT=hist.thry.. 25 Ov=development. F=financial.... 35 H=ec. History... +

Eq= equity G=government... +
No distribution theory + = intersperced emphasis

CONTENT PROFILE
igo 2g0 3p0

m 2.macroec. 3:Thy
Ecy Systm Firm

MA
.0* It*.
Gr

Pages

Units
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Problems

HT Institutions

0 100,000 200,000
Word300,000

400,000 500,000

Teaching Aids
19 chapters (averaging 19pp long, ranging from 10-28po); 60 figures &

31 tables + 12 colored inserts on key terms or ideas; 2-16 rargely factual
review questions afLer each chapter; no bibliographies or chapter summaries;
short italicized preface to each chapter ; cumulative construction; 1 sem. ;

no workbook, teachers manual or readings volume; developed et School of
Industrial Nengement, Georgia Insmitu4 of TechnoldgV.

Author s oeckprownu
Ga. Institute (1958- ); B.A. (St. Marys), M.A. & PhD (St. Louis);Fields

= Publ. Finance, Hist. Thought.
Date of Profile = 8/72
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College Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOOK Pr(OFILE Analytical Approach
Introductory Course (1-2 sem.) Stress on Econ. Organiz. & Pol. Ec.

BRAND'S, Royall. Principles of Economics. 2nd ed. Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
Homewood, Ill. 60430. 1972. 851 pp. + 97 term Glossary + 2200 item index.
380,000 words. $10.95 Statistics thru 1968, 1969, or 1970. Revision cycle=
four years.

Content & Organization
Analytical apprdach (quite rigorous) but relates analysis systematically,

and cumulatively to an understanding of socio-economic organization andpolit-
ical economy. The 115pp introductory unit clearly establishes the pattern for
the book by focussing in turn on upon the overall nature of an economy and
its problems, upon economic analysis as a tool to understand an economic system
and finally upon U.S. economic history as a capstone for understanding the
relevance of economics. Parts and IV deal with macro-economics; first
theory, then description, and finally problems and policy. Parts V & VI focus
similarly on micro-economic analaysis and policy. Ch. 35 and Parts VII & VIII
integrate the entire volume by means of theory of general equilibruim, inter-
national trade, and the role of economics and government in the Russian & U.S.
economic ststems.

Aims
Author's stated objectives = "introduce you to the orderly principles

underlying economic activity and give you some intelligent basis for sharing
in great economic decisions and conducting the economic side of your own life
and activities." ""If we can ground our beginning students well in the elem-
entary theoretical concepts of both micro and macro-economics, if we can help
them see the implications of these ideas for social policy, if we can show
them the role of value-judgments in policy decisions,, then we should be able
to rest content."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses= Its very effective cumulative construction.

Its few central themes are repeatedly stressed in different contexts; in short
unit introductions, in short topical (not substantive) summaries at the begYn4,
and end of earh chapter, in several pivotal chapters.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per major subject-matter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI=micro 154 Ef=efficiency.. 45 A=agriculture.. 24 I=international. 44
MA=macro 119 St=stability... 30 8-business 65 L-lebor 54
SM=scope-meth. 27 Gr=growth 32-C=consumers. + S=ec. systems... 32
HT=hist. thry. + Dvdevelopment. 10 F=financial.... 51 H=ec. history... 50

Eq=equity 25 G=government... 68
Other problem= Population (33); Environment (30); Regional Ec. (26);Poverty(23.
CONTENT PROFILE Pages
0 1 0 2 U. 310 400 590 6' 8Q0 851

Intiod Inc. IIL IV.Grl V.Market & VI. 03.str. VIT VI I
UnitsOeterm. Mn Ehn Firm of Income InlAGV

MI MA MI Theory
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200,000 300
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000 500,000

Teaching Aids
39 chapters (ay. 20pplong, from 10-31pp); 138 figures many with support-

ing statistics & 57 tables; 4-8 thought questions/chapte,"; chapter summaries
of key ideas (no concept lists)(no bibliographies); cumulative; 1 sem. or guar.
course suggestions; workbook ($4.95); manuul; readings vol. ($5.50); objective
test battery; developed at U. of Illinois (Urbana)

.

Author's backuound
Author= U. of Ill.(1952-)i A.U. (Rlunitiotid), M.A. & Ph.0 (Duke); Fields=

Gen. Ec., Mon-Fiscal; Ec. Ed.= see his phil. of eq. ed. in Knopf & Stauss,

:,-98
Oate of Profile=6/72Teaching of Elem. Econ. 254-57.

400,000



College Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOOK PROFILE Analytical Approach
Intrnductory Course (1-2 sems.) Stress on Empirical Verification

of Theories
BREHM, Carl. Intteduction to Economics. Random House, Inc. 201 East 50th St

New York, N.Y. 10022. 1970. 198pp + 375 item index. 80,000.words. $6.95
Harddover.

Content &.0roanization
Analyticsl approach with a particular stress on actual empirical veri-

fication of the economic theories taught. Quite rigorous. Introduced by two
chapters Focusing respectively on economics as a discipline and on tne economy
as a system. The bulk of the pook (90pp) concerns the theory of resource al-
location in a mark- economy and its empirical basis. Then follow three macro-
economic chapters (38pp) concerned with aggregate output and elenditures and
with the relation thereto of the money supply. This very short book ends with
discussion of the relations of theory to public policy and the role of the
economist.

Aims
he author's stated. objectives = "In sum, the important features of this

text include the development of economic theury from basic postulates concern-
ing human behavior and the technical conditions of pruduction, a discussiun of
the invest_gative techniques used.by economists to test their hypotheses, and
the application of economic analysis to a broad range of problems whose com-
mon feature is.the need to mximize returns from limited resources." "We want
to help the student 'think like an economist' auout economic issues."

Product Jifferentiations
The book's uniquenesses = Differing from...:other texts, one explicitly

designed to Pe Used along wjAh paperbacks. Thus it.is the shortest intro-
ductory text. It includes very helpfully annotated highly selective bibliog-
raphies after RBCi) chapter. Its explicit stress on understanding the empirical
bases of theory is unique. One of the lowest prided hardcover texts.
CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per subject-matter area & guide to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or sectors
MI=micro 67 Ef=efficiency..20 A=agriculture.. If I=internacional. 3
MA=macro 24 St=stebiliLy... 7 B=business 20 L-labor 10
SM=scops-meth.'26 Gr=growth 9 C=consumers....20 S=ec.systems.... 2
HT=hist.ttry.. Dv=development F=fipancial....13 H=uc. history...

Eq=euuity 12 G=government...30

CONTENT PROFILE Pagea
9 10,0

No units Units

SMI MI iMA

Ef St
Eq

C L F
i

0

Theory

Problcos

Institutions
t

100,000 200,000 300,000 400:000 500,000
Words

Ti'vechine Aids

13 chapters (averaging 17 pp. long, ranging from 7-22 pp); 38 figures &
11 tables; no end-of-chapter quesLions or o.her aids except annotated selected
reading list; highly cumulative construction though each chapter designed to -

be followed by selected readings; 1 or 2 sems.; no workbook or teacher's man-
ual. Developed at Kenyon Collegthor,

s Background
Present school=Kenyon (1963- ); 'B.A. (Drake), M.A. & Ph.O. (Ind.);

Fields= Ind. erg., Gen. Thry & Thought, Welfare; Pubs.="Demand for Gen. Assls-
tance Payments", AER, "Residential 'Construction"' Res.=Ec. Probs.Price Col.

Date of Profile = 8/72



College Level ECONOMIL:5 TEXTBOOK PROFILE Systems Approach

Introductory Course (1 sem.) Stress on the Choices of Policy Mekers

.

BROWN, Gary D. Survey of Economic Principles, Richard D. Irwin, Inc.., Home-

wood ill., 60430. 1972. 402pp. + 850 item index. Statistics thru 1970.
140;000 words. S8.95.

Content &-Orgenization
EconoMic systems approach With stress upon policy makers' choices among

alternative goals and strategies. Moderately rigorous chapters though one
very rigoroug appendix. Although no.unit organization is used, the text falls

roughly into three parts: The fifet 6 chapters (118pp) give an introduction
to economics & the economy, including the:rola of government (i.e. ec. philos-
ophy) & problems arisin from failures olthe price mechanism (i.e. urban &
environmental issues). The next 6 chapters (140pp) concern in sequence monet-
ary-banking instit6tions, macrottworv, & related goals 6 problems. The final
6 chapters (140pp) focus again uponthe economy as an organization, consider-
ing in sequence hop it fulfills the five basic functions & economic problems
'related to each function. Aims . . . .

The author's stated objectives = "This peals with the topics that
ere normally covered in an introductory course economics. Primarily it is

intended for use in n one-semester survey course." "I have used the basic
functions of an economic system es an-4integrating device." "The organization
'of this book may seem rather unconventional, . . but the sequence is based

on whet seems a logical order for the reeder who has no economic background."
Product Differentiations

The book's uniquenesses = Extreme flexibility; each chapter a self-con-
tained unit useable in any.sequence. -Its-explicit concern with clearly stated
policy goals and its emphasis on choices of policy makers. Chapter outline
before each chapter. Algebt'sic model of economy in Appendix 10-A. Major stet-

. istical tables included and explained in 4 chapter appendices.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per major subject-matter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI=micro 82 Ef=efficiency.. 10 =agriculture.. 6 I=internatiunel. 25

*MA=macro 54 St-stability... 31 8 -business 5 L=lei:or 24

SM=bcdpe-meth. 15 Cr=gtowP .11 C=consumers.... 3 S=ec.systems... 22

HT=hist. thry. Ov=development. 8 H=ec. history...

Eq=equity 6 G-.1government...22

Othet problems= Urban & environment (20)-'

CONTENT PiOFILE Pags
p i00 20p 300 400

402
No unit divisions Units

Theory

Problems

0 100,000

-/nst"tutiong
200,000 wagg,000 400,000 500,000

leeching Aids
'18 chapters (averaging 22pp long, ringing from 14-30pp); 5 chapter app-

endices; 91 figures & 39 tables; 9-31 end -of- chapter study questions (mainly

factual) glossary to terms a concepts of that chapter (not alblosgary terms
included in text index); rumplete chapter outline before chapter & summary at
close; 1 semester course; teachers' manual but no workbuok or re.Oinns vol.

Author's Background .

No information, in text.
.

Not listed in AEA 1969 Directory. Teaches at
Meramec Community College. .

Date of Profile = 8/72
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College Level ECONOMICS TEXTGOOK P.,OFILE Anal tical(Mecro) Appr.
Introductory Course (1 sem.) Stressn student participation in use

of Uuantitative Methods
CHALMERS, James A. & LEONARD, Fred H. Economic Principles: Macroeconomic Theory

and Policy. Macmillan Co., 866 Third Ave., N.Y.,N.Y. 10022. 1971. 430pp +
Data Appendix + Question Answers + 800 item index. 190,000 words. Data thrti
1969. '4,6.95 (paperoound). Content & Organization

Analytical approach (macro only) with stress on having the reader actual-
ly perticipate in using quantitative Methods for model building & understanding,
Very rigorous in parts. After a short prologue on the nature of an economy, Part
I introduces the terminalogy, historical record, & the fundamental macroecon-
omic question,"Whet determines'GNP, empl.,orices7" In Pert II a macroeconomic
model of the economy is built & tested. Part III (almost half the book) con-
cerns policy, first problems of the relationship between employment & prices,
then fiscal & monetary policy. Thus the model is used. In part IV macro analy-
sis is further applied to the internationl sector end to the problem of growth,

Aims
. .

The authors' stated objectives =The fundementel cleim for our text is
that macroeconomic theory and policy cen best be taught by building a model
which analyzes the determination of GNP end licy formulation.within'the con-
text of the U.S. economy." "Unlike most tex. we confront the student with
these problems of constructing the model and evaluating the enalysis." "The
theme of our age in in the quantitative epproach to economics."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses = Its stress on quantitative methods & use of

elgebra. Its employment of what its authors call "participatory economics",i.e.
having students part' olhate in model-building. Problems are given at the best
point witnin the text instead of at epd ut chepters (answers in beck of book).
Very effective use of prologue, introductions to Parts, italicised chapter in-
troductions, summaries, & epilogue to unify & focus the text..
CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per major subject - matter erea & key to profile symbols)

Theory, Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI=micro Ef=efficiency.. A=pgriculture. I=internetionel. 35
MA=macro 155 St-stability... 99 Sl=bsiness.... + L=labor
SM=scope-meth. + Gr=growt.b.u.... 10 C=consumere + S=ec.systems 5

HT=hist.thry... + Ov=development. F=finencial... 45 H=ec. history 20
Eq=equity G=government.. 43

+ = intersperced emphasis
PagesCONTENT PROFILE
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Units

Prologue Theory
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Pert III. Macroeconomic PoIbRitutions
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100,000 200,000 woiN,000 400,000 500,000

Epilogue
reaching Aide

23 chapters (averaging 19pp long, ranging from 3-37pp); 84 figures & 46
tables; 0..12 problem & thought questions within (not at end) of each chapter_ 1

with answers in eppendix to book;'Intruductiuns to Parts & chepters; chapter
summeries; cumulative; Deta Appendix & Key to symbols; 1 sem, macro course;
teacher's manuel; no workbook (problems text serve) nor reading vul. -

Authors' Background
Chalmers= Amherst (1966- ); S.A. (Wyoming), PhD (Mich);Fields=Monetary-

Fiscal theory, yen thry, ec.etetist4r0;Pubs="Ec.Stabilizers in a Smell Econo-
metric Model". Leonard= Smith f.Ph0)(Mich) FligtheEfdopmiLig195A Directory.

99944



College Level ECONOhICS TEXTBOOK PROFILE Analytical Approach
Introductory Course (1-2 sem.) Stress on Public Economic Policy
ECKAUS, Richard S. Basic Economics. Little, Brown & Co., 34 Beacon Street,

Boston, Mass., 02106. 1972. 800pp + 1200 item index. 375,000 words. 810.95
Statistics thru 1970.

Analytical approach (moderately rigorous chapters & 9 quite rigorous ap-
pendices) with stress on how economists think (especially use of models) and
on public policy. A 172pp introduction to the key themes of the book;--ec.
organization, ec. models, micro-theory, the public economic sector, & macro-
economic measurement. There fellows a 200pp unit on macroeconomic & monetary
models applied to the problem of full employment and price stability. Next is
a 185pp micro economic unit ending with problems of monopoly. Then follow two
shorter units on distribution of income. and international trade: The book ends
on a very short unit on growth & development models and problems. Current pro-
blems are introduced within the theory units rather than in a later section.

Aims
The author's stated objectives. =".It emphasizes _the explanation, of economic.

analysis and the application of that analysis to understand the role of private
markets and the functions of the public sector. Special attention is given to
the areas in which public policy,ano private markets are closely intertwined."

to bring the style and approaqh of the professional economist into the
first course *by constructing models."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses = Its explicit and-repeated use of models as a

special tool of economists. Its incorporation of current problems within the
theory sections rather than in a separate later unit. Its recurrent emphasis
on the public sector and on interdependence. Exactly eight thought questions &
8 key concepts at end of each chapter (this has forced the author to include
only what he considers to be the most important items). Long overview. Most
numerous figures & tables. No comparative system section.
CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per subject-matter area and guide to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors.
MI=nicro 172 Efr.afficiency.. 52 "A=agriculture.. + I.-;intern,tional, 95

MA=macro 138 St..ristabili14... 32 S=bpsiness..... + L-labor 26
SM=scopelmeth. 30 Gr=grout 20 C=consumers.... + S=ec. systems...
HT=hist. thry. + .01v=development 21 F=financial....40 H=ec. history...

Eq=equity + G=government.. 9
+ t3intersperced emphasis

CONTENT P;i0FILE Pages;Rallo 400 490 511 6Ia0_ 741_ 810
1.0verview. 2.Macroecon. .Microec. ,Funct 5:Int. G. Units
of Econs. erformance nal.of mrk s:Distr Econ Gr,

5.111 MI MI Theory

..:

Fl Institutionsi I
0 100,000 200,,'00 word200,000 406,000 500,000

Teaching Aids
38 chapters (averaging 21pp long, ranging from 12-29pp) incl. 9 snd-of-

chapter appendices; 262 figures & 129 tables; 8 dis.....ussion & review questions
and 8 concepts at end of each chapter; unit previews and chapter summaries;
flexible; 2 one-sem, course proposals;,workbook ($3.95); teacher's manual;
readings 05.95)..Developed et M.I.T.

,
Author's Back round

M.I.T. (1962- ); B.S. (Iowa State); M.A. Wash.U.); Ph.D. (M.I.T.);Fields
Ec. Grth & Dev., Ec. of Techn. Change; Pubs.=Plennini! for Growth; Res.= Ec. of
Educ.

Date of Profile = 7/72
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College Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOOK PROFILE Social Philosophic Approach
Introductory Course (1-2 sem.) Stress on a New Micro-macro ec. synthesis

FUSFELO, Daniel R. Economics. D.C. Heath 8 Co., 125 Spring St., Lexington,
Mass. 02173. 1972. 919 pp. + 2000 itemindex. 450,000 words. S
Statistics tnru 1970. $10.95

Content & Organization
A social philosophic apprusph b6pup=u 16b-emphasis on social goals E.

economic philosophy but with stress on the author's "new synthesis" of theory
of growth, output, & allocation. The volume is introduced by en overview of
this approach. The remainder of the first half of the volume develops its
three parts in a cumulative manner; 1) the growth process, 2) the level of out-
put, and 3) the allocation of resources. Part V and the second half of the book
focus on welfare-maximization; first in a competive economy, then under social-
ism, next under monopoly, and finally through the public economy. The scope
of welfare and the "new synthesis is then broadened to the internati-nal econ-
omy. The volume concludes with an epilogue in which the whole is reviewed and
focused upon economic goals fur the future.

Author's stated objectives= "Th
Aima
s-approach taken in this book is'an amal-

gam of theoretical analysis based on an empirical and descriptive reality that
is directed toward large questions of Rolicy and social goals." "One aim of
this book is to bring those concerns / we should have toward fundamental goals
and human values./ once more into the heart of economics."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesse687.-TIN stress on tne importance of serious consid-

eration of broad social goals. Ends (values) are not taken as given but as ob-
jects for study. The systematic and cumulative way in which its three econom-
ic-analytical themes -- growth, output, S allocation -- and its normative foci
-- choice, welfare, freedom, & equity -- are developed, especially in unit
introductions and chapter and final summaries.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per major subject-matter area& key to profile symbols)
Theory, Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI=micro 140 Ef=efficiency.. 50 A=agriculture.. 28 I=internatione1.48
MA=macro 125 St=stability... 66 B=business 19 L=labor 26
SM =scope -meth. + Gr=growth 88 .C=consumers. + .S=ec. systems...45
HT=hist. thry. 10 Ov=development. 24 :F- financial.... 63 .H=ec. history

Eq=equity -60 G=ggvernment... 38
Other problems= War & Defense (15pp); Cities (21); Natural Environment (21);

Poverty (24) + = intersperced emphasis
CONTENT PROFILE' Page
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48 chapters (averaging 19 g from 6-35pp); 270 figures & 88
tables; no end-of-chapter questions or bibliography; key concept lists & def-
inition; unit introductions & chapter summaries; highly; cumulative; Study Guide
(by MacPhee) $3.95;Instructor's han4alLnq readings volume or programed text.

Author s backgrouno-
Author= U. of Michigan (1960- );B.A. (B.Wash.U);M.A. & Ph.D. (Colum.);

Fields= Hist. Thot, Ec. Hist; Urban Ec.;Manpower; Publ.=The 1192 of the Econ-
omist, Ec. Thot of F.D. Roosevelt. For his ec. educ. philosophy see Saturday
Review, Jan. 22, 1972. Research= Ec, of urb n 8.recial crises, Military-Ind-
ustrial Complex.

0004"/ Date of Profile = 4/72



College Level ECONOmICS TEXTBOCK PROFILE Historical Approach

Introductory Course (1 sem.) Stress on Ec. History & Hist. Ec. Thry

GIESBRECHT, Martin Gerhard. The Evolution of Economic Society. W.H.Freeman &
Co., 660 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal. 94104. 1972. '_35pp. + 1400 item

index. 110,000 words. $3.95 (paperbound)
Content & Organization

Historical approach introducing economic analysis and current problems
by means,of a chronological amount of the developmum, ofeconomic institutions
and economic thought. Moderately rigiious. Tfie volUine begins with a paleontol-
ogical look' at man's origins and a scientist's 16oK at paleontology. The first
two chapters carry man's economic development to the 18th century. Chs. 3-6
continue man's economic histbry ano :show the emergence of economic science.
Chs. 7-10 concern the modern peeibi6: both'the development of econonies & the
development of economics. Thus thru'economic history and the history of eco-
nomics the student is introduced to economic theory, macro & micro, and to
modern problems.

Aims
The author's stated objectives = "... the book deals both.aith,what act-

ually hes gone on economically and what economists said about what went on."
"...a portrayal of-economics as an integral part of human experience." "I

hope the reader will be inflected with a feeling for the brillance of economic
science's intellectual discipline, the broad reach of its relevance to humanr
ity, and its philosophic profundity."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses is Its breadth of scope: it combines humanistic

and literary knowledge with an emphasis on the importance or science. Its
focus: teaching economics by means of history of thought and institutions.
Its informal personal style: the author opening seeks'to Lan converts to eco-
nomic science. The very low price of the volume. Undsually complete index.

CONTENT ANmLYSIS (pages per major subject- matter area.l. key to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions qr Sectors
MI=micro 52 Ef=efficiency.. + A=agriclture. + I=internetional..3
MA=macro 15 St=stability... 20 B=business..-...+ -L=labor , ***** O +

SM=scopermeth + Gr=growth ,+ C=consumers... + -S'rec.systems

HT=hist.thry..39 Ov=development. 14 F=finencial.,...15 H=ec. history 164

Eq=equity + G=golrnment.. +
= intersperced emphasis

CONTENT PROFILE Page=
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400,000 500,000

'Teaching .Aids
11 chapter6 (averaging 30 pp lbng, ranging from 10-51pp); 27 figures &

9 table's; no endrbfrbhaptei' aids;' lest. chapte'r ( #11)' 'on Study" in-
cludes an annotated bibliography & suggestionS. for observing econor,lic phen-

omena around one; cumula'tive construction; 1 semester course; No workbook,
teacher's manual or readings volume. Developed at Wilmiqp6 C011ege (Ohio).

,Author's Background
At Wilmington College (1958- ); B.A. (Rutgers), Pi-a/Equivalent (Munich);

Fields=hist. thought, ec. hist, statisticsuec. systems. Pubs = "The Oecision
System & Collective Problems"; Res= Indeterminate Ec. Systems.. .

. Date of Profile =-8/72
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College Level ECM:C.411LS TEXTBOUh PctOFILE Social Philosophic Appr.
Introductory Course (1 or 2 sems.) Stress on Economic Analysis

GILL, Richard T. Economics and the Public Interest. 2nd ed. 1972. Economics
and the Private Interest. 1970. Goodyear Publ. Co. inc. 15115 Sunset Blvd.,
Pacific Palisades, Cal. 90272. (two volumes) 280+265pp. + reading suggest-
ions + 1400+700 item indices. 110,000 + 100,000 words. $4.95 per Vol.(paper)

Content & Organization
Social philusophic approach (gmphesizing relationships between the indiv-

iduel, state, and public and private interests or goals) with stress on econ.
analysis. Quite rigorous. The theme of whether the public or private sect=
should be expanded runs thru both books. Each volume falls into three parts;
introductory chapters posing the problem, an analytical section (largely mTcro
in the first and fully micro in the second), and a current problems section.
The Public Interest begins with the ecunonic prubler of sc,.rcity and how
market, command, and mixed private-public sector economies cope with it. Pri
vate Interest uses micro theory and related problems to explore how private
interest may or may not be organized to serve public social and economic welfart

Aim's

The author's stated objectives = "I have tried...to locate those issues
of public concern on which economic analysis has the most direct and immediate
bearing ." " .for interested citizens who wish a general introduction to eco-
nomic analysis." "...built around the fundamental question of the relation of
private.interest to social and economic welfare."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses = Its persistent focus on the political-economic

problem of citizens, i.e. whether our economy should expand the public or pri-
vate sectors,-- on relations of public and private interest, but doing so with-
out edhereing to an explicit economic philosophy. A uniquely Harvard product
(thus from one of. the most prestigious andselective colleges); s completely
Harvard educated author teaching Harvard eleMentary students.
CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per major subject-matter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory, Problems Institutions or Sectors-
MI=micro 154 Ef=efficiency.. 40 A=agriculture. 5 1=international.19
MA=mecro 48 St=stabiliq... 15 &business 13 L=labor 11
SM=scope-meth: 14 Gr=growth 36 C=consumers.,... 4+ S=ec.systems....45
HT=hist.thry.. 12+ Dv= development. 21 F=finenciel... 21 H= ec.histary.... 5+

Eq=equity 11 G=governmenz.. 34 + = intersperced

CONTENT PNOFILE Pages emphasis
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Teaching Aids
16 + 11 chaps.(ay. 2Opp long, ranging from 12-320p); 59 + 55 figs. & 11 +

7 tables; at end of each chapter a summery, 4-8 discussion questions, & in
Pub. Int. only unannotated suggested reeding lists; each vol. cumulative &

may be used in either order but preference for Pub. Int. first; student workbook
for each vol.; no teacher's manual or reedincis vol.; Developed at Harvard.

Author's Background
At Harvard; A.B. & Ph.D. (Harvard); Pubs.= Ec. Jev.; Past & Present

and Evolution of hodern Economics.
Pate of Profile = 10/72
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Colle c Level ECONDhIGS K P.OFIL: Problems Approach
Introductory Uourea (1 sem.) Stress un Analysis &-Ec. Systm.

GORDON, Sanford D. & George 6r: DAWSON. Introductory Econonics. 2nd ed. D.C.
Heath & Co., 125 Spring St., Lexington, Mass. 02173. 1972. 574pp + 375 item
Glossary + 1200 item index. 275,000 cords. Data thru 1970. 89.95

Content & Organization'
Problems appruech With strese on economic an_lysis & the overall economic

system. Moderat,ly rigoroue. The text .begins with .a preview of the nature of
teconomics & economic systems. 'Unit II concerns in urn the several factors of

productiun,-- business enterprise, labor, natural resources, government, & con-
sumers-- relatine to each relevant-micro-analysis. Unit III views the economy
as a whole from a macro-economic perspective. A short international unit follows
The final unit and also the last part of most of the foregoing units focuses
on problems Using the problems approach orgenizati n. The volume ends with a
projection of the economy for the 1970's.

I Aims
The authors' stated objectives = "...Introductory Economics uses .the ana-

lytical and problem-solving apprdaCh.". "...analytical rather thpn descriptive."
"...it limits the use of ma,humadc6 to sign le beometritmodels; bar graPhs,-
and schedule analysis." "In dealine with problems a deliberate effort has been
made to avoid 'either-or' approach; instead a range of possible alternatives is
considered." Product Differentiations

The book's uniquenesses= Its explicit problems approach sections through-
out (11 as final parts of 11 'chapters & 9 as chapters or parts of chapters in
the text's lest unit). Its unusual introduction to each chapter; an. "Author/0;
Note to Students" succinctly explaining the chapter's role and "A Student's Note
to the Stueent" in'which a 'student informally makes study suggestions. Inclus-
ion of acetate overlays to teach changes in demano, supply, & aggregate demand.
Explicit.emphesis on the consumer. Its economic projection thru the 1970's.

CONTENT ANALY".IS(pades per major subject-matter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory -.Problems Institutions & Sectors
MI =micro 76 Ef=efficiency..14 A=agriculture.. 7 I=international. 34
MA=macro 60 St=stability...24 B=business 24 L=labor 32
SV6scope-meth. 6 Gr=growth 24 C=consumers....20 S=ec.,systems... 22
HT=hist.thry..+ Dv=development + F=finenciel....25 H=ec. history... 10

t.1=equity 8 G=government...45
Other problems Pollution (21), Poverty (17), Milit.-ind. complex (5),Aged (6),
Urban (8), Educeion (8) + = intersperced emphasis
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Teething Aids
21 chapters (with 78 assignment units); 142 figures, 45 tables, 21,cartoons,

llpp of drawings with acetate overlays; end of each chapter numbered list of k
key points, terms for review, names for review, fact questions, thought & pro-
lem questions, & unannotated selected reading list. Cumulative. One semester
but adaptable for two. No workbook, manual, or readings. 0ev. at SUNY Oneonta.

Authors' Backgrounds
GORDON = S.U.N.Y. Oneonta (190- ); B.S.,M.A.,PhD NYU; Fields* Ind.Org.,

Ben. Ec. Pubs.="Attitudes Toward Trusts Prior to Sherman Act" SEJ. 'DAMSON =
NYU & now with JCEE; B.S.,A.M.,& Ph 0 NYU; Fields=Labor, Ec. Hiet.; Managing
Editor, J1. of Ec. Ed. Date of Profile = 10/72
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College Level ECON0hIC TEXTBOOK PROFILE Analytical (Macro!) Ap.
Introductory Gourne (rizrT) Stress on Problems of Econ. Instab.

HAILSTONES, Thomas Bay sic Economics. 4th ed. South-Western Publishing Co..,
5101 Medison Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45227. 1972. 648pp + 1200 item index.
210,000 words. Oata thru 1970. $9.75

Content & Organization
Analytical Approach (primarily macro though an early chapter on micro

price determinadon) with stress on business fluctuations & policies for eco-
nomic stability. Moderately rigorous. Part 1 provides an overview of econo-
mics, the. conomy, and an introduction to the goal of stability. Parts 2-5
provide institutional and conceptual background to the problem and then anal-
yais":- and policy relating to business fluctuations, economic expansion, and
inflation. The lest chapter in Part 5 relates the foregoing. briefly to our
changing economic goals and to.other economic problems. The final unit (Part
6) concerns international economic institutions, aid, and cooperation, partic-
ularly as related to U.S. economic policy.

Aims
suttioi.'s Stated objectives the book endeavors to take the read-

er

. _

er from scratch through a relatively high level of economic analysis in one
semester." "Basic Economics concerns itself with concepts of the economy as
a whole, such as total production, total employment, total income, and the .

general price level, rather than with the problems of the individual or the
firm."

Product Oifferantiations
The book's uniquenesses = This ano Hailstones-Brennan are in many ways

two versions of the same book (similarities in organization, wording in many
parts is identical or paraphrased). but this one semester version omits all
but introductory price theory and increases coverage of problems of instability.
Its stress on business fluctuations and cycles & extended coverage of theories
of cycles is unusual today. Designed with business students and management .

personnel in mind.
CONTENT WiLYSIS (pages per major subject-matter area & guide.to profile symbols
Theory Problems Institutions and Sectors,
MI=micro 32 Ef=efficiency.. A=agriculture.. Ininternetione1.66
MA=macro 123 St-stability 177 B=business 10 L=lebor 8
SM=scope,meth. 42 Gr=grooth 8 C=consumers 21 H=ec. +
HT=hist.thry.. Dv=development F=finencial.... 92 S=ec.systems....28

Eq=equity + G=government... 31 + = int.q.sperced
emphasisCONTENT P.(0FILE Pages
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Teachinq, Aids
25 chapters (averaging 26pp long, ranging 20-35 pp).; 86 figures &

75 tables; at end of each chapter a summary, exactly 10 discussion questions .

and unannotate.) bibliogrephy of selected readings.; flexible construction;
one semester design; workbook ($3.05), instructor's henual and tests (free),
examination booklet (free)

Author's Lack 'round
Developed at Xavier U.

Xavier U. (1952- );-B.S.TUZITUrti, M.A. Wayne), Ph.D.(St. Louis);
Fields=Gen. Economics, Toney-Fiscal,Growth-Oev.

Dar 4e of Profile = wow



College Level EC0401.IuS TEXTBOM PNOFILE Analytical Approach
Introductory Course (2 sems.) Stress on Application of Theory

HAILSTONES, Thomas J. and Hichael J. BRUNAN. Economics: An Aiiblysis of Prin-
ciples, ano Policy. South*Westerff Publishing Co., 5101 Madison' Road, Cincin-
nati, Ohio 45227. 1970. 911pp'+ 2300 item index. Oata thru 1967. $11.00
380,000 words,

galy.ical approach with stress on application of t:eory. Moderately
rigorous. Organized into four broad subject-matter areas. The first (Parts I &
2) is a, introduction' thu scope-method and the economy viewed by sectors and by
the circular flow. 'The second major sectiorr:(Parts 3-7) concerns macro-economic
analysis, institutions (esp. monetary), problems (stability growth), & policy.
The third section (Parts 7-9) concerns-microeconomics,-- price & production
theory, monopoly, & distribution theory anu problems. The text concludes with
international economy, econuric development, and comparative systems (esp.
Soviet).

Aims
The authoisl stated objectives = "A beginning textbook should be written

for the student -- to stpulate himt.to.challenge him, and.io.serve as, a,oqint
of departure:for further inquiry into tPt,.. subject matter." "It must help him
bridge the gap between theory and practice." "Throughout the book economic
theory and analysis' are ±elated tu.the world of re.Aity."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses = It begins with-a.section on economic education,

i.e. "why all this emphasis on economics ?" An overview of the economy precedes
chapter on scope-method. One of the longer indbxes. Full chapters on human
capital and on personal income distribution. Business oriented, i.e. seeks to
relate to business student.
CONTENT ANALYBIS'(pages per major subject-matter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors '
MI=micro 125 Ef=efficiency.. 79 4agricultUre.. 27 I=international. 47
MA=macro 66 St=stability...117 B.-business 21 Lftlabor 50

..
SMiTsbObe-meth. 23 Gr=growth 25. C=Consumers....20 S=e.c. systems... 73
PIT =hist. thry. Ov=development 30 F;financial.... 85 H=ec. history...

. Eq=equity 40 G=government... 53
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Teaching- Aids
.44 chppiters '(averaging 2Opp long, ringing from 8-32pp); 109 figures &

98 tables; at end. of each chapter as numbered italicized summary, usually 10
(sometimes 3-15). discussion questions and list.of.key terms, & undbMetated
suggested reading list including many intermediate texts; flexible construct-
ion (each part is independent); two semester design; workbook ($3.85); teach-
ers' manuel (free); readings ($5.50); examinations 6. achievement tests (free);
transparency masters (free); 62-transparencies ($125.Ud); Oeveloped at Xavier.

Authorsr.backorounds
Hailstones= Xavier U. (1952=51B.S. (Uetroit);M.A. (Wayne),Ph.O.(St.Louis

Fiales=Gen.Thry, iron-Fin.,Gr-Oay. -Brennen* Boown U.( Pubs.=Prefece to Econo-
metrics. Not listed in AEA 1969 Handbook Oate of Profile= 10/72
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College Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOOK PROFILE Historical Approach,
Introductory Course (1 sem.) Stress on Evolution of Ec. Thry &

HARTER, Lafayette G. Jr. Economic Responses to a Changing World. Scott, Fores-
man & Co., Glenview, Ill. 60025. 1972. 466pp. + 2000 item index. 185,000
words. $8.95 (clbth)

Content & Organization
Historical approach & orgenizetion with stress on the evolution of and

interrelations among economic theory,. intellectual history, & economic history.
Very moderate rigor. "This book is divided roughly into three parts: the devel-
opment of the market economy, the undermining of laissez-faire, and the age of
stabilized economies." As the tit1P.suggests the text essentially is an hist-
orical mcount of how economic theory.Onstitutions, and problems have respond-
ed to changing world conditions. The "student is thereby given an elementary
knuwledge of economic theory and left with an awareness of contemporary econ-
omic institutions and problems, including inflation-unemployment, development,
poverty, urban decay, pollution, end environmental planning.

Aims
The authbr's stated objectives = "I writ my students to view economic

theory as responses to prbbleMs-in'a-.Changing world. Consequently, I use an
historical approach, with the theory emerging from the context of the discuss-
ion. The history not only explains why the they was developed but also pro-
vides applications of it....Tnis book uses only enough economic theory to finer-
dle the problems under discussion. I would rather =have my students acquire
en overview of our economic world then to learn theory for itself."

Product differentiations
The book's uniquenesses-=-A'full length text which uses the historical

approach. throughout. It places modern problems'in an historical perspective..
This text is an explicit application of John R. Common's to economics teaching.
Very few figures & tables.

COVENT ANALYSIS (pages per major subj-ctmetter area & key to,profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions Ok Sectors
MI=micro 40 Ef=efficiency.. 20 AraegriculIwre.. 10 I=internetionpl. 30
MAI:macro, 35 St=stability... 54 8 :business... 14 Lralabor 15

SM=scope-meth. 17 Gr=growth + C=consumers.... + S=ec. systems... +

HT=hist.thry.. 16+ Dv=development 31 F=financial.... 36 H=ec. history... 86
Eq=equity 30 G=government... +

+ =.intersperced emphasis
CONTENT PROFILE Pages
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Teaching Aids
13 chapters (evereging 35pp long, ranging from 18-55pp); 35 figures & 11

tables; at end of each chapter 8-42, largely fectual questions & unannotated
bibliography (mainly texts); chapter -summaries; cumulative; 1 sem. but with
supplements useable for 2; workbook (Sb2.95), instructor's source book with
annotated bibliography ; developed at Menlo College and Oregon State.

Author's .Background
Present schoul=Oregon State (1960- ); B.A. Ontioch), M.A. & Ph.D. (Stan-

ford); Fields= Manpower & Labor, Gen. Tnry & Ec. History; Pubs= John R. Commons,
His Assault on Laissez faire, Labor` in America.

100,000

JeAttio52
Date of Profile = 9/72



College Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOOK PROFILE 'paglovidgil Approach
Introductory Course Stress on EcondMic Philbedphy & Political Economy

HEILBRONER, Robert L. The Economic Problem, Third Ed. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Oliffs, r...J.07632. 1972. 735 pp + 2000 item index. 345,000 words.
810.506tatistics thru 1970. Revisions - '68, 70, 72, 74 (7).

(his i-Oroani7=tionA historical approach (histury-ITT capluallia ado of emergence of our cur-
rent economic problems) and with 8 stress throughout that the important quest-
ion for the future is how cap.6.31ism should be changed (i.e. the political-
economic problem). Moderately nri4bItkgr&.. Moderately comprehensive. The
book opens with a terse reminder of our.crucial current economic problems. Then
it asks whether these can be righted by our present system. Background to this
issue is developed through a history of capitalism. Thereafter most of the book
is devoted first to a macro end. then to a micro-economic view of the economy
and its problems. Thema unit on international trade and multinational corp-
orations. The concluding unit of the volume returns again to the political-
economic problem with which it began.

Aims
-Author's stated objectives= 6I-BEITeve that economic analysis, in a his-

torical and an institutional setting, can indeed illumine problems of burning
important and of 'radical' portentl.provided that the tools of analysis are
directed to historical and social issued and not used as mere exercises of the
imagination."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses= Tfig-nrarai importance it places on the student

developing an economic philosophy for the necessary transformation of American
capitalism. The author meket his own preferences for democrz:tic socialism clear
while urging students to think for themselves. Its historical emphasis. Its
very cumulative construction. Its appendices on statistical methods. Newsletter

CONTENT ANALYAS (pages per'Mejprzubject-matter area & key to profile symbols)
Problems . Institutions or Sectors

MI=micro 110 Enibfficiency.:30 A=agr.iculture.. + I=international. 50
MA=macro 160 St=btebility... 50 8- business + L=labor
SM=scope-meth. 15 Gr='grbultb 25 C-consumer S=ec. systems... 45
HT=hist. thry. Dv'=development.' 35 F=fimenCial 25 H=ec. history...150

Eq=equity 25 G=government... +

tables; 6-12 thought questions per chapter; no bibliogrephies;dist of key words
.and restatement of key concepts at end of each chapter; very cumulative with

integrating &hapter introductions & conclusions; Workbook (by Hannaford) $
0; teachers' manual; Readings (MacEwan-& Weisskopf)*$

. ;,Student Newsletter

Author= New School for 50C181. heRaffill66166.- ); A.B. (Harvard);re.h.D.
Author's'

(New School); Field= General Economics; Pub.=Worldly Philosophers, Between Cap-
italism and Socialism, The Limits of American Capitalism; Res.=Industrial trans-
formation of U.S.; Ec. Educ.= one of the most successful and well known popular-
izers of economics.

Other problems= Ecological crisis (12pp);Poverty & Power (12);Multinational
corporations (13); Military economy (+); Racism (+)

CONTENT PROFILE Page +=intersperced emphasis
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Teaching Aids

36 chapters (averaging 20pli lung, rntignrg from 11-30pp); 149 figures & 64
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.1 e Level ECONOMICS-TEXTBOM PROFILE __Systems Approach
Introductory Course 1 Sem. Stress on Economic Analysis'

HELLER, H. Robert. The Economic SysteM. Macmillan Co., 866 Third Ave., N.Y.,
N.Y. 10022. 1972_ + 300 item index. 125,000 words. Date Thru 1970.
$7.50 (paperbound)

Content & Organization
Economic systems approach with emphasis on basic economic analysis. Mod-

erately rigorous. The volume is organized around the four econcmic sectors
making up the economic system;-- the household sector, production' sector, gov-
ernmental sector, and foreigh. sector. Each of the four sectors is viewed from
two levels of analysis;-- of individual units (micro) end eggregates (mecro).
Thus "in the first half the text studies the basic comporof the economic
system from a micraeconomic viewpoint. In the second half, interactions among
these components end the aggregate implications of economic behavior are devel-
oped."

Aims
The author's stated objectives =-"This book provides the student with a

basic tool kit fot the analysis of economic problems. -Leaving aside instituter
ions', historical, and descriptive detail, the emphasis is an analysis. . . .

The Economic.8ystem.presents an analytical core around which a comprehensive
course may'ttebuilt."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses = Unusually well end clearly organized; the

opening and closiri' chapters clearly establish the text's. systems approach
end plan of-organization. and the parallel structuring of the micro and macro
halves around the four sectors contributes to the attainment of the suthoils
goals. Fine' chapter e summery of entire volume. One of the shorter least .

expensive general texts.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per subject-matter cree 8 gLide to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI=micra 124 Ef=efficiency.. + A=agriculture.. I=international.38
MA=macro 30 St=stability...24 8=bUsiness + L =labor
SM=scope-meth. + Gr=grouth + Ciconsumer + 5=ec.systems....14
HT=hist. thry. Ov=development. F=finenciel 20 K=ec. history

Eq=equity G=government.,. 20
Nothing an Distr. Thry. + = intersperced emphasis
CONTENT PROFILE
0 100 200

Pages

Micro r Nacre 61 No explicit unit organization. Unitsrenize6ion b substbnce shown.
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Teaching Aids
16 chapters (averaging 18pp long, ranging from 14-21pp); 110 figurep &

36 tables; no end-of-chapterquestions or bibliographies; chapter summaries
consisting of list of key points or ideas; cumulative construction; I sem.;
no workbook, teachers manual, or readings volume; developed at UCLA & Hawaii.-

Author's Background
Present school = U. Haweii(0777arsons), M.A. (Minn.),.Ph.0 (Cal.);

Fields = Intl., Gen. Thry, Money. Pubs.= Intl. Trade, "Optimel International
Reserves" EJ; "Trenseptional Uemand for Intl. Means of Payment" JPE. Res.=
Intl. Rcaerves; Intl Adjustment Mpchanisms.

Dets of Profile = 8/72
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College Level ECON0hICS TEXTBOUK PROFILE Problems A roach

Introductory Course (2 sems.) Stress on Public Policy for Econ. Wolf.

HOWARD, Willard W., & Edwin L. DALE, Jr. Contemporary Economics; Problems and
Policies. D.C. Heath & Co., Lexington, Mass. 02173. 1971. 530pp. + 900

item index. 325,000 words. $9.95. Oats thru 1969.

Content & prganiz tion
A problemS approach stressing public policy and thn central goal of eco-

nomic welfare. hoderately rigorous. The' text divides into four roughly equal
units. The first unit provides an eveEview of how a market economy is organized
and of tnc key rule of the public sector. Units II focuses on the problems of

growth and instability, historically, analytically, and policywisu, Unit III

develops price, market, and distribution theory and applies them to ,problems.
The final unit cuncurns the internaldonal sector and develops further problems
related to growth and development in the U.S., the U.S.S.R., and the under-
developed na-ions. Aims

The authors° stated objectiyes = "The emphasis throughout the book is
current-economit problems anO puulic pulicy approadhes to the soluticn-of these -
problems ". "Our approach...is less technical and comprehensive than that of

the more sophisicated texts, .but more sophisticated than that of the easiest
texts." "One objective has been to present just enough institutional descrip-
tion and-economic tneery.te.give students insights into current economic prob-

lems." Pfoduct Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses= Developed in 'a junior college but in collabor-

ation with a well-known economic journalist (who in his introductiLn states

that the text is "chiefly tne work of Willard W. Howard"). Thus a different
pattern of collaboration is used. A two-semester book explicitly designed to
be short enough to facilitate use of supplementary materials.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (p:?ges per major subject - matter area & key to profile symbols)

Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI=micro 88 Ef=efficiency.. 22 A=agriculture.. 12 I=internationa1.38

MA=macro 41 St=btability O 57 Bbusiness + L7labor . 30

.SM=scope- math. 11 GrisOrowth 14 C=consumers.... + S=ec.systems ....38

HT=hist.thry.. + Ovtlavelupment 29 F=financiel *O*0 31 H=ec. history ...10

Eq=equity 17 G=goyernment ... 47
Other problems= eculogy (6); urban (7) + = intersperced emphasis
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Teaching Aids
31 chapters (avereging 17pp, ranging Prom 9-23pp); 103 figures & 5E tab-

les; after each chapter 6-14 discuss-.on E. review questions, terms & concepts
to master, unennotated bibliography; numbered chapter summary; one-semester
micro and macro course suggestions; mildly flexible (macro or micro may be
omitted. No workbuok, manual, or reauings; developer at Phoenix 'Ariz) Jr.Col.

Authurs1 Backgrounds
Howard= Phoenix (1961- );11.77airig. Young), M.A. (Col.)grad. wk (U.Was0

Fields= Pub.Fin.,Money -Bkg, Ec,Dev: Odle = writer for New York Times.
Oate of Profile 1B772
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College Level ECOtiDhICS TEXT6014i P.OFILE Social Philosophic Approach
Introductory Course T-2 som.) Stress-on the radical critque of capital-

sm -HUNT, E. K & SHERHAN, Howard 3. Economics; An Introduction to. Traditionalland
Radical Views'. Harper is Row, 49 East 33rd ,St., New York, L.Y. 10016. 1972.
622pp.+ 2500 item index. 300,0U0 words. 38.95 (paper). Statistics thru 1971.

Content aganiiation
Social philosophic apu7c7Eirri..e. the development of an economic philusoph!

is a central objective) stressing e socialist view of the process of social
change and a Marxian critiqUe of capitalism. Me_nly descriptive though moder-
ately rigorous in parts. Pert I introduces the subject by a history of economic
thought, institutions, interest groupS, and .ideologies and their interrelation-
ships. Parts II & III focus -espectiv'ely on micro and macro economics, but in
the context of problems anu a radical critique of traditional theory and
of capitalism. Part IV integl...as the volume by e comparative study of capit-
alism and modern socialist economies (Rh :aisle, China, 1 oslavia),-- their his-
torical development, current institutions, and current problems.

Aims
The authors' stated objects... ="We shall be concerned with radical crit-

icism of the fundamental inst::;utip',s. of capitalism as well as the orthodox
views on how the market cep list system functions."...studyeconomic problems
within the context of ruler-subject relations.... which includes power,, conflict
and 6isruptive change within c hitarical.setting."..,ours is more of a polit-
ical-economics text th:n-a pureiyeconomics text."

Product Differentiations
Its radical focus. Its view that economics is properly a study of ideology

of economic philosophy, end while, trying to present fairly alternative views,.
a text should not finally.xemainheutial: Its emphasis on 'history (both of
economic thought and pf. economic .kostitutions). One of the most complete indexes
CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages .per majdr.subject-met;er area & key to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI=micro 85 Ef=efficiency. 15 A=agricatura.: + I= internetionsl. 18
MA=macro 68 St=stability.. 54 B-businest + L=labor*
SM6scope-meth. ,Gr=growth 16 ,C=const..;mers.'..'. 15 S=ec. systems... 62
HT=hist. thry.110 .0v=devalopmant 22 F=financial.... 32 H=ec. history... 70

Eq=equity 31 G=bbvernment... 17
Other, problems= Inequality (18); Racial Cc Sexual Oiscrimination (12); Waste (14)

+ = intersperced emphasis
CONTENT PROFILE: Pages'
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Teaching Aids

38 chapters (averaging 17pp long, ranging from 4-30pp) & 4 chapter append-
ices; 55 figures & 25 tables; no and-of-chapter questions or bibliographies;
chapter sumfrios; highly flexible in sequence; adaptable to one-semester;
Study Guide (53.95); instructors manual; no readings vol.; rev. et U.of Cal.Riv.

Authors' Bacialrounds
Hunt = U. of Cal, Riverside. No listing in Am.Ec.Assoc. 1969 Directory.
Sherman U.Cal.Riverside (1964-4 B.A. (UCLA), 3.0. (Chicago);PhD (U Cal

Berk.); Fields=Ec.systems, Ec. Planning.& Forecasidng; Pubs.=Macrodynamic Econ.;
Ec. Content. & Bus. Cycles; Res.= Marxist models

Oate of Profile = 7/72
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Celle e Level ECOWI-JCS TEXTBOOK NOFILL Problems_A.vroach.
Introductory Course (2 sems.) Stress on Overcoming Scarcity

- KOHLER, Heinz. Econumics: The Science of Scarcity.. Dryden Press, Inc. 901 N.
Elm St., Hinsdale, 1Tt.. 60521. 1970 706pp + guide to use of graphs + 445
item glossary + 1100 item index. 350;000 words. Data thru 1969. $10.50

Content & Organization
A problems approach with stress throughout on the broad economic problem

of overcoming scarcity and with focus in turn upon the related problems 1) full
utilization of resources, 2) efficient employment of resources, 3) economic
growth and development, and 4) upon equity in income distribution and power.
These four problem areas provide the organizational structure of the text.
Eacb part, using the problems approach, concerns in sequence a) the nature of
the problem, b) relevant analysis, policy alternatives in our economy, and
the ardblem as seen in cumparison with other economies (socialist and under-
developed economies). Moderately rigorous.

'Aims
The author's stated objectives ..'!This book does not aim to give encyclo-

pedic detail or to train professional economists." "This book has been con-
structed by taking a series of economic problems, selected from thoselfound in
any major newspaper within the space of almost eny week." "...materials se-
lected have been put in a certain sequence that facilitates understanding and
that brings out clearly the structure of ecunumic science."

Product. Jifferentiatiuns
A cumulative volume very well intd.around a single and repeatedly

stressed theme. Thoroughly problems w.egrateiented-Odorganized. Comparative sy-
stems effectively integrated into all relevant parts of text rather than held
to the last chapter as an after thought, Long glossary covering all terms
et end of each chapter. Very unusual for san author to disavow aim of produc-
ing professional economists. Effective use of newspaper clippings, unit intro-

, duccions and epilogue's.
CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per major subject.-matter area & guide to profile symbols
Theory Problems Institutions.or Spctort
RIrmicro 24 PC:eftioithoy., .50+ Abgriculture.. 23 I=.international.48
MA=mecro sa 13;business 26 Li...lbor 20
SM=scope-methiE.:16 Gr4rowth 33 C=contumers + H=ec.history.... +
HT=hist.thry.. + Dv=development 37 D=financial 26 S=ec. systems ...84

... 38Eq=equity, 44 G=government
Other problems = Urban (25)
CONTENT PsIDFILE' Paget
Q 109 209 390 5p0 JQ no

cr.mpl, of 12.Effic. 3. Ec. 4.Sh
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Teaching Aids
28 chapters (averaging "5pp long, ranging from 14-37pp); 75 figures & 50

tables; before each chapter a facsimile reproduction of a relevant news article;
end of each chapter a numbered summary, list of terms & symbols used, & exactly
20 review & discussion questions; unit .1ntroductions & epilogues; cumulative
though parts may be umitted; 1 sem. suggestions;. programmed study guide ($4.95)
instructor':: manual ($1.00), readings. Developed at Amherst.

Author's uackdround
At Amherst (1961- ); G.A.'(Free U. Berlin), M.A.. & Ph.D. (hich.); Fields

=Theory, systems, planning, internation:a.. RUb.= Ec..Integr. in Soviet Bloc,
Welfare 11 Planning,

06057P
Date of Profile = 10/72



College Lavel! tCONOMICS TEXTBOOK PROFILE Analytical Approach
Introductory Course (1-2 sem.) Stress on Scientific Methods

LIPSEY, Richard G. & STEIhER1 peter.O. Economics. 3rd Ed. Harper & Row Publish-
srs, Inc., 49 East 33rd St., New York, f.Y. 10016. 1972. 789pp. + 2300 item
index. 520,000 words (1.75,000 text + 9 appendices of 45,000 words). 811.95
Statistics thru 1970: Revision cycle=three years.

Content & Onanization
Analytical approach with particular emphasis on econumics as a scientific

approach to society & i:s problems. Quite rigorous (very rigorous if appendices
and mathematical footnotes are included), Introduced by 6Opp. on scope-method.
Then six units on micro-theory & problems, :followed by five units on macro-
theory & problems. While the micro and macro parts are cumulative internally,
they may be reversed since neither-is built upon the other.

Aims .

Authors' stated objectives= "...our bu motivation...is to provide a

book that reflects the enormouszhanges .in I- '-iomics over the last twenty-five

years," i.e. "economics has moved very rapidly toward becoming e genuine
science." Thus e text'in which there is!systematic confrontation of theory

with observation," in which there al% "discussions of the uses end the limit-
ations of economic theory in dealinn with matters of public' policy," and in
which "we have not glossed over hard parts just because they are herd."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses= Its emphasis on the methodology of science as

applied to economics & the role of economists as scientists. Its stress on micr,
theory and placing it before macro. One of the iOngest books and highest priced
Aims not merely EA. understanding but also at evaluation of economics as a dis-
cipline. :

.

.

CONTENT.ANALYSIS.(pages.perimajor subject-matter a> ea & key to profile symbols)
Theo7T. :... '-. Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI=micro 176 Ef=efficiency.. 45 A=agriculture.. 10 I=international. 60

MA=macro 123 St-stability... 41 8-business 30 L=labor 18

HT=hist. thry. + Gr=growth 13 C=consumers.... + S=ec. systems... 17

SM =scope -meth. 50 Oy=development 20 F=financial.... 23 H=ec. hl.ibry... +

ci=equity 15 G=government... 48
Other problems= draft (4); Pollution (8) ,

-CONTENT PROFILE Pages
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Teaching Aids
44chapters (averaging 16pp.long, ranging from 7-23pp)+ 9 appendices;

213 figures & 131 tables; 4-10 discussion & review questions after,each chap-
ter & appendix; no bibliographies; chapters summarized by numbered list of

imOottant points; micro & macro parts reversible; Workbook(83.95)4 Teacher's
manual; Readings (84.95) + "Discussion Guide for Instructors" (en.innovation-
to economics).

100,000

eory.
.....

ems

Ins 1 utions

500,000

Authors' Backgrounds .

Authors:. LipseY.Aueen's U(Enbl.)rPub.=Intro. to Positive Economics. -

Steiner= U of hich.(1968- ); A.B. (Oberlin), M.A. & Ph.D (Harvard); Fields=
theory, indust. org., econometrics; Pubs.= "Choosing Among Alternative Public
Investments"; Res.=Publ. Lxpend. Budgeting, Theory of Collusion.

Date of Profile=7/72
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College Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOOK F.OFILE .Analytical Aporopch
Introductory Course (1 sem.) ..:_Stress on Short broad Survey of Econ.

LYNN, Robert A. Basic Economic Principles. Second dd. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

330 West 42dd St., N.Y.,N.Y. 10036. 1970. 338pp + 175 item glossary+
775 item index. $8.95. Data thru1967. 135,000 uords.

Content & Organization
Analytical a ;'proech with an attempt to provide a broad survey of basic

ury, insitutions, and problems but with the compass of a very short volume.

Mooerately rigorous. The first unit consists of an introductory chapter on the
scope of eronomics & on economic reasoning, followed by three chapters on basic

economic institutions. Unit II, tre longest, concerns macro theory, banking, &
problems of instiablicv & gruuth. The remaining half of the book consists of
six very short units, firs; one on the internatiunFl econ..!my & ec..developmdnt,
then four units covering briefy the usual micro topics;price, production, mon-
opoly, & distribution theory anc reLted problems. The last .unit of tt book
(unit VIII) in a sinola chapter sbneys economic problems, past, present, and
future. Aims

The author's stated objectives - "This edition.'..retains the purpose and
approach of the first edition." "(From thu first eoitiL,n) "The purpose of this
volume is to present a survey of economic analysis, issues, and institutions."
"I haue tried to guide myself by a realistic appraisal of what a student can
be expected to comprehend from. the maze of economics in a few months. I have

always tried to bear in mind the special needs of the teacher who is not a
specialist in this subject. "Product Differentiations

The book's uniquenesses = Its attempt to combine breadth in traditional
topics covered with great brevity. Its use of end-of-chapter completion ques-
tions & repetition of all these questions at close of each unit as tools for
students to check their knowledge. Ansers are given together with page citation
to part of text which relates.

.CONYE'Nf ANALYSIS (pages per majorsubject-metier area & key to profile symbols)

.Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
Ml=mico 86 Ef=efficiency.. 10 A=agriculture.. 13 -I=iiiternational. 18

MA=macro 37 St=stability... 18 8=business 16 L=1Ebor 14

SM=scope-meth. 14 Gr= growth 15 C=consumers.... S=ecIsystemn..... 4

-HT=hist. thry. +' bv=development. 8 F=financial.... 16 H=ec. hist

Eq=equity + G=government,,, 12

CONTENT PROFILE
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Teaching Aids
23 chapters (averaging 14pp long, ranging from 6-24pp);69 figures & 27

tables; 6-8 completion type questions including answer key and 8-10 review &

discussion questions at end of each chapter; questions repeated at end of each

unit;no bibliographies; numbered chapter sum Eries;cumulative construction;
workbook, manual; & test file ($2.95, "452.50, &.$4.50 respectively);text devel-

Oped at Maryville Cbllege(Tenn.), a small denoninstionaa school.
Author's Backoround

At Kans. State (1968- );737gtTRaryville), M.S..(Tend.), Phil (Ill.);

Fields= Marketing, Gen. Thry, Ind. Org.; Publications= Price Policies & market
Mgmt. (10

Date of profile = 10/72
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College Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOOK PROFILE Analytical Approach
Introduci:ary Course (1-2 sem.) Stress on Political Economy

McCONNELL, Campbell R. Economics: Principles, Problems & Policies. Fifth Ed."
McGraw-Hill, 330"W. 42nd St., New .York, N.Y. 10036. 1972. 820pp + 1500
item index. 550,000 words. Statistics thru 1970. Revision cycle = every 3 yr

Content & Organization $10.95

An'eUtical approach (moderately rigorous) with stress on political econ-
omy including the relevance of philosophical considerations to policy choices.
Volume introduced by 150pp overvieu of American capitalism & economics. The
remainder of the first half of the volume (245pp) concerns macro-theory & its
applitation to problems of stability and growth. The second half of the book
concerns micro theory & related domestic & international problems. Questions
of political economy (i.e. normative issues) particularly as related to America
capitalism are introduced especially in the latter part of many units. Develop-
ed at Nebraska & used there extensively with TV instruction.

Aims
The author's stated objectives= "... to introduce thernstudent to those

principles essential to an understanding of fundamental economic problems and
the policy alternatives society may Utilize to contend with these problems."
"This text attempts kto improve economics teaching./ by introducing economic
functions of government early and according them systematic treatment in phil-
osophical, fectusl, and controversial terms."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses = Its length,: one of the longest texts & it in-

cludes none of the usual appendices. Its lengthintroductory overview giving
the student an undeietanding of the whole before studying in detail the parts.
Its major emphasis on economic growth and recurring stress oh general equilib-
rium. One of the most complete "packages" of supplementary teaching tools.

CONTEU .-INALYSIS (pages per major subjact=matAer area & key to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
hI=micro 218 Ef=efficiency. 54 A=agriculture..22 I=internatione1.52
mA=macro 75St=stabiliI.y... 70 B=business 34 L=labor ....18
SH=scopometh. 38Gr=sgrowth 36 C=consumers ... .10 S=ece-systems .4.47
HT=hiSt.thry.. .1.Dv=development. 18 F=finencial ....55 .H=ec. 'history... +

Frv.equity 18 G=government...35 .....! ..

Other problems= Cities (22), Poverty (17), War Industry (18), Social Imbalance
iCONTENT PROFILE Pages + = intersperced emphasis (14)

0:7-----140 aio 3g0 440 593 600 70 8 0 820
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Teaching Aids
46 chapters (averaging 17 pp long, ranging from 8-26pp); 135 figures &

96 tables; 4-14 thought questions, unannotated highly selective bibliography,
& a numbered summary at end of each chapter; flexible sequehce; 3 one-semesttr
course outlines; Study Guide (S4.50); Instructor's Manual; readings ($5.95);
program text (;64.95); a mathematical supplement for students who prefer a more
quantitative approach (54.50); test file; colored & blrck & white transparencie

Author's pichasund
Author= present school U. of Nebr. (1'.,53- ); B.A. (Cornell Col )O., M.A.

(Ill.), Ph.O.(Iowa); Fields=Gen. Thry;.Labor. Pubs.="An Experiment with TV in
El. Ec."Res=Teaching Et. with Leatures. Date of Profile = 7/72
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College Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOnK PROFILE Analytical Approach
Introductory Course (2 sem.) Stress on Interdependence

MIERNYK, William H. Economics. Random House, Inc., 501 hadison Ave., N.Y. 10022
1971. 626pp + 2000 item index. 290,000 words. Statistics thru 1968-7049,95

Content'& Organization
Analytical approach .(quite rigorous) with considerable emphasis on des-

cription and with stress thruout on interdependence. "The text proceeds from
the treatment of the smallest units in the economy--firms & househads-- to in-
dustries & sectors, and thence to aggregatie economics. The latter is followed
by a discussion of the economics of growth & development, and the problems of
a mature economy." "Such problems aspoverty ano income inequality, inflation
and unemployment, the growth of military spending, and the economics of envir-
onmental deterior:tion are coveredtbrieflyi in the concluding section."

Wins
The author's stated objectives= "This is a text for the conventional

two-semester introduction to economics. It covers the essentials of micro end
macro theoy:.:.The links betWeen economic problems, theory, and public policy
are emphasized." "The major departure from other texts is the focus on inter-
dependence." /Students should develop :7"an understanding of the fundamental
and enduring principles and relationships." "A central objective of the book
is relate economic analysis to actual problems."

Product Differentiations
The book's uninuescodes = Texts today seldom openly aim to be "convent-

ional"; this one does. Yet it is unconventional in many ways. Its organizing
principle (from parts to whole, from static to dynamic). Its explicit use of
interdepence as a major cumulative thread. Its stress on input-output analysis,
location theory, & benefit-cost analysis. Its use of asterisked sections of
r2guier chapters for a0vanced material rather than chapter appendices. Written
for a 2 sem. course (rattler than for 1 or'2):'One of the shortest and lowest
priced cloth cover texts.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per major ubject-Mntter area & guide to profile symbols.
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI=micro 145 Ef=efficiency.. + A=agriculture..19 I=interational.41
MA=macro 42 St-stability...22 B=business 48 L=labor 20
SM=scope-meth4 32 Gr=giowth 19 C= consumers.... + S=ec.systems ....26
HT=hist.thry.. + Dv=development 21 F=financial....47 H=ec. history... +

Eq=equity + G=government...47
Other topics = Interindustry ec. (input-output analy.)(16); Regional & Urban

ec. (location thry) (19); Benefit-cost analysis (5) + = intersperced.emph.
CONTENT PROFILE Pages
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Words
Teaching, kids

31 chapters (ay. 2Opp long, ranging from 11-25pp); 145 fibs. & 42 tables;
4-10 end-of-chapter questions & numbered list of review notes; micro-macro may
be reversed; workbook (i;i4.50); teacher's manual; Developed at W. Virg. U.

Author's Background
W. Virg. U.(1965- ); A.B. (Col.), M.A. & Ph.D (Harvard; Fields = Reg. Ec,

-Soc. Acctg, Labor. Pubs= Elements of Input-Output Analysis; Ec..of Labor.
.Res.=Regional Oev.

Date of.Profiae = 7/72'
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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College Level ECM.I.ICS TEXTBOOK PoOFILE Problems Approach

Introductory Course (2 sem.) Stress on Applications of Current Thry
& on.ComP.. Systems

NICHOLR, Donald A. & Clark W. Reynolds. Princia2s ut Lconomicg. Holt, Rinehart
& Winston, Inc. 383 hadison Ave., 1000. 1971. 534pp + 228 item
glossary and 900 item index. 240,000 words. a0.00

Content & Organization
A problems approach (emPhasizin, particularly problems relating to the

goals of efficiency End equity) with stress upon applications of the most re-
cent economic theory to problems. Quite rigorous. The text begins with goals &
methods of the social sciences & economic theory and its goal of efficiency.
The rest of the introductory 3 units provide an overview of a simple market ec-
onomy & comparison in efficiency with . planned economy. The remainder of the
text concerns the relative efficiency Land also equity) of these two economic
systems for solving numerous economic problems of consumers, of producers, of
suppliers of productive services, of government, of the international economy.
Then the problems of growth, unemployment end inflation are considered. Finally
the entire text is summarized around the problem of economic development and
its twin goals of efficiency and equity.

Aims
The authors' stated objectives = "...the purpose of this text is to pro-

vide an analytical framewirk that can be used to simplify and guide one's
thinking about economic problems." "In addition to its unified analytical stru-
cture, this buck offers the reader a frmework that recognizes that economic

problems have political dimensions affecting their suluuions." "We have chosen

a host of current problems to analyze, and we weave their analysis into our

presentation of the relevant principlesi"
Product Dfferentiations

The book's uniquenesses = Its emphasis on the social sciences. Its rez.

curring concern with equity and the relation of efficiency to equity. Its

effort to include and apply most recent theoretical developments. Divided into

more and shorter units then other texts. Short chapters (usually 10 pp).

CONTENT nNALY0IS (peges per major subject-metter area & guide to profile symbols

Iheory Problems Institutions a Sectors

MI=micro 110 Ef=efficiency.. 22 A=agriculture.. I=international. 39

MA=macro 24 St-stability... 51 B=businrsc 00000 15 L-labor 13

SM=scope-meth. 30 Gr=growth 20 C=consumers. 24 K=BC. -history 000

HT=hist. thry. + Dv=development 22 F=financial 0000 35 S =ec. systems... 11

Eq=equity -' 11 G=governmcint... 22

Other problems = advertising (12), orbz:n (12) + = interspeced emphasis

CONTENT P40FILE
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St Problems

290 00'J 300 000
Woros '

Teaching Aids

Institutions

400,0x00 500,000

40 chapters (ay. 13pp long, ranging from 7-18pp); 159 figures & 34 tables

2-4 thought questions & a concept. list after each chapter; 9 chapter appendices

usually on advanced t eory; Workbook ($ ), teacher's manual, readingz (1

Authors' Backgrounds

Nichols = Wis. (1966- ); B.A. &iPh.D. (Yale); Fields = Thry, Monetary-

Fiscal Thry; Growth & Dev. Thry: Reynolds = Stanford (1967- ); A.8.(Clare-

mont), M.A. & Ph.D. (U. Cal. Berk.); Fields Growth & 00v, Thry, Ec. hist.,

Intl. ec. Dateof.Profile = 9/72
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College Level ECON0hIL'i TEXT80145 PkOFILE Systems Approach
Introductory Course (1 sem.) Stress on Macro-economic Anal.& Poll

NICKSON, Jack W. Jr. Economics one Social Choice. McGraw-Hill Co., 330 West
42nd Str, N.Y., N.Y. 10036. 1971. 269pp + 600 item index. 85,000 words.
Data thru 1969. $5.95 (paperback).

Content & Organization
Economic Systems Approach but with stress upon macroeconomic analysis

and policy . Microeconomics only through supfly & Demand. Moderately rigorous.
(except for ahsen&e.of theory of firm, competition & monopoly) Part I of this
text seeks to provide a short overview of the economy.as a whole and of the
determination and role of prices. Pert II makes up most of the book. It dev-
elopes in turn macro theory, monetary institutions end polcies, fiscal insti-
tutions end policies, and finally other domestic economic problems (urban,
agricultural, poverty, and health). The concluding part of the book concerns
the international sector, economic development, and comparative systems.

Aims
The author's stated objectives= "The purpose or this text is to famil-

iarize the student with the functioning of the total economic framework of
our democratic society.... to explain how the parts of the economic machine
relate to one another in the total performance of the econohy." "...the actual
USE of policy is traced, along with en assessment of its effectiveness."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniouepo,20,1e = One of the shortpst and least costly texts.

By including only t...0ic 'supply, demand, & price theory uith basic aggregate
onel,:_ um.° text uses only what many economists may think most essential.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per major subject-meter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI=micro 16 Ef=efficiency.. A=agriculture.. 10 I=international.17
MA=macro 31 St=stability... 17 B=business . L-labor
SM=scope-meth. + Gr=growth C=consumers,... H=ec.history....
HT=hist. thry. Dv=devolopment 19 F=finEncial.... 17 S=ec.systems....40

Eq= equity 24 G=government... 45
Other problems = Urben(7), housing (5), Poverty (12), medicare (3)

+ = intersperced emphasis
CONTEkT PROF:LE Pages

Part 1. Whet is An Economic System? Parts
Par+ 2 oggrPgatP rvanamicammEammance_
Part 3. InternacionelEc. Problems Theory

Problems

Institutions

100,000 2U0,000
WorAr'iMa 400,000 500,000

Teaching Aids
13 chapters (averaging 2Opp long, renging from 10-30pp);43 figures & 17

tables; at the end of each chei.ter a chapter summary, 2-6 thought questions,
and an unusually long list of important concepts; no bibliographies; cumulat-
ive construction; Study Guide 052.95), Instructor's Manuel (81.95); no readings
volume; developed at Old Dominion University (Norfork, Va.)

Author's Background
Chairmen and Professor of Economics, Old Dominion U. Other information

not available since he is not listed in the 1969 Handbook of the Am. Ec. Assoc.

Date of.orofila = 10/72
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College Level 'ECONOMICS TEXTBOOK PROFILE Social Philosophic App
Introductory Course (1 or 2 sems.) Stress on Ec. Analysis & Public Policy

ORR, John A. & Donald T. SAVAGE. Economics in American Society. Wadsworth Pub-
lishing Co., Inc. Belmont, Calif. 94002. 1970. 383pp + 1000 item index.
165,000 words. $9.50

Content & Organization
Social philosophic approach (due to emphasis on proper role for govern-

ment) with stress on economic an24sis & public policy. Moderately rigorous.
The first chapter concerns the nature of economics, the basic economic funct-
ions, & methodology. The volume then is divided into four parts. Part I is an
overview of our economic organization. Part II concerns macroeconomics,-- th-
eory, problems of growth & stability, and policy. Part III similarly focuses
on microeconomics,-- theory, problems of monopoly & income distr., & policy.
Part IV is on the world economy, development, and comparative systems. The
book's final chapter reraises and summarises the basic political economic
problem of the proper -role for government in the American economy.

Aims
The authors' stated objectives = "We have tried ti write a book which is

relatively brief, easy for the instructor to teach, and interesting for the
student: to rer:d." "It will cover most of the traditional content of the major
longer textbooks." "minimize the inclusion of historical and institutional
materials." "Public policy objectives and instruments... /rare7 the emphasis
of our presentation."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses = One of the few texts explicitly designed to

have the instructor play a specific role in supplementing the text. "Opinion
sectiions" after most chapters express provocatively the aut ors' normctive
views and policy opinions. Sympathetic presentation of quantity theory. Un-
usually short chapters. Extensive use of "chain reactions", i.e. algebraic
summaries of chains of causation.

CONTENT ANI,LYSIS (pages per major subject-matter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory
MI=micro

Problems . Institutions or Sectors
50 Ef=efficiency..33 A=agricylture.. 3 I=international.. 43

MA=macro 42 St=stability...50 8=business 4 L=lebor 29
HT=hist. thry. Gr=growth 10 C-consum4rs.... 5 S=ec.systems 14
SP6scope-meth.16 ,Dv=development.16 F=financial....11 H=ec. history

Eq=equity 10 G=government...37
Other problems = Poverty (10),
CONTENT FIL
0

PRO
200

E
390

Macro Micro
-Wrl
Ecs

Pages

Parts

Theory

Problems

Institutions
-.J

100,000 200,000 300 000 400,000 500,000
Worcs

Teaching Aids
30 chapters (averaging 13pp long, ranging from 8-18pp); 57 figures + 19

tables; 4-9 end-of-chapter thought questions; annotated supplementary reading
list; cumulative construction; 1 semester if used alone, 2 sem. if supplemented;
no workbook, manual, or readirris volume.

Authors' Backgrounds
Orr = Florida Atlantic U.(1965- ); B.Comm.(Toronto),M.S. & Ph.D. (Wis.).;

Fields = Money-fiscal, labor, intl. fin.;Pubs.="Steelworkers' Bvrgaining Poe."
Res.=T9eching with Computers. Savage = not in 1969 AEA Handbook. at U. Maine.

Date of profile = 11/72
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College Level EC01406ICza TEXTOOLH PAOFILE Analytical Approach

Introductdry bourse (2 sem.) Stress on Applications to Problems

PETER.301., .Willis L. Principles of Economics; Mabro. Principles of Economics:

Micro (i.e. two volumes). Richard O. Irwin, Homewood, 111.'60430.

1971. 252+251pp. 320280 item index. 100,000 + 300,000 words. Tables thru

1968. $3.95 each volume (paperbound).
Content & aganizion

AnalytiCal approaCh with stress on the application of principles to pro-

blems, Quite rigorous. The macro volume uses, a problems organization. Thus

after an introductory scope-method chapter, the problems of unemployment & in-

flation are defined. In the 'next 100pp-the heynesian.,.model
without and with

money is developed. Then fiscal and monetary policy. The last three chapters

apply the analysis to other problems; poverty, international, & growth. The

micro volume begins by defining the:economic problem of society; scarcity &

economy. Then follows the usual micro sequence; consumer, producer, price (com-

petitive & monopoly), distribution "(labor & capital markets). As in the other

volume the last chapters apply analysis to other problems; education & research

& new technology. Aids
The author's stated. objectives = ";.,the book has three main objectives.

The first is to improve .undersmanding of how a merket economy operates ....The

second objective is to he10 the student acquire an understanding of the major

tools or principles-that have proved useful in making economic decisions or

solvinc economic problems. The third and most important... Is to help the stu-

dent acquire a skill in using these tools or principles to conduct economic

analysis." Product Differentiations

The books' uniquenethses= Two relatively short interchangeable volumes;

each is planned as a unified whole,.studehts may begin with either micro

ormacro (while most texts permit interchange of micro & macro, their long

introduction and concluding chaptery force all students to follow one sequence).

Low cost per sema,lidr or year,.
CONTENT ANA1v5.1.8 (pages per major subject matter area & key to profile symbols)

Theoa Problems
Ef=efficiency..
St=stability...
Gr=growth
OvFdevelopment

29
68
19

Institutions or Sectors
24

23
+

MA=macro 107
SM=scope-meth 23 .

HT=hist. thry; +

A=agriculture.. +
8=businesS
a.=consumers +

F=financiel 17

I=internationel.
L=labor
S =ec. systems
H=ec. history

Eq=equity 22, G=government +

Other problems = Ec, of Educ.(21); Research & NeW Technol.(15);Pverty (22)
+ = intersperced emphasis

.M.NTEN PROFILE -Pages
iya 20025 to 100 203

N ,R0 MICRO No unit organization Units

A
ii

A I MI- I mil
..

Theory
r-r-t Sr. r tv 1"11 *t

clIp,s I.. Problems

g G o. C 8 .L F
"

Institutions
U, , , r , , V t

100,000 200 000 d300,000 400,000 500 000
Teadil Aids .i.

12 + 12 chapters (averaging 2Opp long, ranging from..8-29pp);40+88 figs.&

29+11 tables; 7-15 thought & disc. questions & numbered list of key paints af
ter each chapter; volumes useable in either order but cumulative within volume;

no workbook, readings volume, or instriuctor's manual. Dev. at,U,ofMinn.(Agr.)
Author's Back round

Prof., Agr, Ec. tiept.., U6 of Minn (1965- ; 8.S. (Minn.), m.A. & PhD
(Chicago); Fields= Gen.Thry;Eo.'Hist.; Techn. Change; Agriculture; Publ.=
"Alloc. of Research, Teaching & EXtension Personnel in Col. of ggr.L ,. ..,

Oete of Profile= 4/72i.
000: '



Coils e Level ECONOMICS TEXTSCnK PROFILE Anal tics1 A..roach '

Introductory Course 1 -2 sems.) Stress on Mathematical Methods

PFOUTS, Ralph W. Elementery Economics: A Methemsticel Appro..ch) John Wiley &
Sond, Inc., 605 Third Ave.) New York, N. Y. 10016. 1972 328pp. + 585 item
index. 110,000 words. $10.95

Content & Orgenizetion
Analytical approach with stress upon use of mathematical presentation

to eccompeny and strengthen the usual verbal & geometric presentation of theory
end policy. High school algebra and differential calculus required. Very
rigorous. The short three chapter introductory unit concerns the nature of
economizing, of an economic system, and of the market as an allocating mechan-
isM. Then e major unit follows on macrothory, money - banking, and problems of
stability & growth. Next microeconomics and problems of monopoly (effiaiea4)

welfare, end the thwry of economic policy. Then e unit on international
trade and economic development. Last a final unit includin e chapter on
public finance and a final chapter on economic methodology in which the text's
goals are unified. Aims

Tho author's stated objectives = "This textbook is b2sed on two beliefs
about the teaching of economics. First, I believe that economic theory is the
basis of all meaningful economic discussion & anelysis....Second, I think that
economic theory can be learned most easily and thoroughly through the use of
elementary mathematics."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses = Its use of algebra and differential calculus

es an integral pert of the text (never in appendices or dispensible chapters).
It.ends with a methodological chapter after students have studied theory rather
than beginning the text with it. Rather than the usual chapter summaries, each
is summarized & reviewed by means of e series of thought questions. Very short
chapters and text. Use of transitional notes between parts.
CONTENT AM. LAY0IS
Theory

(pages pei msjor subject-mrtter area & guide to profile symbol
Problems Institutions or Sectors

MI=micro 116 Ef=efficiency.. + A=agriculture.. + I=intern;tione1.31
MA=macro 56 St=stebility...24 8=business + L=lebor
SM=scope-meth. 11 Gr=grouth 17 Cmconsumers + 8=ec.systems.... 9
HT=hist.thry.. + Ov=development.11 F=finencial.... 12 H =ec. history...

Eq=equity + G=goveuiminters... 6.
perced emotisiis

CONTENT PROFILE Pages
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Teechinq Aids
24 chapters (averaging 13pp long, Tinging from 6-23pp); 61 figures & 13

tables; 5 problem or thought questions at end of each chapter; no bibliograph-
ies; transitional summeries between major units; 5 questions insteed of chap-.
ter summaries; cumulative construction; useful for 1 sem. or es a mathematical
introduction to longer cuurse; no Jwrkbook, teachers manual or readings. 0ev.
at U. of N. Csroline.

Author's Beckground
Presently at U. of N. CaT77ITO- ); 8.A. (Kans. U), M.A. & PhD (N. Car.)

Fields = Gen.Thry & Hist.Thot; Ec.Grth &Dev; Pubs.="Artistic Goals: Sci. Meth.
& Economics" SEJ; "Axiomatic Appr. to IndeX Nos."; Res =Ec. of Full Empl.

. Date of Profile = 8/72

400,000 500,000
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Calle e Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOCK PROFILE Anal tical A roach

Introductory Course (1 sem.) Stress on Popularized Application of Theory
to Choices

ROGERS, Augustus J. III. Choice: An Introduction-to Economics. Prentice-Hall,
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632. -1971. 188pp. no index. 75,000 words.
$4.95 (paperback)

Content and Organization on
Analytical approach due to the emphasis throughout/geometric and alge-

braic analytical tools applied to choices of individuals and societies.
Moderately rinorous. This very short text opens with a short overview of the
functions of economies and a more extended-discussion of comparative advantage
as related to trade and choices. This is then further explained using supply
and demand analysis. Welfare .economics is introduced and applied with S &-D
to economic problems. Then decision making by firms is studied using tot:l
cost and revenue rather than marginal. Choices related to money & credit, to
aggregate demand, end supply are analyzed. The final chapter concerns problems
of poverty, economic development, and the relation of choice to alternative
economies.

Aims
The author's stated objectives = "This book is dedicated to the propos-

ition that an introductory economic,6, course does not heife to benloody dull
as such courses often are. BasicailY;wet.re trying to get you to realize the
fantastic number of choices available: to you,and to mankind." "It will be our
job to resimplify some. pf the basic ideas' of econumicS7 to a point that all
of you will be able to gain some insight into the most important process that
man carries out -- depj,sion making."

.

.Product. Differentiations.
The book's uniquenesses = Economics written in informal vernacular of

modern youth & applying theory to their problems. One of the shortest texts.
Introduces new uays of.td6dhing asVette of analysis. Designed effectively
to serve a single theme,--choice.' The introduction of analysis through extend,
early presentation of comparative advantage analysis.

CONTENT ANALYSIS ( PageS par major subject-matter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory, Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI=micro 66 Ef=efficiency.. 29 g=agriculture.. + I=interna'Aonal.
MA=macro 32 St;i. stability.. 14 B=business + L=labor +

SM=scope-meth. Gr=growth ...... C=consumers .... + SFec.systems +

HT=hist.- thry. Dv=development 10 F=financial....18 H=ec.history.
Eq=equity 20 G=government... +

Other problems= Minimum wages (7), draft (9), drugs (6), pollution (10), pov-
erty (13) .

CONTENT PROFILE Pages
0 100

4
188

No Chapters 1. Introduction Units
Units 2.,Supply & porno:id

11 fig .-

3. Welfare & Issues Theory
4; '0gctgkan 'Maktria

5. Money & Credit Problems
.

.1

... B. Aggregates

.
&.-

.

7. Economic Development Institutions
, , , , , 1

.

100,000 200,000 wory,000 400,000 500,000

Teaching Aids
7 chapters (averaging 27pp long, ranging from 16-49pp); 111 figures;

no end-of-chapter aids; cumulctive construction; fa; 1 semester; no workbook,
teacher's manual, or readings volume. Developed at U. of Wisconsin-milwaukee.

Author's Background
At U. of Wis.-Mlwaukee; not a member of AM, Econ. Assoc. in 1969 thus

not listed in 1969 Handbook.
Date of Profile = 11/72
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College Level EC0\, FiCS TEXTBOM P.OFILE Analytical flporoach
Introductory Course (2 sem.) Stress on Flexibility in degree of rigor

ROGE1S, A. J. III. Principles of Economics Series. (consisting of 18 paperbacks
as described below). Dryden Press Inc..,'Hinsdare,I11. 60521. 1972. "ElementF
and "Principles" sets of six, $2.00 per booklet; "Theory"'set of six, $3.00
per booklet.(i.e. $12.00 and $18:00 a set respectively).

Content &-Organizacion
Analytical approach with stress on providing instructional materials of

different degrees of rigor so that instructor mpy chose the difficulty most
appropriate for each topic anA each cress. The Series consists of three sets
of six smell paperbacks,-- the "Elemenia" set which uses only the simplest
geometry and descriptive material (thus nonrigorous or verb-1), the "Principles!'
set employing simple algebra and geometry (moderately to quite rigorous), and
the "theory" set which is heavily analytical and employs algebra, geometry, &
set theory (very rigorous). Each set consists of 3 microeconomic volumes (on
trade, markets, and issues respectively) and 3 macroeconomic (on money, aggre-
gates, issues of ecompic policy respectively). These six areas are planned to
provide coverage for a 2 semester course. Instructors are to use six books but
may choose, if they desire, ilf'dividdal volumes from different levels of rigor.

Aims
The author's stated objectives =-"Younger instructors with career commit-

ments to teaching principles...find the massive classic hardback text less
than satisfactory for the needs of today's students." "The whole idea of the
series is to give the instructor a chanceto vary the level of difficulty and
method of approach between tne several sections." "... there has been an attempt
to keep the style as light as possible." " ...portions of the aeries can be
quickly end economically revised as the contemporary scene dictates."

Product Differentietions
The series' uniquenesses = The flexibility it gives the instructor to

build a coherent course selecting materials of different levels of difficulty
for its different parts. Its unconventional literary style; vernacular of mod-
ern youth. Designed so parts may be easily and,promptly revised when desirable.
Its declareu ultimate aim is not the teaching of economics (which will be for-
gotten or replaced) but through economics to teach an "appreciation of the
power of the human mind", "stimulate curiosity about the world around you, and
the developed ability to US3 your thoughtful mind in probing its mysteries."
CONTENT ANALYSIS

All volumes wprp not available fdr. inspection. Profile an estimate.
CONTENT PROFILE Pages--

0 75 150 225 3 0 375 450

Volumes

Theory

Problems

Institutions

100,000 200,000
Wor '

300 000 400,000 500,000

Teaching Aids
Six volumes per set (3 sets) with around 4 chapters each ("Theory" set

somewhat longer); Principles of Economic Policy volume has 21 figures, no .

tables, no end-of-chapter questions or concept lists; highly flexible; 2 sem.;
no workbook, manual, or readings.

Author's Background
Present schoul = u. of Wisest Milwaukee ; not a member of the Am. EC.

Assoc. in 1969 thus not listed in the biographical Handbook.

. Date of Profile = 9/72
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College Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOCK PROFILE Analiticallpproach
Introductory Course (1-2 sem.) . Stress on Relevance

SAMUELSOL, Paul A. Economics; Ughth Ed. McGraW-Hiil Book Co., 330 W. 42d St.,
New York 10036. 1970. 835 pp. + 3000. item index. 350,000 words + 80,000 in
15 end -of- chapter oppgndices. 'Statistics thriu 9E9. 810.95

Crntentf& Orqunizetion
An analytical approacTie rigorous appendices) with emphasis on mak-

economics relevant to students' interests. Intoductory unit a series of chapterE
briefly surveying economics,-- its Scope-mothod, micro-theory, current problems,
and macro-theory. Parts 2-5 develop theory, problems, & institutions relating
in turn to nationcl income, mitional output, income distribution, & internat-
ional trade. The final part concerns modern problems; growth, development,
inequality, race, cities, pollution, stability. The book ends with e short
survey Of economic systems and economic philosophy.

Author's stated objectives= "IAimstreve tried to use the touchstone of 'rel-
evance' for my exclusions arui inclusiuns..."...my motto: Nothing unnecoassar-
ily hard, but nothing essential being omitted as beyond the grasp of the ser-
ious student: and above, all, nothing that later will hive to be unlearned as
wrong ." "...writing out what we economists know about economics..."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquonesses= Generally recognized es the leading principles

text. The oldest (first published in 1946). Its use of color to.increase its
teechtbility (key concepts in blue, basic principles in brown, crucial points
of diagrams in gold). Aids or stimuli for better students to go beyond their
class (appendices on more advanced economics, special extra credit problems
at end of most chapters).

CONTENT MW-LYS3 (pages per major subject- mctter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI =micro 200 Ef=efficiency.. 25 A=agricolture.. 13 I=internetional. 88
MA=Mecro 65 St=stability... 70 B= busir'ess 38 L-labor 35
SM=scope-meth. 15 Gr=growth 42 C= consumers.... .+ S=ec. systems... 35
HT=hist. thry. + Ov=devslopment 30 F=finencial.... 40 -1=ec. history... +

Eq=eqUity 36 G=governmnt.,...30
Other problems= Race, Cities, Pollution (14), Poverty, Affluence,Quelity lifeW

+=intersperced emphasis

CONTENT P10FILE
p lop 20 .300 400 500 600' 700 800__________
1.6asic Conchs 2.Det. Nal 3. Natl. 4.0ist. Cur. 835
L. ' n & Flucts. Out ut of 'Inc 'rude Probls
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ti 100,000 200,000 wury,000 400,000 500,000

Teaching Aids
42 chapters, 55 assignment units (plus 15 appendices)(chapters averaging

14 pp, range 4-20pp); 195 figures & 68 tables; 4-9 end -of- chapter disc. ques-
tions; concept list; no bibliographies; chapter summaries; highly flexible in
sequence; .4 one-semester course proposals; study guide ($3,95 ); teacher's
manual; readings C6s.95 ); programmed text (54.95 ::'); test bank; film strips;
transparencies; 4-minute silent-movie cassettes. trans. masters ($12.50) u .I

Author's Background
'Author= MIT' (1940- ); B.A. (Gnica o), m.-A.".0.(Harvard); Fields=theory,

internl, monetary; Publ =Fnds. Ec. Analysis; phst President AEA; Nat. Task Force
. Date of Profile = 7/72
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College Level ECONOMICS TEXTOWK PROFILE5gQ,2Til..isophic. Hpprch
Introductory Course (1 sem.) Stress on Socio-Economic Organiz.

SANBOUN, Henry N. Whet, How, for Whom: The Decisions of Economic Organization.
Cotter - Bernard Co., P.O.Box 8466, Baltimore, Md. 21237-4. 1972. 326pp + 2 ap-
pendices (Accounting; Demand & Supply) + 550 item index. 125,000 words.
,Tp3.20 (paperbound)

Content & apnizetion
Socita.ENtlosephic approach (reflecting Chicago libertarian values) with

stress upon private enterprise es a-socio-econumic organizezion. Largely ve
bbl though eccasionelly moderately rigorous. Essentially on updating and text
book adaptation of Frank Knight's classic Social Economic Orgenizetion. Thus
it is organized around the five basic economic decisions of ell economies;
Whet to produce? How? Who gets what? Who does whet? end Present vs. Future
consumption? Reflecting the economics and economic philosophy of the Chicago
School, micro theory is stressed and macro except for the Quantity theory of
money is minimized or omitted, the value Lf private enterprise is emphasized.
and the meaning and importance and value of efficiency, freedom, and equity
ere central.

Aims
The author's stated objectives = "More than most texts, this one takes

v71 normetive issues .The author's bias in favor of individual freedom is
quite obvious. "..,a short core text....centered around the main economic de-
cisions and skipping much of the. technical theory of utility and of the firm.
.. -"The book gives students a clear under.itand,:ng of how e price system works."
*Recurring emphasis on the role of prices and profits end on welfare issues --
freedom, efficiency, and fairness."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses= Its brevity (easily permitting supplementary

readings :n even 2 one semester course) yet centrality of Thous. No attempt
as usual at "coverage" but rather focus op those feu ideas the author thinks
are most important. Its, presentation of thg Chicago (Knight, Friedman, Stigler)
economic philosophy. .Verymany end-of-chapter questions with answers to-some.
One of the few texts Osysloped in a state college. Use of numerous cartoons.
CONTENT ANALYSIS (peges per major subject7mptter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Int 'itutions or Sectors

Ef=efficiency... + A=agriculture.. 1=international. +
MA=macro St=Stability... 10 B=business 10 L=labor 23
SM=scope-method + Gr=growth 40 C=consumers. . 5 S=ec. systems...62
HT=hist.thry.. t Dv=development F=finencial 8 H =ec. history...

Eq=equi:ty -G=government4..1
intersperced emphasis

PagesCONTENT Pr2F1LE
1 0 2q0 No

Units

Theory

Problems

Institutions
1 -,---- -L -- -J- .-J-------

106,006 200;000 Wordan ,000 400,00U 500,000
t.

Teaching Aids
12 chapters (aver;ging 27pp long, ranging from 10-52pp); 28 figures + 32

cartoons + 10 tables; 8-69 study questions + selected answers et end of chapters
Chapter summaries; cumulative construction; one semester course (text may be
caught in 8 weeks) na workbook, teacher's manual, or readings volume. Develop-
ed at Towson State College (Nd.)

Author's Backilround
.

Author=present school, Towson (1965- ); Pn.U. (Chicago); Fields=Gen.Thry,
Money - Finance, Labor. fl Date of Profile = 7/72of



College Level ECONChICb TEXTBOOK PHOFIL: Systems Approach
Introductory Course (1 sem. Stress on personal & social ec. probs.

SILK, Leonard S. Contemporary Economics: Principles anJ IsJues. McGrau-Hill
Bdok Co., 330 West 42nd St., N. Y. N..Y. 10036. 1970. 390pp. + annotated
bibliography + 160 item key concept index + 1000 item subject index. Stat-
istics through 1968. b8.95 (cloth) 210,000 words

Content t Organization
Economic systems SOprbactwitii stress upon economic problems, personal

and business related as wall as social. Largely ierbal though moderately
rigorous micro. This text is introduced thru discussion of'the role of econom-
ics, its nethod, and an overview of eConomic:,systems..Tbe next twu parts (more
than half the book) concern the organization of a Market economic system,- -
from its parts to the whole (thus, micro then macro). This section abound in
concrete illustrations & problems with which students can identify. The final
third of the text continues the focus on economic systems but moves beyond
our own econwy ta comparative syStems (esp. Soviet) & the international ecmy.

Aims
The author's stated objectivs = "...tbe strategy of this book is to ex-

plore some little problems carefully before taking up the big ones;.... My hops
is that the demonstration of how useful some essentially simple economic con-
cepts can be in analyzing personal or business problems will increase the faitt
of students that economic-cuncepts ur models can be equally useful in explain-
ing the nation's and the world's major problems." "One of the main points...
is to show that a handful of concepts has almost infinite applicability."

''Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses.= Its approach to economics through immediate

personal problems. and Very concrete illustrations. Its readability. Both of
the above uniquenesses reflect the authors many years of practice as an editor
of Business Week. An ablely annotated end-of-volume bibliography. taken in
part fromthe Joint Council's Baslc Economics Librarvlist. Unit review questns,

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per major subjectmatter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory, Problems
MI=micro 85 EfLefficiency.. 10

Institutions or Sectors
---

MA=macro 48 St=stability.., 14
A:agriccAture4.. I=internetional. 35

SM=scope-meth 24 Gr=growth - + L=labor

HT=hist.thry.. + Ov=develooment,
1.

76
U-consumers 4...H=ec. history +

Eq=eguity 5
F4inancial.... 21 'S=ec.systems.... 44
S=gdVbrnment 35

Other probs.= Peace .0.4) += int6f8perced emphasis
CONTENT PMZIFILE Pages

2110 20p 309 394-
1. The .Ecy. a 4.Ec.5.Intl Parts
Int. Market Whole ....yst Ecy'

MI MA 1Theory

Pioblems

Institutions

100,000 210,000 w0A0,000 400,000 500,000

'Ea-am Aids
26chapters (averaging 15pp long, ranging from 6-21pp); 104 figures & 79

tables; after Each chapter a list of key concepts, 4-15 review & disc. ques-
tions and problems or exercises; 5 review questions covering each major part; ,

annotated bibliograph; summarizinc, italicized chapter introductions; cumulat-
ive; workbook ($2.95), teacher's manual ($2.50), readings vol.($5.50), test
file ($4.95). Author's Background

,.

Editor, BusinessWeek (1954-69); B.A. (Wis.),.Ph.O. (Ouke); Fields= Gen.
Thry, Ind. Org.; Pubs.= Forecasting Bus. Trends, Research Revolution ; Res..
Govt. Reg. of ec. activity. Now wpate of profile = 9/72 00071.
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College Levia ECONONICS TEXTBOLli OFILE Analytical Approach

Introductory Couree (1-2 sems.) . Stress on Flexibility in Organization

SOLMON, Lewis C.Economics. Appleton, Cent'jry, Crofts., 440 Park Ave. S., N.Y;

1416. 1972. 818 pp. + Appendix on use of graphs -+"Bibliography"and "Addit-

ional References" relating to ea,oh + 1250 item index. 500,000 wds.

.1 Cherts & statistics thru 1970. b10.,95
Content &"Orgenizetion

Analytical approch however written to permit great flexibility in se-
quence or approach (e.g. macro -micro or reverse, analytical approach-- i.e.

theory first-- or problems approach. i.e. problems first). Quite rigorous
but adaptable to moderate rigor. The initial two units prcvide en overview
of economics end the economy and its threesectors,--householos, business,
& government. Units 3-7 fddus in turn upon theory then policy in three macro-

economic problem areas; full employmeht & stability, growth & development,
and internFtionel tr-de. Units 8-9 focus on micro theary of production and

income oisributi.Jn. The final unit cqncernt other contemporary problems
and economic systems.

The author's stated objectivesAn...we hevetried to create a format
that allows instructors to restructure materi-1 when t.ny choose." "...read-
ability is a basic requirement the aim of this text is to speak directly
to the students in clear and Sz.milier arquage .11 "...each chanter concludes
with a suwmary..., a glassery,...a-set pf.review questions..., additional
questions ... to serve as e basis SOr clagsroom discussion." "We hove trued
to select the widest variety of graph forms...."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses*=Its planned flekibility.to meet different

instructors' economic educational philosophies. Its stress on teaching the
uses of graphs. Extensive end of each chapter teaching aids (e numbered
summary, glossary --however listed terms cannot.be located id index--, quest-

ions for review, end e separate list of.ques.ionS. for discyssiun). Printed
on recycled paper.

CONTENT VALYSIS (pages per major subjeet..matterarea & key to profile symbols)
Theory

. Problems Institutions or "Jecturs

MI=micro 139 Ef=efficiency.. 54 Aagriculture.. 19 I=internaLionel. 73

MA -macro 55St-stability... 90 B=business 35 L=lebor 20

SNP -scope -meth. 38 Gr=grouth 15 C=consumers.... 20 S=ec. systems... 16

HT=hist. thry. + Dv=development. 21 F=financial.... 60 H=ec. history...

Eq=equity 19 G=cjuvernment... 36
Other 21190.,:ms= Pollution (15), Poverty & OiscriminLion (19), Urban (15)

CONTEhT PROFILE Pages
+ = intersperceo emphasis

1 0 300 40 500 60D 700 8 0 -818
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Teaching Aids
40 chapters (averaging 2Opp. lung, ranging from 11-24pp); 197 figures

92 tables; summery, 5-7 review questions, 5-7 discussion questions, & glossary;
bibliography & additional references for each chapter; Workbook ($ ), Prop

gremmed Workbook (4 ), Instructor's Manuel, Test Item File, Transparencies.
Author!s Backr)round

Author=City U.; B.Comm.(TwonLu), mu.tunioago); Fields=Ec.Hist., Manpr.1
Ind: Org.; Publ.nCodte of Schuuling in 1880 & 1890 "; Res. Ec. of Educ. 19th
cent. Date of Profile = 7/72
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College Level EC0N0MITEXT6ORK PROFILE Anal tical A.roach
Introductory Course (1 sear.) Stress on learning to apply analysis

SOWELL, Thonas. Economics: Analysis anA Issues. Scott, Foresmen P. Co., Glen-

vieN, I11, 60025, 971. 341pP. + 225 item index. 120,000 words.- $7.75(.
(cloth). Statistics through 1969.

An analytical approach with a focus throughout on efficiency, i.e. the
optimum allocation of scare resources which have alternative uses, and with
stress on learning how to apply economic analysis. Moderately rigorous (though
indifference analysis is introduce.!).After an introductory &apter on what
economics is and l's nut, three major Parts cover the analytical substance of
tha book, - -first prices in competitive markets, then prices in non-competitive
markets, ano tinrlly the mtional economy from a macroeconomic perspective.
In the above contexts problems Ere introduced where relevant to teaching analy-
sis. Part IV is.organized topically by problems. Each is considered as a whole
and very briefly. The final chapter is a short survey of the history of econ -
omics and the role of economists.

Aims
The author's stated objectives = "The major unsolved problem in the

teaching of undergraduate economics is ... to get /the student/ to see the
real-world meaning of his facts and theory so as to be able to apply them to
concrete problems and issues: This bbbk concentrates on building a solid

foundation of systematic analysis with real-world.examples and applications."
"The emphasis throughout ie:on systematic analysis, rather than on either
factual informatior or theoretical-elegance."

Pr6O6ct'Differentiations
The book's uniduenessee = A comparatively short book especially designed

to give students a fundemential knowledge of systematic analysis and its appli-
cation either as a complete basic course or as the basis for subsequent study
of problems or issues of the instructor's or students' choosing. One of the
least expensive hardcover texts. Shortest index of any.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per, major subject-matter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
.MI=micro "96 Ef=efficiency.. 14 A=agriculture.. I=internatiOnal. 27

..MA=macro 35 St=stability... 19 8-business + L=labor +

.SM=scope-meth.15 Gr=growth 5 C=consuMers.... + H=e6. history...
HT=hist.-chry..26 Ov=development 8 F=financial.... 21 S=ec.systems.... 10

Eq =equity 21 G=government... 43

CONTENT PROF ILE
1q0 30D
2. j';Nat 4.

Mn. Ecn

Pages
+ = intersperced emphasis

': Ch. 1 What is Economics?
Part 1. Prices in Competitive

Markets
°ert..2..erices.io.Woo:Compet

Markets Problems
Part..3..Tbe.Natiobel.Ecomamy

' Part 4 Special Topics
Institutions

0 101,000 200,000 Wo300rd '

000 400,000 500,000

Teaching Aids
18 chapters (averaging 19 pp long, ranging from 8-29pp); 67 figures &

24 tables; occasional end -of- chapter summaries but no other aids; cumulative;
1 semester but may be supplemented for two; instructor's guide; no workbook;
readings vol. (Starleaf)($4.95); develoW at UCLA.

Author's Background
Present school = UCLA; A.B (Harvard), M.1. (Columbia), Ph.D. (Chicago);

Fields=Hist.thought, Labor, Ind. Org..; PUbs.= "Marx's Capital after 100years",
P.S., "The Evolutionary Economics of Thorstein Vebleng; Res.= Say's

Law; A .Hist. of Analysis. , Date of Profile = 9/72

00073
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Cone e Level ECONOMICS TEXTB[PH PROFILE Anal tical ASI roach
Introductory Course 1-2 sems. Stress on balance betw. Thry, Probst Policy

SPENCER, Milton H. Contemporary Economics. Worth Publishers,,finc., 70 Fifth Av.,
New York, N.Y. 10011. 1971. 677pp (including 11 case problems over 23pp)

400 item "Economics Dictioncry" + 850 item index. 400,000 words. Statistics
thru 1970.'310.50 Content & Organization

Analytical approach (moderately rigorous) but by making the text quite
comprehensive, the author seeks a balance without the major focus on problems,
theory, or policy. Introduced by a chapter on scope-method and an 8Opp overview
of American Capitalism. Parts II,III,& IV cover macro-theory and related insti-
tutions and problems (stability & growth). Parts V & VI develop micro-theory
which is applied to domestic economic problems in Pert VII. The final pert con-
cerns the international economy and.development end the theory and practice of
socialism and communism. Aims

The author's stated objectives= "In this book I have tried to convey a
vivid sense of the pertinence & importante of economics by presenting a balanced
treatment of theury, problems, & policies." "...this balance is achieved rby
special. features." (see "Product Differentiations" below)

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses = An unusual number and variety of teaching inno-

vations: short supplementary readings are ikerted in the text (16 essays or
editorials especially written to stir student interest; 18 biographical sketch-
es and portraits of great economists of the past, several page photograpic essayp
on pollution, poverty, & urban transportation; 33 short boxed essays to high-
light key ideas or provide diversion), 11 optional case problems, each several
pages in length, and each focusing student interest on current issues (these
make a workbook unnecessary); "C6apter Previews"in the formof questions;
boxed thought questions introduced at appropriate point in the text in addition
to usual end-of-chapter questiOns.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per major subject-matter area & key to prufile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
Ml -micro 147 Ef=afficiency..261 A=agriculture.,117ginternational.50
MA=macro 65 St=stability...57 BOusiness 24 L=labor 25

SM=Scope-meth, 16 Gr= growth 51 C.-Fognsumers 6 S =ec. systems... 56
HT=hist. thry. 18 Ov=development 15 H=ec. history... +

Eq=equity 11 G =government...14 -

Other problems= Ecology & Pollution (20); Social Welfare (10); Urban (22)

ipo 200 300 400
CONTENT PROFILE Pages += intersperced emphasie

500 600

7, om. 8, ntl ;."71.Am. .MT4.1"176,757,511MEb.
cmpism Fis.P1 8kg & Ecl.& Om ,afFirm Ec.Prb9 Wrid Ecy'

MI MI

-"TrT7
L A Problems

j 1 1

100,0 0 200,000 30 000 406:
Wora'

400,000

Teaching AidS
38 chapters (averaging 17pp ong, ranging from 9-27pp); 232 figures or

tables & 33 boxes; Chapter Previews and end-of-chapter numbered summaries,
concept list, 4-10 questions, & unannotated bibliography (largely texts);
flexible ordering possible; 4 one-semester course outlines; Workbook (S );

teacher's manual; no readings vol. (but these are part of text); test bank;
model examinations; developed at Wayne State.

Author's Back round
Wayne State (1955- ); 8.5.111797.17);M.A. N.Y.U.);PhD (Cornell); Fields=

Ind. Org., Bus. Adm.,Gen. Ec. Thry; Pubs=Managariel Ec., Bus.& Ec. Forecasting,
Director of Center for Bus.& Ec. Educ. . Date of Profile = 7/72
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College Level ECONOMICS TEXTBOuli PROFILE Analytical Approach
Introductury Course (1-2 sems.) Stress on Application of Learning Theory

to Self-teaching
STERLING INSTITUTC(Educational Technology Center). Economic Analysis. Educat-

ional Technology Center, The Watergate, Suite 1100, 2600 Virginia Ave.,N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20037. 1971. 6 paperback volumes + 1 enrichment volume.
List price per Volume = $9.90 (price with educ. discount = $4..25 ''or

a price per student of MAD for set of six or BO.ta for set of seven).
Onb full set of materials for instructor (7 volumes, 4 concept area Pre 'Tests,
5 unit tests--two forms each, 4 Post Tests--two forms each--, 3 enrichment
tests, administrative procedures, etc.)= $60.00 or $23.00 with educ. discount.

Content & Organization
Analytical approach but with a text designed for self study by student,

self testing, self remediation, but when necessary for counsel by professor.
The course is divided into four "concept areas"; I. Basic Economics (Vol. 1)
(an introduction to scope - method, Demand-supply, & circular flow), II. Macro-
economics (Vols. 2-3) ( national income anlaysis, stability, & money-banking),
III. Microeconomics (Vols. 4-5), and IV. Interna:Aonal Trade (Vol. 6). An ad-
ditional optional volume provides for supplementary study after Vol. 1 Of com-
parative systems, after 2 on the influence of governmfmt & foreign trade on
national income, and after. vol... 3on prilduct and monetary markets.

Aims
The authors' stFted objectives = "Economic Analysis l' is a complete,

interactive self-study program." "...imaginative use of_a systems approach and
modern learning theory." "...to develop and test ways in which sophisticated
learning theory and advanced laboratory findings could be Simultaneously util-
ized in a curriculum that would be hiply individualized an virtually guaran-
tee learning."

.'. Product Differentiations
The books' uniquenesses= Its self-teaching charaAer through a coherent

series of books which integrate textual'mzteriel, workbook, & programmed text
---all clearly focussed on explicit behavioral objectives. No lectures. No
regular class meetings. A non-teaching Cou3:se Administrator coordinate the
course freeing the instructor to confer with students, for remedial work, and
to plan and cunduct enrichment activities (e.g. individualized student research?
guest speakers, current event discussions). Entire course m y be cuvered in as
short as nine weeks.

CONT,:.NT riNALWJIS -- The 7 volumes were not available. The course outline sug-
gests that trere is major. emphasis on t:ieory any relative less emphasis on
problems ano especially institutions.

CONTENT PROFILE (Drawn, in terms of the 84 segments each requiring h.--1 hr. study)
Vold 2 3 4 l 5 6
I.Basic II.Macroeconomics III.Microeconomics Concept

reas
Tradeconomics

MA IMA Theory

Problems

IS G F I
,

.institutions
____,

U 2U 20 30 40' 50 60 70 go :.Segments ice.
I _____,_

Teaching Aids 'hrs. of study
. 4 Concept Areas, composed of 22 topics, which in turn are made of ?5 seg-

ments (supplement has.3 topics made of 9 segments). drawings, questions, conc-
epts, summaries self-tests incorporated in text. Micro & macro may be reversed
otherwise it is cumulative. Developed at U.S. Naval Academy.

Authors! Background .

Development fin;:inced by O.S. Office' of Educ. 4 .carried out by behavioral
scientists of ETC and economists at Nevel Academy. Date of Profile = 8/1/72
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Colle e Level ECODMIL:u T:".XTBOOK PROFILE Nnalytical Approach
Introductory Course 2 sem.) Stress-on theory and Institutions

STIGUM, Bernt P. & Mercia L. Stioum. Economics. 2nd Ed. Addisori'i-Wesley Pub.Co.
Reading, Mass. 01867. 1972. 823pp + 1700 item index. M1.50. Statistics
to 1969 or 1970. Content & prgenizal:ion

Analytical epproach with stress on combining en emphasis on theory with
extensive coverage of economic institutions. Quite rigorous (very rigorous
appendices). The text,is introduced by a chapter on the need to theorize and
the nature of micro and macro economics. The remainder of the Xi :awe divides
into two foci. First, microeconomics including parts on the consumer, firm,
competitive markets, and imperfectly competitive markets. The second focus is
on macroeconordcs including parts on income determination, money & flows, con-
temporary issues (inflation, growth, poverty, urban) end international econ-
omics (including development and a very short survey of comparative systems).

Aims
The authors' stated objectives = " our principle objective .../Ts7 to

give tote beginninn student a firmer grasp of economic theory and a greater
familiarity with economic institutions then competing texts do." "...a more
comprehensive and coherent survey of both macroeconomic and macroeuonomic=
theory ..."

Product Differentiations
Often rigorous theory oriented texts minimize institutional materiel;

this one seeks to combine the two. Special appendix on supply-demand for
courses which teach macro before micro. Priced above the average for its
kind. Unusually wet]. developed problems after=each chapter eliminate need
for workbook. Chapters are unusually short in-length. An institutional chap-
ter precedes the theory An:each part.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per major subjectmtter area & key to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Institutions or Sectors
MI=micro 204 Ef=efficiency.. 45 A=egriculture.. 9 I=international. F30
MA=macro B9 St=stability ... 93 8=business 28 L-labor 27
SM=scope-meth. 6 Gr=growth . 26 C=consumers....11 S=ec.systems 8
HT=hist. thry. + Ov=develOpment. 16 F=financiel....77 H=ec. history +

Eq= equity + G=government...36
Other pruolems= poverty (20), Urban (16) + = int:Irsperced emphasis.

CONTENT PeOFILE Pages
10' 200 310 400 500 600 700 800
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Teaching Aids
48 chapters (averaging 15pp long, ranging from 8-20pp)1 213 figures &

66 tables; 4-12 problem type questions after each chapter;no bibliographies
or chapter sulomaries or concept lists; 9 chapter appendices usually on more
advanced theory; study guide (3 ); no instructor's manual or readings;
flexible construction; Macro-micro & micro -macro 2 sem. course outline and
also 1 sem. survey outline.

Authors' Backgrounds
Bernt 5.4-.2 Northwestern 71968:7; 8.A. (Dartmouth), Ph.0, (Harvard);

Fields=Math. ec., econometrics, theory, statistics: Marcia S.=Loyola (1968 -.)
B.P. (Middlebury, Ph.U. (M.I.T.); Fields = munetary theory, international trd.
Neither was listed in the 1969 Handbook of the AEA as a member.

Date of profile = 9/72
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College Level . ECOWICS TEXTnhuh PROFILE Systems Approach
:--,--

Introductory Gourse.(2 sems.) Stress on Application of Thebry
. .

. .

SUITg, Daniel 6. Principles of EconomicS. fiercer & Row, Publishers, Inc., 49
East 33rd St., New York, N. Y. 10016. 1970 527 pp. + 1500 item index. Stat-

. . istics thru 1968. Original edition. $11.00

A systems*:approach (thus emphasis un che ecunomy as a system of social
control) with repeated strLss upon theory as c tool for understanding and pol-
icy. Moder7tely rigorous. The book is organized into four units of approximat-
ely equal length. The volume begins and'concludes with the ecohomy as a system
of control. The first half of the text covers mac_o-economics by focus in Part
I on why some netions are morf_ prodLctive than others, and in Part II on prob-
lems of growth & stability. The second helf of the volume covers micro-econom-
ics with emphasis in Part III on functions of prices C mai.'kets and in Pert IV
on disLribution. The text ends by placing our economy as only one type of
system and as only one control subs0-...-m in a broAer social order of many
subsystems (social, political, moral, ecological, etc).

Aims
Author's stated objectives= "eta-bring theory and practice into close

unity." "...to maintain. the strongest; possibl.e bridge between the student and
the unfolding economic events, in t.he world.about him." ...start with things
that ore familiar and to builu up aconomic,t!eory as a set of principles that
yield powerful insighLs..hot only into the brCrad trends of history, but also
into day-to-doy problems of sucdety as.they appear in the news."

Product.0ifferentiationSi
The book's uniquenesses,=,A comparatively short .volume thereby explicitly

designed to facilitate use of supplementary Mi:terials. Ornanized into four
units (thus fewer than most) of equal 1pngth.(thus well adopted to midsemester
uno semester evaluetionY. Its deductivp development of theory. Its systems
approach.

CONTEkt AmLYS1B (pages per major subject-matter ore6 & key to profile symbols)
Theory Problems Ingti'tutions or Sectors
MI=micro 111 Ef=efficiencyt. 42 g=agriculture.. 10 I=international. 27
MA=M'ac.ro 72 St-Stability... 55.0=buSiness 23

SM=scope-Meth. 12 Gr=growth 23 :C=con'dumers.... 14 S=eo.:systems...
24 L=labor

.HT=hist.thry.. 20 Qv=development. 19 F=fi.n.Incial.... 20. .H=ec. history
Eq=,equiLy 29" G=government... 18

Other oroblems = (12), Poverty.(15)
CONTEKT PROF1LF
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1 L_ L ----L

100,000 200,000
Worda°°'°u°

400,000 500,000

Teachinq Aids
27 chapters (avereging 2Opp long, reiging from 12-25pp.) + 3 chapter

appendicesv 231 figures & 104 tables; Unit previews, end-of-chapter sumniaries,
no questions or bibliographies; cumulative cOnstruction; intended for year
course but its shortness & few chapters make its use in entirity possible for

. one semester .bourses;'Study Guide ($3.95), instrWctor's manual, use of news-
papers vrticulaTly recommended; beveloped at U. of Mich.

- Authoris Background
At Mich. (1950-71):-A.B. & Ph.D. (Mich.); Fields= Stet., bus. Flucts.

Thry. Now at b. Cal. Santa Clara.

. BEST COPY AVAILABLE, - 00077 Date of Profile = 7/72



College Level ECONOPIICS TEXTBOOK PROFILE. Problems Approach
Introductory Course (1-2 sem.) Stress on Economic Goals

WYKSTRA, RonFld A. Introductory Economics. Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc.,
49 East 33rd St., New York, N.Y. 10016. 1971. 741pp.+ 1900 item index.
380,000 words, ;311.00 Statistics thru 1970,

Problems approach with stress on meaning and use of economic goals.
Moderately rigorous though quite rigorous appendices (2). The text begins with
a short survey of contemporary economic problems and the relation of economics
and economic reasoning thereto, and an overview of the American economy by sec-
tors. Part 2 analyzes economic instability (unemployment, inflation, growth)
introducing relevant macrotreory. Part 3 concerns the goal of economic effic-
iency in the allocation of resources and related microtheory and market-pricing
problems. Part 4 deals with other problems of the 1970's . The text then con-
cludes with problems of the international economy and competing economic system:

Aims
The author's stated objectives= "The basic purpose of writing this book

is to demonstrate that economics is a 'now' subject -- that the facts and the-
ory comprisinn the body of economic knowledge are useful and pragmatic." "...
economics is a combination of practical problems, scientific analysis, and
political economy." "...care has been taken to present the basic principles
of economic theory in as simplified a manner as possible."

Product Differentiations
The book's uniquenesses = One of the most thoroughly problem oriented of

texts; it begins with discossion of the problems approach, the short introduct-
ion to each part orients the part to specific economic problems, the economic
values (efficiency, stability, growth, development, and equity) are recurrently
stressed. Text divided into 94 short assignment units to facilitate assign-.
ments. Rather than a long lisc of end-of-chapter questions, a very few key
ones are included. Notes for faccblty lectures available.

CONTENT ANALYSIS (pages per subject-matter area and guide to profile symbols)

3hPaEM Problems Institutions or Sectors
a=micru 168 Ef=efficiency..25 A=agriculture,. E5---Ninternational.55
MA=macro 75 St=stability...75 B= business ... 36

SM=scope-meth. 31 Gr=orowth 28 C=consumers.... 6 S=:ed.systems
7 L =labor

....45
HT=hist.thry.. + Dve:development.26 F=financial.... 33 H=ed: history... +

Eq=equity 32 G=government... 48
Other problems= Pollution (30); humEn'investment (8); Poverty & Discrim.(22)

+ = intersperced emphasis
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Teaching Aids

28 chapters (subdivided into 94 assignment units); 168 tables & their
related diagrams; 3-6 thought questions, a concept list, and numbered review.
summary at end of each charter; unit & chapter introductions to unify the book;
flexible structuring; 2 one-sem. course outlines; Study Guide ($4.00); Instru-
ctor's tenual; Readings 06.00); set of lecture outlines. Dev. at Col. State..

Author's Background
Author= Colorado State (1968- ); A.B. (W. 'Nlich.), M.A. & Ph.0 (Nebr.);

Fields- Labor, Gen. Thry, Urban & Refional Ec; Pubs=Articles on Manpower, re-
gional dev.; Res human capital flows. Date of Profile = 7/72
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"NEAR-TEXTS"

The Pollowing.do not qualify for inclugian above as texts in that

each by itself does not provide the bbkc structure of and substance for

an introductory economics course. Never-the-less these "near-texts" pro-

vide alternatives to, supplements fdy,and perhOps ultimately displecers

of the basiO text.

Paperback Series Designed to Repl-ce Texts

An instructor may build his own course by selecting books from either

or bOth of the following series.. Each series includes a volume intended

as an introduction to economicso.one on macro - analysis, one on micro-

analysis, and a number of problem or sector oriented volumes.

ECKSTEIN, Otto (ed.). Foundations of Modern Economics Series. Prentice-
Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632. Paperbacks rang-
ing from $2.75-$3.50 in price.

KNOPH, Kenyon A. (ed:). Introduction to Economics Series. John Wiley &
Sons, Inc. 605 Third'AUe., New York, N.Y. 10016. Nine volumes ranging
from 362.50-U3.55 in price.

Paperback Economic Problems Series

These.series include no volumes covering basic economic analysis.

Thus they ate designed to supplementtexts and not to replace them.

BABIAN, Haig. (ed.). Crowell Economics Series. Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,
201 Park Avenue S., New York, N. Y. 10003.

BERNSTEIN, Peter Li (ed.). The-Random House Primer Series inlEconomics.
Random House, College Uept., 201-East 50th St., New York,'N.Y. 10022.
Fifteen different "primers" ranging from 951.95-$2.95.

PHELPS, Edmund S. (ed.). Probemt of the P1oderri EconOmy aeries. W.W. Norton
& Co., 55 Fifth Ave., hew York, pl. y.10p3;,Twelve volumes ranging
from 41.7545.00. These are selecte6 rea_ings collections each volume
on a single economic problem.

The New York Times Series. QuadrangleBduks, Inc., The:Mew York Times Book
Co., 330 Madison Ave., New. York, N. Y. 10017.. Each volume consists of
articles which have -appealed in the New Ydrk.Times or T.Y.T. Magazine
usually in the lest dec2de but sometimesAuch earlier.

Supplement Designed to Make Texts Understandable

SNYOER, Oelbert A. Economic Essentials. Gcodyeat'Publ. Co., Inc. Pacific
Palisades, Calif., 90272. 180pp. + index.. 1972. (paper)....

"Ah aid :to. the beginning student of ecoopOice who frequently becomes
bogged down early in the first course." Twenty-two chapters covering
the usual topics of an erfolytical approach. Eachohapter is written in
full sentence outline form end is organized into four subtopics; a)
Principles (i.e. the main conclusions of economics concerning the topic),
b) Concepts (i.e. explanation of key terms user above), c) Summary, ex-
planation-of the foregoing principles, and d) Confusions to Avoid. The
book may serve as a way for students to review basic principles.
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"Near-Texts Continued

Introductions to.Economics

Short volumes Written not to provide the substantive framework of a

course but to introduce the study.

HOUGH, Robbin R. What Economists Do. Harper & Raw, Publishers, 44 East

33rd St. , New York, N. Y. 10016. 159pp + index. 1972. $2.95 (paper)

An introduction by means of a few fundamental methodological concepts
and their actual use by students for thinking about economic phenomena.
Stress is placed on what the author calls "a systems perspective".

MJHLMAN, John M. Studying Economics. GOodyear Publ. Co., 15113 Sunset Blvd.
Pacific Palisades, Calif. 90272. 102pp. 1972. (paper)
Oesinned to introduce an analytical approach course in which the readings
are not a single text but paperbacks. "Its purpose is to give the stu-
dent vn overview of the course as well as the discipline of economics."
"Its emphasis is on analysis, understanding, and reading on

the rstionel thought processes of economists."

MAHER, John E. What is Economics? John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 605 Third Ave.,
New York, N. Y. 10016. 169 pp + index. (paper)
An introduction particularly valuable for teachers or future teachers.

MADELL, Robert A. Man and Economics. McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St.

New York, N.Y. 10036. 200pp. ni index. 1968. 0.50 (paper)
A short informal introduction to economic principles, problems, and

policies (these are the three parts of the book).

Current Reprint Volume

ReaJino6 in Economics '72 . Dushkin Publ. Group, Inc., Sluice Dock, Guil-

ford, Conn. 06437. 1972. 401pp. $4.95 (paper). An annual publication
consisting of facsimile reproductions of current articles on economics

and economic problems., taken from the better popular magazines and

newspapers for the general reader. Designed as a text supplement. Bdt

could be used as the core with current periodicals and a short analyti-

cal volume as a supplement.

Current Economics Tapes

First National City Bank, The Sound of the Ecoriomy. P.O. Box 2205, F.D.R.
Station, Nee York,, N.Y. 10022. $75 for 12 monthly tapes. $35 for trans-

scripts. Discussions of current economic issues by bank economists.

40 minute cassettes. Intended for business leaders.

Instructional Dynamics Incorporated, The Friedman/Samuelson Reports:
166 East Superior St., Chicago, Ill. 60611. $49.90 for 12 weekly

cassettes. On alternate weeks Friedman or Samuelson express their

views on current economic events and issues.

Self-Instructional MateriAs

MARTIN, David A. Introductory Economic Theory,: An Audio-Visual-Tutorial
Approach. McGraw;Hill Co., 330 West42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036.

4050.00 for the entire set of five unis including audio tapps, 35mm

slides, workteXt, eno instructor's menual.

College, Level Automated Learning Courses: Economics--Level 1. Automated

Learning, Inc. 1275 Bloomfield Ave:, Fairfield, N. J. 07006. $9.98
(however a minimum total r,Tder of $50 is required). A pre-recorded
taped course including the tape, a text consisting of diagrams mod

visual explanetiOns, and examination questions in programed form.
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INDEX TO INTRODUCTORY EGONHIOS TEXTBOOKS.

What Kind of a Text Do You Want? If so, look at ---
.

1. A very comprehensiVeondflexible one with corny types of optional
supplementary teaching albs ~ I want to be able to experiment,-- to
choose my own approFch, my dun sequence of materirls, to determine myself
whet to stress or skim over or omit and what supplementary aids to try.

J.

You probably want one,:o the'longer.texts (see Table 2, pp. 4-5),
o flexible one tTable'12:t 'p.-15):,-'and one-with:a great.%)ariety of
types of supplementary aids ('Table 15, p. 18); e.g.'8.ach, McConnell,
Samuelson, Solmon, Spencer

.

Or perhaps you seek comprehensiveness end flexibility but either
no supplementary aids oronly specific ones. See Table 15 and such
other tekts:as Eckaus, Hailtones-Brennan, Miernyk, Rogers ("Prin."),
Wykstra

2. I too want a comprehensive book but a cumulative one. Instead
of a series of independent, interchangeable, and omitable parts, I want
a text in which each pert is bdilt explicitly on what has pregened and
leads effectively to what follows. A text should be a unified whole.

See Table 12, p:15Jor cumuAative Volumes. The following are
some of the more comprehensive ones;011chian-Allen, 8randis, Fusfeld,
Gordon-Dawson, Heilbroner, Suits, Kohler

3. No. I want a short and-germinal_volumew I want a text to intro-
duce the subject and tnen:An leave me free to. fill it 'in or develop it
by supplementary readings' avid activities. For example--

A short theory oriented introduction -» e.g,. Brehm, Heller,
Pfouts .;

A short survey of economics Lynn, Rogers,
Sanborn, Sowell, Orr-Savage

A short histury of economic institutions and thought-- e.g.
Harter; Giesbrecht,

Oh n61- The 13Ove three standards completely overlook the key point,
'the text's approach. Not how much is said, but what is said and why are

the important criteria in selEctin6 texts.
.

4. I want a relatively rigorous text using the analytical approach.
I believe that econumc,aoalysis should be the focal point of all study
ana that beginning students should b.1 subjeoVea to a fairly high level
of analytical rigor.. , ,

. "

You are looking for one of-the Analytical Approach texts (see
-Table 1, p.2) with.-a relatively high degree of rigor (Table 5, p. 7).
ExaMples of the more rigorous longer texts = Alchian-Allen, Lipsey-
Steiner, Stigum+Stigum (see also those cla'isifiee.aslquite Rigorous").
Examples of the more rigorous short texsr..8rehm,:Pfouts

. .
.

5.'1 disagree with the analytical approach. I want.one of the other
approaches but with emphasis on economic analysis es oiftool to other
goals and not as the central subject of economics.'

See -Table 1,. pp. 2-4 for texts using other approaches. Note
.especiallY those which strassanalysis. Sae also their profiles.

.(continued on next page)
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Examples of texts using a Problems Approach with str::ss on analysis
Bach, Gordon-Dawson, Kohler, Nichols-Reynolds, Wykstra
Examples using a Systems Approach = Heller, Suits
Examples using a Social Philosophic Approech =-Fusfeld, Gill
Examples using en Historical Approach = Heilbroner
Examples using an Institutional Approach = Stigum..:Stigum

6. Relax the rigor! I want a text which relies primarily b the
written.word.. It confines itself :to analysis which is only moderately
rigorous or less.

You probably want one of the.less rigous texts (see Table 5, p.7)
probably developed in a less selective college (Table -16, p. 19)
and une whose profile shows considereble emphasis on institutions
and possibly problems. Examples include Given, Brown, Lynn, Silk,
Harter and others listed on p. 19 under "moderately rigorous".

7. A text written explicitly for students with a strong mathemat-
ical background and interests, possibly one for students going on in
economics. As an example see Pfouts. Also large texts under 4 above.

8 A text which-includes substantial sections on particular economic
problems of interest or relevance to my students.

See Table 10, p, 14 contemporary problems in texts.

8. Frankly I learn more economics from teaching then do my students.
I want a text which will teach .me whatjs new, will fill in blind spots
in my education, and will open my eyearnew ideas and review old ones. \

The desirable text will depend what you are working on. Possibly,
one should expect:bouks that come out of one of the great graduate
centers to include new developments more promptly (if so see Table
16, p. 19. Possibly economists who are prestigious scholars will
incorporeta.modern scholarship in their texts.

9. A text chosen with the aim of keeping student costs down. See
Table 3, p. 5 but look beck'at table 2 to 'see what you are getting for
the money.

"Best buys" at approximately 15 or under which will need supple-
mented for even a one semester course = Giesbrecht, Sanborn

"Best buys" under $6 which provide a structure for a short
course = Rogers-"Choice", Nickson

"Best buys" which provide materiels for a semester course;
Under $7 = Brehm, Chalmers. Under $8 = Sowell, Heller

"Beat buys" which provide materials for a year .course;
Under $8 = Peterson (both volumes). Under $9 Hunt-Sherman, Silk.
Under $10 = Gill (both volumes), Miernyk, Gordon *Dawson, Howard-0a4:-

10. I want 2 text thet won't soon be revised thus made out-of-date.

See Table 6, pp. 7-8 to determine texts scheduled for revision
this year and with a revision cycle showing it will last.

11. I want a text designed for self study by students. E.g.
Sterling Institute and other texts which have self-grading exams.
See Table 13, p. 17.

12. Texts divided easily into two independent halves, thus fit well
into two semester courses .in which student may take either half in either.
order. = Gill, Peterson.
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ECONOMIC GROWTH INSTITUTE

Department of Economics

State University of New York at Binghamton

Binghamton, New York 13901

The Economic Growth Institute is the research center for the study of
applied economics at SUNY-Binghamton and, as such, works closely with the
Department of Economics. The development of the Institute is directed to-
wards the enlargement of the faculty's capacity for research in the general
area of economic growth, with a special emphasis on human resource problems
in developed economies.

As a means of focusing the staff's research, three research centers have
been established within the Institute: the Center for Health Studies, the
Center for Urban Studies, and the Center for Manpower Studies. Several large -

scale research projects are currently under way in these areas, and several
more are contemplated in the future. Thus, the Economic Growth Institute
provides a framework for joint research projects involving both faculty and
graduate students, as well as actively encouraging and providing resources
for the development of research projects by individual faculty members, pro-

viding administrative and secretarial support for ongoing projects, rendering
assistance and financial support to graduate students in support of both pro-
ject and dissertation research, and publishing the results of research efforts
in the form of a Working Paper series.

WORKING PAPER SERIES

1. Holtmann, A.G., The Size and Distribution of Benefits from iledical
Research: The Case of Eliminating Cancer and Heart Disease (1971) -
Center for Health Studies.

2. Greene, Kenneth V. and Newlon, Daniel H., Factors Affecting the Likelihood
of a Switch to a Volunteer Army (1972) - Center for Manpower Studies.

3. Holtmann, A.G., Working Wives Among the Poor (1972) - Center for Manpower
Studies.

4. Waldorf, William H., Quality of Labor Management (1972) - Center for
Manpower Studies.

5. Cowing, Thomas G., Technical Change and Scale Economies In An Engineering
Production Function: The Case of Regulated Electric Power (June 1972).

Copies of the above working papers may be secured by writing to the Economic
Growth Institute.
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